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receive a work on the scarabs in University College, 
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‘The British School of Archaeology in Egypt has been making a collection for a war 
fund since 1914. We undertook to raise £1,000 for the Officers’ Families Fund, and 
achieved this in about a year. We are now collecting entirely for the Scottish Women's 
Hospitals, to maintain Dr. Ekie Inglis two Field Hospitals, which are serving the 
Serbian division of the Russian army in Rumania, and are greatly valued by our allies (Hon. 
Sec. $. W. H., London Units, Hilda Pls hoped that all subscribers 
will help to make this the special War Work of our organisation, We have no hesitation 
in comtinuing to receive usual subscriptions to the School, as such are invested in V 
Loan, and this pass into the National Savings for the present. Our students are now all 
serving their country, but when that sad duty is passed, they will again turn to the School 
to support their researches. Meanwhile our supporters, by theie subscriptions, ensure getting 
the volumes of this catalogue, which will be continued for the years of the War. The 
volumes are -— 
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Amulets (previously issued by Constable), 
Scarabs, for 191s. 
Tools and Weapons, for 191 
Funeral Statuettes (Shabtis) 
Weights and Measures 

  

} & 97 
Following volumes will be on Ornaments and Toilet Objects; Stone and Metal Vases; 
Scarabs with designs and Button Seals; Prehistoric Egypt; Games and Writin 
Glass and Glazes (in colours); Beads (jn colours) ; and ten or twelve other subjects, 

Materials; 

      

At a time when all our energies are required for our defence, it is needful to state the 
conditions under which any historical work is produced. At the beginning of the war the 
writer of this volume offered to resign University position until peace, but was officially 
instructed to retain it; and the most direct duty of such position is the present catalogue 

of College collections. His offer also, in two official enquiries, to take the work of other 
men in public service, has been refused. The printing of this volume has been left to be 
produced entirely as deferred work, only taken up to level the output of the printers and 
plate-makers ; thus equalising the conditions of labour, without employing more workers than. 
fare otherwise needed. ‘The splendid early volunteering of over 250 men from the firm of 
printers, shows that they do not hesitate at complying with the national requirements. Great 
delays in printing have necessarily occurred, and it is doubtful if volumes beyond this, and 
that on Tools, can be issued tll after the war. 

   



SYSTEM OF THE CATALOGUE 

‘The current description of the plates, and discussion of the materials. 
‘The HISTORICAL Index, and general census of scarabs in the principal collections. 
‘The TEXT Index. 

PRIVATE NA\ 

    

    'S Index (lithograph). 
(ithograph). 

plates and description of all early cylinders accessible, and of all 
searabs with names in University College. 

  

    

‘The TYPES OF BACKS of scarabs, 
‘The order of the scarabs under each king is (1) Falcon name; (2) Nebti name; 

(3) Hor-nubti name; (4) Throne name with phrases, or with titles, or plain, proceeding from 
the longest to the simplest; (5) Personal name in similar order. Other objects with names, 
follow after the scarabs under each person. Private scarabs, ete., are placed as nearly as 
may be in their historic position. Heart scarabs are all together between the xxth and. 
xxist dynasties, 

  

‘The system of numbering is not continuous throughout, as that does not indicate the 
period at sight. Each object has the number of the dynasty, the king, and of the object 
under that king. ‘Thus 186-23 is the aviiith dynasty, 6th king (Tehutmes 111), and his 
23¢d_ scarab, The drawings of scarabs outside of this collection are only inserted to 
complete the series, and are not numbered or catalogued. ‘The colour stated is the original 
colour wherever any part of it can be found, regardless of the general change in such cases. 
‘The letter and number after the colour refer to the types of backs. 

In the plates of backs LIX—LNXIII the references below each drawing are the 
dynasty, king, and number, as above stated. Where there is more than one reference, the 
underlined reference is the source of the drawing, which the others resemble. The top 
number of each drawing is that of the type, and is used with the type letter of the class 
for reference in the Catalogue pages. Occasionally two drawings have the same number 
when the type is alike, and they only dif    in work, 

References are made to the following works = 
Haut, H. R., Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, ete, 
Newoenny, Percy E., Scarab-shaped Seals (Cairo C: 

ce »_ Searabs, 1906. 
Wann, John, The Sacred Beetle, 1902. 
Frazer, George, A Catalogue of Scarabs, 1900 (now in Munich) 
The Gouenisiterr Collection (photographs privately issued). 
Pennie, W. M. F., Historical Scarabs, 1889. 

  

  the British Museum, 1915. 
logue), 1907. 

 



SCARABS 

INTRODUCTION 
1. Tut little amulets of beetle form, which are 

the most usual production of Egyptian art, have 
fascinated. the amateur collector for a century 
past, but have not yet fully received the scientific 
Attention whichis die to them. The most obviously 
Interesting class of them are those with names of 
kings, of the royal family, and of officials. These 
carry with them in most cases a dating, which fixes 
their historical position, They stand. thus to 
Egyptian history much as coins stand in relation 
to Western history. They often add historical 
matter which is otherwise lost to us; and the style 
of their art and manufacture serves as an index 
to the changes which went on in the civilisation 
In the present volume we only deal withthe searabs 
‘—at University College—which bear names; and 
to these are added the cylinders, plaques, and 
other small objects with names, as they are closely 
similar in work, and stand on the same footing. In 
Another volume the scarabs of other kinds will be 
dealt with; but their dating must depend mainly 

‘on comparison with thestyles of those here described, 
2, At first sight it might be supposed that the 

subject was boundless when looking at the hundreds 
of scarabs that lie in the Cairo shops. But this 
is far from being the case. The named searabs are 
‘only a small proportion of the whole, andthe greater 
part of those are of Thothmes III. Any one can 
form a collection of that king's scarabs in a year 
fr two, as readily as of coins of Constantine, and 
very few of them would be of any interest. To 
acquire the variety of different periods, and the 
rarer names, needs a very long search.” When 
first went to Egypt I used to buy about a hundred 
‘name-scarabs each year, and only included those 
‘of Thotiimes III which were of interest. Latterly 
about thirty each year is all that I can get that 
fare worth having. 

So far from the subject being boundless, there 
are only about joo different kings and royal relatives 
who are thus commemorated on scarabs, eylin- 

ders, and seals. Of that joo, there areat University 
College over 240 different royal persons, about 

  

    
  

  

  

  

  

    

   

  

150 at the British Museum, about go in Paris, 
70 in Cairo, and various minor selections in other 
‘museums. Thus the collection here described is 
by far the most varied in its range; and in order 
to make the view more complete, drawings are 
here inserted of the scarabs, eylinders, ete, of 
persons not represented in this collection, 

Turning to the total numbers of scarabs, eylin= 
ders, rings, and plaques with royal names, the 
Timits of the subject are ako well in view. Apart 
from the overwhelming commonness of Thothmes 
IITs objects, there are rather over 5,0c0 named, 
objects in all the public collections together. Of 
these there are over 1,600 in this ellection ; the 
same in the British Museum, about 300 in Pats, 
and fexer in Cairo and elsewhere, Practically 
third are here, a third in Bloomsbury, and a third 
in all the rest of the museums. Thus the subject 
is quite within reach, and can be dealt with toler. 
ably completely, with this catalogue and that of 
the British Museum. Of course there are many 
scattered in private hands, and some collections 
fof note; Dut itis seldom that much of importance 
fs seen on going over such gatherings. Tn stating 
this, the scarabs and seals with private names are 
not ‘included, as they are not so fully published: 

for comparison, They form, however, only a small 
minority of the whole, probably not § pet cent, of 
the name-scarabs in most collections, and generally 
uch less. There are about 330 in this collection, 
fand a litle over a hundred in the British Museum, 
Dut no other collection has more than a few dozen. 

‘A considerable part of the illustrations were 
prepared, more than a dozen years ago, from photo- 
feraphs by Mr. Nash; this unfortunately has 
fntailed loss, as the cost of blocks was then 
double of the present amount, The drawings of 
backs were also partly done then, and the clas 
fication of the types. In the last two years the 

collection —now largely increased—has been worked 
‘up to date, and the text completed, and rearranged 
to suit the present form of publication. In this 

  

  

‘manner the illustrations and catalogue are always 
together, while the advantage of finer paper for the 
figures is obtained. 

   



2 RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF TI 

CHAPTER 1 

3. Tuar various kinds of beetle were venerated. 
in Egypt from prehistoric times is clearly proved, 
Doth irom the preserved animals, and from the 
images of them. So far back as s.D. 53, in the 
carer part of the second prehistoric civilisation, 
‘two jars in a grave contained numerous dried 
beetles (grave » 328, Divspalis). Rather later, in 
8.0.66, a grave (B 234) contained a jar with scarab 
beetles. Of the same age another grave (® 227) 
contained a jar with dozens of large desert beetles, 
and an immense quantity of small beetles, Another 
grave, undated (B 17), had thirty.six beetles in 
a jar 

Not only are the dried animals thus found, but 
the intention with which they were buried is 
vouched for, by the models of beetles pierced to 
be worn as amulets, At Nagadch two beetles of 
‘green serpentine were found, of prehistoric age, 
copied from the long bright green. beetle now 
found living in the Sudan (Nagada, vii), Other 
beetles of the same kind cut in sard, and one in 
‘rystal, have been found in graves at Tarkhan, 
‘about ‘sv. (Sequence Date) 77-8. In another 
grave (1552), of sv. 77, was a group of amulets 
‘with tivo desert beetles eut in opaque green ser- 
ppentine. Of sv. 77 also, was a translucent green 
Serpentine beetle found in the lowest level of the 
town of Abydos (4b. i, i, 7). Slightly Tater, but 
before the ist dynasty, was another long beetle 
found in the temple of Abydos (48. i, xiv, a8), 
Of sip. 78, just before Mena, there is the most 
striking instance of a reliquary case, o be worn as 
‘charm, made of alabaster in the form of the true 
Scarabacus sacr (grave 27, Tarthan I ii, 4,xiv, 10). 
‘About the time of King Den (6. S:) in a grave 
‘at Tarkhian (120) was a jar containing many’ large 
desert beetles, Passalacqua found the Buprstis 
beetle embalmed at Thebes. The variety of beetles 
here mentioned, beside the commonly recognised 
scarabacus, is what is to be expected, as we find 
that four other genera are clearly copied in the 

‘scarabs of later times, and are alluded to in papyri 
for magical use. 

4. What then must we conclude as to the 
Egyptian view of the beetle, before the engraving 
of designs upon it? It was certainly sacred oF 
venerated, as shown by the many amulets, and 

  

  

  

  

scarap 
specially the amulet case or reliquary in the form 
of Scarabacus sacr. Tt was, by the same examples, certainly worn as an amulet, This being the ease, 
wwe have no right to dissociate it fom the very 
primitive idea which we find connected with it in 
later times, that the sun is the big ball rolled across 
the heaven by the Creator, and hence the seatab is. 
fn emblem of the Creator, Khepera, The scarab 
is figured with the dise of Ra in its claws in the 
sith, xvith, and later dynasties, Such a sym- 
bolism is assuredly primitive, and would not arise 
after the anthropomorphic gods filled the religion 
of Egypt; moreover Khepera is called“ the Father 
of the Gods” (Laszoxe, D. Mit, cocxxx). This 
symbolism of the beetle is a part of the primaeval 
‘animal worship of Egypt. The idea of the word 
Khcperis" being," existence, creation, o becoming; 
land the god Khepera is the seleexistent creator: 
od. 

On turning from the material remains to the 
inscriptions, we find that the importance of the 
scarab emblem was transferred from the Creator 
to the soul which is to be united to him. In the 
Pyramid texts it is said, “This Unas fieth like a 
bird and alighteth like & beetle upon the throne 
which is empty in thy boat, © Ra.” Teta is said 
to™ lve like the scarab." Pepy is" the son of the 
scarab which is born in Hotept.” 

The scarab also passed to the other gods a8 a 
creative emblem. Ptah Sokar has the searab on 
his head; so ako Ka, “ father of the gods,” bas 
8 scarab on his frog's head. Horapollo refers to 
Ptah having a scarab, 

5. We are now in a position to sce the Egyptian 
jdea ‘which underlay the immense popularity of 
this form in histori times. We need not suppose 
‘that the original amuletic purpose and theologie 
allusion ruled entirely; mere habit of association 
‘was perhaps all that was commonly in the thoughts, 
We know how in Christian times the cross was 
popularised, and was used so incessantly that at 
ast a higher value had to be attached to the emblem, 
by forming the crucifix, in order to renew the 
solemnity of it, In somewhat the same spirit, 
after the scarab had become too familiar in common, 
tus, it was resanctiied in the xviith dynasty by 
Being carved ina very ge size, with a purely 
religious text upon it, and placed in a frame upon 
the breast of the dead. On this frame itis often 
showin as adored by Isis and Nebhat, Tt is said 
to be the heart of Iss, who was the mother of the 

   

        

  

  

  

 



MAGICAL USE OF 
ead person, thus identified with Horus: to be 
the heart which belonged to the transformations 
‘or becomings of his future life, in order to give 
soundness to his limbs; and to be the charm whieh 
should ensure his justification in the judement 
Such were the high religious aspects of the scarab 
in the later times, removing it from the almost 
contemptuous familiarity to which it had been 
Aegraded, asthe vehicle of seals and petty ornament. 

‘On passing to the xxiird dynasty” and later, 
wwe sce the winged searab placed on the breast ofthe 
‘mummy, as the emblem of the Creator who should 
transform the dead; and associated always with 
the four sons of Horus, as guardians of special 
parts of the body. 

From this time, and specially from the xxvith 
to the xxxth dynasties, many searabs were placed. 
fon the mummy, usually a row of half a dozen or 
more, along with figures of the gods. Such searabs 
fare almost alvvays carved with the legs beneath, 
and are never inscribed, 

‘On reaching gnostic times we soe on amulets 
three scarabs in a row, as emblems of the Trinity, 
with throe hawks as souls of the just before them, 
and three crocodiles, three snakes, ete, as souls 

fof the wicked driven away betind them (sce Amulet, 
135). Thus the function of the scarab as emblem 
fof the Creator Khepera was transferred, and it 
‘became in triple group the emblem of the Trinity 

6. Turning to the docaments of that age, there 
are descriptions which throw much light on. the 
way in which it was venerated. Pliny says of the 
starabaeus, “The people of great part of Egypt 
worship those insects as divinities; an usage for 
which Apion gives a curious reason, aserting 
fs he does, by way of justifying the rites of his 
nation, that the insect in its operations pictures 
the revolution of the sun” (xxx, 30). Horapollo 

j, 10) explains this allusion, saying that the searab 
rolls the ball from east to west, looking himself 

toward the east. Having dug a hole, he buries 
it in i for twenty-cight days on the twenty-ninth 

‘ay he opens the ball, and throws it into the wate, 
fand from it the searabaci come forth.” This de= 
scription applies to the most usual place for the 
scarabacus insect, the western desert edge, There 
wwe may frequently see the scarab rolling its ball 
toward the rise of sand to bury it, and holding it 
between the hind legs, pushing backward with its 

face tothe east. The same description is given by 
Plutarch (Isis and Osiris, 74). 

        

  

    

   

‘THE scaran A 
‘There was regard for various kinds of beetles 

in Roman times, as previously on the carved 
scarabs, and the prehistoric amulets, Pliny (xxx, 
430) says, “There is ako another kind of searabacus 
‘hich the magicians recommend to be worn as an 
Aamulet—the one which bas small horns thrown, 
Dacksrard. A third kind ako, known by the name 
of full, and covered with white spots, they recom 
mend to be eut asunder and attached to either 

‘This method of use is described in the 
Demotic Magical Papyrus (xxi, 18); "* you divide 
it down the middle with a bronze knife... take 
its left hal... and bind them to your left arm.” 

Horapolio (i 10) state,“ There are three species 
of beetles. One has the form of a eat, and is 
radiated, which is called a symbol of the sun 
the statue of the deity of Heliopolis having the 
form ofa cat, and the scarab has also thirty fingers 
like the thirty days of the month 

The second species is two-horned, and bas the 
form ofa ball, which is conseerated to the moon. 

‘The third species is unicorn, and has a peculiar 
form which is referred to Hermes like the Ibis." 

‘This thd species is evidently the Hypsclogena, 
which has a long beak in front; this seems to 
have been compared to the long beak of the ibis, 
and hence was referred to Tebiti, OF the ‘wor 
horned scarab there isa bronze figure in the British 
Museum; it may be that known to us as the stag 
beetle. To the cat-shaped beetle we have no 
clue; from being put first it may be supposed to 
be the Searabacus 

Another account of varieties is in the Demotie 
Magical Papyrus (xxi, 10), where for a love;potion 
“you take a fish-faced (2) scarab, this scarab being 
‘small and having no horn, it wearing three plates 
fon the front ofits head, you find its face thin?) foutwards—or again that which bears two horns.” 

‘Whatever may be the modern equivalents of 
these various descriptions, it is certainly evident 
that five or six diferent kinds of beetles were all 
venerated, and used for their magical propertis. 

7. We have now seen that the searab and other 
beetles were regarded as sacred or magical, from 
the earlier part of the second prehistoric age down 
to the Christian period. The religious texts that 
we have of thevth, vith, wiih, and xixth dyn 
all refer to it as an emblem of the Creator-God, 
fs a symbol and guarantee of his assistance to the 
eceased, or as an emblem of the apotheosis of 
‘the deceased. In the xiith dynasty this emblem 

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

  

       



4 RELIGIOUS ASPECT OF THE SCARAB 
‘came into common use, and served as a sea, doubt- 
Tess owing to the name of the person being placed 
fon it, to ensure that its powers should be given to 
him,” Just as the use of the divination arrows 
drifted down into the vulgariation of gaming 
‘ards, or the cross became used for various unseemly 
purposes, so the personal amulet of the scarab 
bbecame treated commonly as the seal for every: 
day use. This did not however prevent the symbol 
being most generally employed with a. religious 
significance 

  

‘The purely utilitarian view of the searab as a 
seal was true enough in some instances; but the 
facts of its actual use show that this was not the 
main parpore, even if we had not the use of it 
vouched for as a sacred amulet in the earliest, as 
in the lates, times, Tn the first plac, the scarabs 
were originally nearly all coated with glaze, which 
has since perished from the majority, leaving the 
lines clear. But, when the glaze remains, we see 
that a large part of the lines were so filled with 
glaze that no impression could be taken fom 
them, As to the actual use for sealing, we 
know of very few instances of such except in the 
nith dynasty ; hardly any scarab sealings of the 
xviiith to xxvith dynasties are found, although 
scarabs were commonest at that age. For signets 
it would be required that the name and title of 
the person should appear, as on many that are 
known, Yet such name-scarabs of private persons 
are very rare, except in the Middle Kingdom, and 
feven these are but a small minority of all that 
were made, Further, those with kings’ names 
fare, in some cases, later than the rulers whom 
they name, and could not therefore be used for 
official seals, but must refer to the claim on the 
protection afforded by the deceased king to the 
‘wearer, ike the medals of saints worn by the devout. 

‘A somewhat Similar, change of usage is seen in 
the cylinders of the laie prehistoric age. Though 
‘cut in one of the softest materials, black stetite, 
it is seldom that they show any wear. They can 
never have been carried on the petson in most eases; 

the fow that have been so used are so much worn 
as to be scarcely legible, and even hard scarabs 
of later times show much wear if they have been 
carried on the finger, owing to the prevailing grit 
and sand, The subjects generally engraved on 
‘the eylinders bear this out, asin the earlier classes 
‘they are seldom title, The usual subjects shown 

    

  

  

  

  

are the seated figure with a table of offerings—as 
fon Memphite tomb steles subsequently, or the 
‘aabhe bird, emblem of the soul—as on Abydan 
rave steles subsequently. Names of gods are also 
usual, Apart then from any question of the 
reading of these eylinders, the subjects show that 
they are funerary’ in character. The absence of 
‘wear pon them shows that they were not usually 
carried during life, but were engraved to place as 
amulets with the dead. Thus the eylinder—like 
the scarab—was essentially an amulet, and usvally 
for the dead. Subsequently the titles were added, 
and then the eylinder developed in the ist dynasty, 
into an article of daily aliairs, We should note 
the contrast that while hundreds or thousands of 
impressions of the business eylinders are. known, 
Dut scarcely a single actual eylinder; yet, on the 
contrary, over a hundred eatly cylinders of the 
funerary type ate known, but not a single impres- 
sion of such. The complete contrast of usage 
shows that the ealyeylinders were entirely different 

in purpose to the business eylinders of the st dymasty 
and onward. 

  

CHAPTER 11 

8. We have already seen that the Egyptian 
fully recognised several varieties of beetle, all 
included in the sacred class. Both among’ the 
animals preserved, and among the different kinds 
described by authors, the variation is unquestion- 
able. When we turn to the artificial figures of 
searabs, we find a similar variety. Not only are 
there great differences in the workmanship, and in 
the attempt at imitating nature, but the models 
that were followed were clearly quite distinct, 

Having started from many varying models the 
‘conventional types naturally tended to become con 
fosed and parts copied from different genera were 
mixed together. In the same way the Egyptians 
mixed elements of the papyrus and lotus together 
in their architectural forms. To gain any rational 
classification of the various types itis necessary to 
follow the various genera separately. Yet this 
must not be done slavishly; as, owing to the 
mixture of forms, itis often needful to follow some 
‘one detail as a means of clear classifation, even 
though it may run across two oF three genera, 

 



  

IVE GENERA oF BEETLES 5 
‘The designs of scarabs are generally unique. 

Common as may be the scarabs of any one king, 
yet it is very seldom that an exact duplicate ean 
be found of the name and titles. The backs are 
‘equally varied, and seldom will a drawing of one 
scarab represent a sccond specimen eficiently, Tt 
is only when endeavouring to make a set of type 
ravings for reference, that the extreme variety 
fof detail can be realised 

‘One of the frst considerations in arranging any 
scheme of classification of types for reference, 1s 
that the critical points shall be elear and quickly 
settled, 20 as to be able to run down any type 
to its right place for identification as soon as pos 
sible, For this purpose all distinctly dlfferent 
lements must be brought forward, while keeping 
the natural differences of genera as much as possible 

9, In order to clear up the questions, it proved 
needful to work over the searabaci and allied 
beetles in the Natural History Museum, South 
Kensington, and to draw from those for the fronts 
piece, a8 there is no efficient publication of these 
genera. Not only the form but alo the distribution 
Inust be taken into account; its useless to compare 
forms that are unknown in the Old World, but 
South: and Central-African genera may well have 
bbeen known in Egypt, looking atthe great zoological 
recession from North Africa in historic times. 

Tt appeared that the varieties of form could 
not be accounted for without recognizing five 
genera (cee Frontispiece). The main genus is the 
generally recognized scarabacus—classes E to N— 
with a serrated elypeus, and a usually Tunate head. 
The species Scarabacws venerabiis is marked. by 
ribbed elytra, sce pl. xii, 13, 16. A definitely 
square head Seems to belong to Catharsius, lasses 
,7, the next most common genus. Occasionally the 
clypeus extends far back in a pointed form over 
‘the head, apparently imitated from the hom of 
the Copris, U. The presence of marked side 
notches, turning in above the elytra and then 
downwards, i characteristic of Gymnopleurus, V, Ws 
and probably the deep collar where the head joins 
‘the pro-thorax, belongs to the same. Lastly, a 
long beak is probably copied from Hypsclogenia, 
chases X, Y. 

10. The details of workmanship which may also 
serve for distinctions are: (x) the feather pattern 
fn the edge to imitate the hairy legs; (2) the head. 
fof lunate form, or (3) deep form, or (5) merging 

      

    

  

  

into the elypeus; (5) notched elypens ; (6) smooth 
clypeus; (7) V-shaped marks at the top of the 
elytra; (6) eutling lines on back, 

On the bass of these various distinetions twenty 
three classes may be formed, which ean almost 
always be quickly distinguished so as to find any 
sven type. (See plates lix to Ixxi, where all the 
Varieties of form are drawn.) The types are 
classified as follows 

  

With legs on underside (not in this ""S* 
catalogue) 

(fore and aft | 

  

   

  

Feathered legs (Sreandatt G 
unate ead E 

aoe Vea F 
8 mersing G : unate " notched out feypens |S, i 

= ype (ee, K emootn fsnate im—xxv_ 1 
oth lace 1X-XvIn af 

(lypens | merging IV-XxV_N Scaratacus sonra, sbbed 
cya x oO Scarabaens? Hvbed head. XXV,XXVI_P 

Carl on back 1 xnxx 9 
‘Quadruped heads, and pecuia tice ] XIXSAXY R 

fewarehad | XICXIN 
Gatlarsin’ Ny pera XII—XVI_T Copris XUI-XVL_ U sidenotch | XVITIXXY 
Comnopiewrs car VOXXVI W sptegeia FEO xu—XVIII X 
Mrpsgena (eed VI-xviIE ¥ Scaraboids « oa 

x2, It may scem surprising that such a variety 
of types should have had so long a range of use 
We might have expected that only a few types 
would have been fashionable in one age, and would 
not have recurred later. Yet there can be no 
‘question that six of these types were usual from the 
sith to the xxvth dynasties at least; while on 

‘good grounds some of them, as we shall se, go back. 
fo the Old Kingdom, With such ranges of date 
commonly over thirteen dynasties, it is evident 
that vague statements of resemblance between a 
given scarab and others of a known date are of



6 {HE VARIETIES OF SCARABS 
no value. The only way to reach results for 
discriminating dates, isto look for any charact 
tics of workmanship—often quite trivial—which 
are only found over a short range of time. The 
{general type is not a question of date but of locality. 

Some types with a short range are already clear 
‘The scarabaeus with feathered sides for the legs 
belongs only tothe xth to sith dynasties; Timited 
to the front or to the back legs, it was in use till 
the xvth dynasty. The Catharsius head begins 
in the middle of the with, and extends down to 
the xilith and vith dynasties respectively. Ane 
‘other of short rangeis the Copris, which only belongs 

to the Hyksos age, xilith to xvith dynasties. The 
Hypsclogenia is rare in the wiith dynasty, and 
isnot found later than Rameses IT, Minor details 
may ako have but a brief range; the deep ¥ 
futline of the elytra is only found on searabs of 
Khoira and Zedra (? Dad-e-ra); the nearest 
approach to itis at the close of the xith, and the 
ait dynasties, but that is less deep, and the 
form of the head and clypeus is then different. 
‘The palm-branch pattern on the back, in Clas J 
fs only known from late xith to xivth dynasties, 
and in a one-sided form in the xvith. The curling 
Tines on the back, Class Q, begin at the end of the 
sith dynasty, and end in the xxvth. It is in 
tracing the Knits of sch distinctions as these that 
progress may be made in dating searabs, and henee 
fn fixing the age of burials which have no kings! 

12. On examining the various small differences 
statistically, some strong preferences for certain 
types are found in some periods, though not ex- 
chisively of one age. The notch marks on classes 
E, F, G, vary in form. The V or | line from the 
Girdle line (as E’7, E28) is early and continues late, 

  

      

   
‘The V from the girdle to the side line (as E'0) 
Degins in the with dynasty. The diagonal line 
from the girdle to the side (as E'4) begins under 

  

‘Thothmes TIT. ‘The loop on the girdle (as E'x7 
and F 20) does not begin till Rameses II. 

‘The number of lines in the girdle, or in the 
“division of the wing eases, is not exclusively char- 
acteristic of age; but certain types prevail at 
diferent times. One girdle line and two or three 
vertical, and two girdle with two vertical lines, 
prevail in the Middle Kingdom. Two girdle lines 
‘vith one vertical is chiefly of Old Kingdom and 
Saite ages. The double girdle with three vertical 
lines is mainly of xxist to xavth dynasties, 

  

13. The local sources of smooth and lined 
backs may be examined by various tests. On 
separating the bati Bicim from the deskert Bhetm, 
there is presumably a local separation of Upper 
‘and Lower Egyptian scarabs. ‘The numbers are 

Toul, ‘South 
'S bali Bhetm T=13 

22. deshert Bhat 16 73 
‘These percentages—as we shall see below-—are 

the same as 13 per cent. of smooth backs in the 
xvili-xixth dynasties, mainly Theban, and 77 per 
ent. smooth backs in the Hyksos period, mainly, 
Delta, 

Another test is the use of names compounded 
with Sebek, that god belonging to the Fayum, 
Manfalut, Sikileh, Ombos, and Syene, but not 
prominently to the Delta. Of such searabs, pre- 
‘sumably of Upper Egypt, there are— 

be ‘sooth a, 
t= 8 13 Sebek names 

Another test is that of Amen names, also pre- 

  

sumably Upper Egyptian, there are 

‘ot sot ce 
7 Amen names one 

Taking now the general review of the numbers 
of smooth backs in eaeh of the main periods, there 

  

33002r 12 =36 
4 to 47 316 16 120 38. 

xvthtoxviith "86 206677 
xwiith 359 3084413 

xixth 15 4302213 
xxth ascites 
xaist toxsiird 83 592429 
xxivthtoxxvth §6 711517 
xavithtomath 55° 48 7 13 

tis obvious that the xvth to xvith dynasties 
‘were the speial period of Delta searabs, there being 
practically none then of Upper Egyptian rulers, 
nd most or all of the scarabs coming from the 
Delta. This isthe period when smooth backs are 

 



CLASSIFICATION OF DETAILS 7 
far commoner than at any other time. On the 
‘other hand the period of special Theban importance, 
the xviith and xixth dynasties, has a smaller 
number of smooth backs than any other age. It 
seems, however, that smooth backs decrease in the 
later periods, regardless of locality asthe Ethiopian 
period at Thebes and the Saite in the Delta hardly 
Aifer in the proportion, 

‘As a whole Wwe must conclude that until the 
late times the smooth back was the product of 
the Delta, and the lined back that of Upper 
Egypt. 

“Another feature is the crescent line on 
‘usually on about one in thirty of all periods 

fone in eight of scarabs in the Ethiopian and 
Saite age. 

The ribbed head, P, is very rare in the xvilith 
fand xixth dynasties, about 1 per cent.; the only 
other age of it is in the xxvth and xxvith, when it 
appears on one-quarter and one-third of the searabs, 

id is the commonest type of all. The square 
tharsius head, S, is the commonest type in the 

ind xith’ dynasties, appearing on one-fifth 
‘The pointed Catharsius is scarcely found 

outside of the xiith to xvith dynasties; it is on 
‘one-sixth of the with dynasty and on two-thirds 
of the xvith, Type U, which is similar, is only 
found in the sith and xwvith, with a stray example 
in the xvii 

‘The form of the girdle line, and its junction 
with the vertical, has many varieties, but they 
seem to have been used more of less through all 
periods, On the whole there was a far more 
Continual usage of varied types than might have 
been expected. General impressions are only of 
use as suggestions for research; the conclusions 
haere are from tabulating every well-marked differ 
ence throvghout the whole collection 

14. For the sake of ready comparison of searabs 
with the plates lx to lexi, the system of arrange- 
‘ment should be here explained. From the preceding 
table it will be seen that the points on a scarab 
back to be successively noted are as follows : 

(4) Hi legs are feathered at side. If so, then 
fon the whole length, or D on the back legs only. 
Hf not feathered, then 

(@) By the head distinguish scarabacus E-N, 
'S. venerabilis with ribbed elytra O, ribbed head P, 
curl lines on back Q; wide legs or mammalian 
Iheads R, square heads, Achead T; Copris Ui 
Gymnopleurus side notch V, or collar W; Hyp: 

  

   

  

  

  

   

  

  

selogenia X, or modified ¥; Scaraboids without 
animal pattern Z. 

{G) If scarabaeus, then with V notehes on girdle 
(E.G), or with clypeus notched (H-K) or smooth 
(LN): and each class divided into three according 
as the head is lunate, or parallel-sded, oF merging 
into the elypeus 

Alter thus discriminating the class, each class is 
subdivided into sections as follow 

€ and D, being small classes, are grouped by 
the form of the head, in the order of the ditire 
genera. E is divided by inner crescent on head 
2-29, on head 32-40, double lines for eye 42-49, 
single line for eye 52-64, plain deep head 67-78, 
nate head 80-08. "Fis divided by inner erecent 
‘on head, 1-9 double eye, single, of none; angular 
head 13-19—eye, of none; slope-sided head 20-30 —eye, or none; square head 31-53—double lines 
for eye, single, or none; barred. head 55-67— double lines, single, or none; long head 69-59— 
Aouble, single, oF no eye, and in order of length. 

G in order from widest bace to narrowest base for 
head. H inorder of inner erescent on head; double 
line eye; single line; plain curved head from 
deep to shallow. J in order of inner crescent 
ouble line eye, single lin, on sloping head; double 
Tine, single, oF no line, on square head; barred 
squared ; long head with double, single, or no eye 
lines. K hourglass head, wide below, equal, 
round eyes with straight lypeus, sides sloping 
more to end with narrow base. I in order of 
M sloping-sided head; square head; long head 
with square eyes, round eyes, or no eyes. N 
hhour-glass head, wide below, rounded eye, equally 
divided, round elypeus, head proceeding to narrower 
‘base. P back lines increasing in number. T, U, 
‘complex forms, see key at the foot of the plates, 

By following the regular order of diseriminz 
‘an example can be run down to the nearest drawing 
fn naich less than a minute, The range of date of 
cach type is marked by giving the reference to the 
examples in the form of dynasty number, king 
number figure number; thus r8-6-47 means xviith 
ynasty, 6th king (Thothmes TH), 47th searab 
of the king. This mode of numbering serves to 
show at once the date ofthe example, In the ease 
of private scarabs, or kings that are undated, they 
are grouped together in periods and designated 
by the dynasty number and a letter as, 12 8, ot 
0 ax. If the reign is approximately known (as 
by style in the xvilith dynasty) the king's number 

    

  

      

  

     



8 ‘THE MAKING OF ScaRABS 
is also included, as, 18:6-c, Thus the numbers 
give an indication of the age, and the letter di 
guishes the example, and shows that it isnot precisely 
dated. 

  

CHAPTER IL 
{HE MAKING OF SCARABS 

Materials 
15, Tue usual material is variously termed 

stea-schist, brows steatite, or schist, Tt varies in 
quality from smooth, translucent steatite to 2 
hard, fibrous schist, All kinds have the valuable 
property of being superficially hardened by the 
fasion of a glaze over the surface; thus after the 
coat of ghize has entirely decomposed and perished, 
the face of the stone remains glasc-hard. The 
result seems to be due to part of the magnesia of 
the stone combining with the silica of the glaze, 
‘hus changing the surface from soft soapstone to 
hard magnesia-hornblende. This material is. s0 
general fr scarabs that itis not specified separately 
to each in the catalogue; so, where only a colour 

named, it means glaze of that colour upon a 
steatite of schist body. 

16. Various other materials were occasionally 
‘used for scarabs; the dynasties in which T have 

‘observed examples archere stated after eachmaterial 
(Clear quartz crystal is rarely used (sith, xxvith) 
white quartz rock is also rare (xt); blue gl 
fon quartz was made in the prehistoric age and 
fonward, and used for scarabs (in xith); translucent 
fgreen quartz is very rare (xxlird); chaledony is 
very rare (xith) and agate was seldom used (xxvith; 
Amethyst began to be used in xth or xith, but is 
nearly all of with, and rarely of xixth 

Carnelian Degan to be weed in xith, but is 
‘most usual in xviith and xixth. Jasper of various 
colours was employed; red in xixth, yellow 
vilith and xxvith, green in xith, xith, brown 
ith and xxvith, and black in xith, xiith, xviith, 

Felspar was usually green, and its source 
fs yet unknown. It has no relation to beryl or 
‘mother of emerald,” with which itis often con- 
fused, It was used in xith, xith, xvlith, xxwvith, 
Red felspar was used in sxith, sixth. Beryl or 
emerald is unknovenin searabs, and was only worked 
after the cesation of searab making. 

‘Black obsidian was a favourite material for fine 

  

  

  

      

   
  

work in sith, but is very rare later (xixth).Diorte 
is rare (xith, sith), Peridot oceurs once (xvith), 
Serpentine was occasionally sed, and is mainly late, 
Black steatite was the usual material for early 
cylinders, down to the vth dynasty, and sometimes 
later (xviith to xxiind). This is the natural 
colour of the stone, and is not due to smoke, as 
has been strangely supposed. Jade was used for 
large heart scarabs (xixth), but seldom—if ever— 
for small name-scarabs. AS the use ofthis material 
has been doubted, it should be said that it has 
‘been mineralogically identified by al tests, especialy 

specific gravity. Basalt was rarely used, the brown, 
Kind is seen in the eylinder of Khufu, What is 
usually termed “green basalt" is really a met 
morphic volcanic mud, much like slate in com- 
position but not in fracture ; as there is no recog 
ised name for it, [have termed it Durite 
Amults), ‘This is\ very usual for heart scarabs, 
‘but too dull and coarse usually for the more delicate 
ceutting of small searabs, 

Lazuli was known from 
seldom used for engraving ; scarabs and amulets 
oft occur in sith, xvilith, xixth, xxvth, and xxvith. 
‘Turquoise is very rare in searabs, though it was a 
staple material in jewellery of the xiith dynasty. 
It has no connection with malachite (which has 
been confounded with it osring to both cccurring 
fn Sinai); of the latter I have only seen one searab, 
tunineeribed, Haematite was very rarely used for 
engraving, probably always under Syrian influence 

TLimestones were favourite materials in late times, 
the hard coloured varieties, green, yellow, red, and 
brown, appearing in the Saite ages, The pure 
caleite, of Teeland spar, was far too soft for wear 
(hough called “‘glas-hard"” ina recent work), 
and it only occurs ina eylinder of Pepy, filled with 
bia pase and ere (189° in age ead of 
‘queen Taiy. It was used for beads in xxiind, 
xilrd, Shelly brown limestone oceurs in abo 

xxth dynasty, and xviith, 
‘Of metals, gold scarabs rarely appear in xviith, 

‘and inscribed gold plates, were applied to plain 
stone scarabs in xiith, Silver appears for scarabs 
in ith (ceroll patterns), xvilith (silver plate of 
Akhenaten) and xxvith (Shepenapt). Bronze is 

‘very unusual, but there is one here of xxth. 
17, Glass first appears as alight blue imitation 

‘of turquoise, used for an wzat of Amenhetep Tz 
after that, clear blue and opaque violet glass scarabs 
appear in xviith, and dark blue glass in xixth, 

    
  

      

  

    

he prehistoric age, but 

  

  

  

  

     



METHODS OF ENGRAVING 9 
A rich Prussian blue transparent glass was. used 
about xxiiird, and on to Persian times, Glazing 
was the most usual surface for scarabs, of all 
colours, as stated in this catalogue throughout 
‘The blue glazes were very liable to fade away to 
white under theinfluence of damp; thegreen glazes, 
which contain some iron, decompose to brovn of 
varying depth, which is the commonest appearance 
of scarabs. Coloured paste begins in the sith as 
light blue, hard and finely finished, It is darker 
in xvilth, xinth, and very common as a soft paste 
jn xwvith, A sot yellow paste was alo usual 
xaxvith 

Pottery scarabs were made of the usa silecous 
paste, bound together by a coat of glaze; they 
were incised inthe with and xwvith, but oft 
‘moulded in xviith, xixth, Under Saptah they 
were made in two moulds, back and face; the 
groove for the hole was cut, and the two halves 
joined together, and united in the glazing.  Ushabtis 
were alko made in the same way. 

‘Wood is very rare; but there is a large wooden 
scarab here (12°2°5), a wooden Seal (1275-23), and 
a delicate scroll-pattern seal of hard wood (al ith). 
Fossil wood is once found used fora searab(xixth?). 
Amber was rarely used, but two searabs (v..) which 
are uninscribed will be published with the nameless 
scarabs, 

   

    

Engraving 
28, Though the surface of steatite is rendered 

fiscal bth ain of late eng fed rs 
it, the interior of the mass is quite unaltes 
He heat to witch it bes been subjected, On 
broken scarabs and objects it is found that an 
ordinary bronze neville of the xviiith dynasty can 
cut into the steatte freely; on the schist it is more 
Aificule to work, the siliceous particles glint the 
zetal, but yet lines can be cut with sufficient ease. 
‘There is therefore no question about the cutting 
‘of all the stea-schist scarabs; bronze inthe xviith 
‘dynasty, hardened copper in the earlier ages, and 
possibly fint splinters, would readily do the work. 

“The question ofthe hard stonesis quite diferent. 
We know certainly that sawing and drilling of 
granite with copper tools and emery was practised 
fon the largest seale in the ivth dynasty. Copper 
And emery were fanliar materials from prehistoric 
times, and such would suffice for dealing with all 
the materials used for scarabs, The forms of the 
tools can only be inferred from the results, as no 
such tools have been found. 

2 

   

  

  

19, Nearly half a century ago an article on 
Antique Gems” in the Edinburgh Review (Oct. 

1866), debated when the wheel was frst used for 
gem engraving. The opinion that its work begins 
to appear under Domitian was questioned, and the 
evidence of the stork of Dexamenos was quoted 
in favour of dating the wheel a few centuries earlier. 
When we here turn to the evidence of Egypt, we 
see that the question is of thousands, not hundreds, 
of years 

We may start from the onyx bearing a head 
of Ptolemy Soter (2), which i clearly cut with the 

rheel, and we may sce it alo plainly used wnder 
habaka on lazuli (253-14), a8 under Amenardas 

(5-2-6); along with the drill on green quartz 
(23-1, withthe ball drill on jasper under Usarken T 
(2-2-1); on jade heart searabs (4B. 20, 21); on 
Tage darite heart scarabs (40. 7, 8, 0); ‘on jasper 
‘of Rameses X (20°8-5); on jasper of Rameses 1 
(49°3-37);, on sard of Amenkietep TIT (189-101) ; 
fon black jasper of Tehutmes TV (18:8-13); on 
black granite of Tehutmes IIT (18-6-120); on 
black jasper of Tetanefer (18:6 »);_on carnelian 
‘of Hotshepsut (18:5-10); on blue glass of Amene 
hetep I (38-2°35); on brown jasper of Meny 
(24.2); and most brilliantly shown on the 
earliest example, a private searab of Onkhy’ son of 
Mentuemhot (10's) in green jasper, probably of the 

sith dynasty, certainly not later than the xith. 
20, Side by side with this there was the older 

system of graving with a hard point, and scraping 
ut ines; also saving out lines with copper ede 

fed with emery, and grinding holes with a point 
and emery. Beginning with the earliest, we see 
the hard point scraper and the emery saw on the 
crystal of Aba (1-2) the point graver on the di 
fof Khosekhemui (2-9). The Khufu cylinder of 
basalt (4-25) shows the use of a hard point graver, 
and a pecking out of the bases of the hollows; 
‘Similar pecking ean be made on this material with a 
quartz erystal point, which was therefore probably 
the tool used. On the chert slab of Assa (5:8:3) 
f point graver was used, probably fed with emery. 
‘The jasper searabs of the xth dynasty (10 ©, 10 6) 
show a hard point scraper. In the xith dynasty 
the amethyst scarabs (10 7, v), quartz (s0 1), and 
«green felspar (10 1) show a point, with both seraping 
fand graving action, The obsidian scarabs of the 
sith dynasty were not ent by the whee, but by a 
copper edge-tool fed with emery, and a scraping 
point, perlaps of rock crystal. The jasper eylinder 

        

    
   

     



‘of Khondy—probably made by a Syrian—shows a 
pint scraper to have been used. When we reach 
‘the xviith dynasty, the point only appears on 
softer stones, as the limestone pebble of Sataoh 
(18-255), and the wheel was universal for hard 
stones. It seems then that the older graver and 
scraper overlapped the use of the wheel, from the 
ith to the xivth dynasty ; while before that the 
point alone, and after that the wheel alone, were 
‘sed on the harder stones. 

What mechanical arrangement the Egy 
had for the wheel cutter isnot known, Probably it 
‘was developed {rom the bow drill, and would be 
‘on a vertical axis worked by a bow. 

     

    

CHAPTER IV 

(ruates 1-vin) 
ax, Tur early cylinders of back steatite have 

been hitherto neglected, because they belong to a 
stage of the writing when the recognied. cancns 
had not yet become fully regulated; and they need 
to be studied by intercomparison, rather than by 
the same rules as the developed inseriptions. The 
present renderings. given here are only a fist 
attempt; and for the detailed reasons of the read- 
ing, Felerence should be made to the preiminary 
articles in Ancient Eeyh, 1014, pp. 61-77, 2915, 
pp. 78-83. 

Tn order to reach any conclusions itis needful 
tohave as mich material as posible for compai:on 
‘The University College Collection already contained 
by far the largest series of sich material; my Dest thanks are due 0 the Rev. W. MacGregor, for 
Kindly lending me his cylinders from which I took 
casts, and alo to Mr, lanchard for supplying me 
with casts ofall his eyinders; this the tv other 
‘rincipal collections are hee shown in photographs. 
Beside these I have drawn all those publshed by De. Reisner from Naga ed Deir, and alo obtained 
many drawings from other sources, Thus there is 
hece practically a corpus of such remains, which 
‘will enable them to be compared forthe st time. 

22. The cylinders are classed here under the 
following divisions: seated figures, phrases, Aebhu 
figures, titles, later phrases, columnar inscriptions, 
figures, carly dynastic titles, These clases are in 
‘the apparent order of their origination, Dut of 

  

  

    

‘course they largely overlap in ther dating. Within 
each class the order is that of the apparent date, 
Grouping together those of similar style. As to 
definiteages for these, there area few fixed. No. 81, 
of ivory, is of s.p. 65-76 (Diospois, pl. x), a little 
before the Tarkhan cemetery and the earliest known, 
kings, No. 56 is of s.v. 78-0, the beginning of 
the ist dynasty (EU Amrah, pl. vi, p. 30); this by 
the style of the band on it eatries with it No. 39, 
which is obviously later in style than the simpler 
work of most of those on pl i. No. 95 is dated 
by the mame of King Athet, the third of the ast 
dynasty, The more complex and detailed style of 
the Naga ed Deir cylinders, as 32-35, is well dated 
by the pottery and stone vases found with them, 
‘ofp. Sr, oF the middle of the ist dynasty. The 
dating by the forms of the tombs—on the strength 
of which several are assigned to the find dynasty— 
is dependent on the theory of two forms of tomb 
not Being used simultaneously: the pottery shows 
conclusively that these tombs are all contemporary, 
a8 it continuously changed, snd difiered from this 
style in the later period. Thus it seems that the 
titular eylinders may belong to the ist dynasty; 
while the religious types, even of advanced forms 
are before the ist dynasty, and probably go back 
to the incoming of the dynastic race. There is no 
round for assigning any cylinders to the pre- 
‘dynastic race, before dynastic influence entered the 
country. 

The eylinder impressions found in the Royal 
‘Tombs of the ist dynasty quite agree with the 
dates above stated. They are of more advanced 
style than most ofthese cylinders, and would quite 
Imply that these were earlier than Mena. They do 
not serve to explain these, as they are entirely 
connected with the royal estates and property, 
whereas these are concerned with private devotion 
‘or religious service. The royal sealings are not 
included in this series, as they do not serve to 
‘explain these, and they have been already fully 
‘published in Royal Tombs i and 23. Belore considering the style of inscriptions 
found on these cylinders, we should glance at the 
ideas of such an age about language, The early 
Greck supposed that truths about ideas, and the 
nature of things, could be reached by arguing over 
the words by which he expressed himself; he took 
words as equivalent to thought, whereas we recog 
nise now that they are a very inefficient expression 
‘of thought, Looking further back we see that the 

  

  

  

 



up iscpose scanaps 
historic Egyptian valued words even more; he 
believed in creation by the word, the greatest of 
intentions was supposed to take effect only through 
spoken words; no object really existed without 
name, the word gave it reality; plays upon words 
‘ant to his mind a hidden connection between the 
realities named. It is therefore to be expected 
that in a still earlier stage the word would be still 
mote important; inversions of a word giving 
diferent senses, plays upon words, slightly varied 
Tepetitions of words, would all be supposed to 
have special value and meaning. We should expect 
to find this manipulation of words in any inscrip- 
tions which had a religious or magic purpose, in 
the same manner in which we actually see it upon 
these cylinders. Another consideration is that in 
carly historic inscriptions the regular position of 
writing was not yet systematized ; on the panels 
‘of Hesy, the tombstones at Abydos, and the varia- 
tions of duplicates ofthe royal labels, we see thatthe 
rules for position were by no means certain. So 
Tong as all the elements were there, the value of 
them was the same in whatever order they stood, 
Hence the confused arrangement and inversions 
haere seen on the cylinders are only an earlier stage 
of this unregulated writing which still prevailed 
inthe ist two dynasties, 

‘The forms of some of the signs show how remote 
the usages were from those of even the ist dynasty. 
‘The mouth was distinguished sometimes by a side 

view ofit open, showing the teeth a in Nos. 2, 3,74 
[At other times it was shown in front view with the 
teeth as in Nos. 1, 5, 31, 32, 62, 108A. The hand 
is shown with all the fingers spread, asin 113, 114. 
‘The mat, p, is drawn with loose ends, asin 107, r02 
instead of a square, as on x32, Onkh is very rarely 
found, as the future life was certain, and only its 
welfare was prayed for; but it occurs on 123 in a 
very different form to any known later, with short, 
wide-spread ends—compare the normal form on a 
‘uch later style of eylinder, 133, 

  

    

  

  

  

CHAPTER V 
‘Tue oLD KINGDOM 
(eLATES VIL-XD) 

‘24, Tue question raised by assigning to a later 
origin all scarabs with names eatlier than the 
saith dynasty, ean best be considered after reviewing 

En 

  

the material which exists, and will therefore be 
discussed in the next chapter 

PL viii The searabs with the word Re-menas 
are obviously late, and whether they are intended 
to commemorate Mena is uncertain, The scarabs 
reading Heschtw mot Mheru are certainly not con 
temporary, as the signs are corrupt ; they may be 
smoder attempts copied from the form in Lepsius, 
Toitenbuch, pl. 53. With Nedkara begin the 
searabs which may be contemporary. The second 
‘nd third here might perhaps be of Ra-neb-kau 
Khety of the ixth dynasty. The fourth is probably, 
Inter, by the style 

‘The square plaque of Khufa (4:24) shows the 
first instance ofthe winged sun. That next appears 
‘over the figure of Unas at Elephantine. There is a 
‘sign among the pot-matks of the ist dynasty, which 
looks as if the winged sun was already designed 
(Royal Tombs}, xlvi, 169, and perhaps I 483-485; 
RT, Wa, 104, ete) 

‘The cylinder seal (4-2-5) of the great pyramid, 
is one of the most interesting seals known, tis 
in perfect ccndition, carved in the brown basalt 
which was used largely for building in that reign 
The basalt has slightly altered, as it does in the 
course of ages, and fine fissures vein the surface. 
‘These fissures are the absolute guarantee of ant 
aquity, as they isolate portions of the signs, which 
could not now be cut without breaking up the stone, 
‘The cylinder was found at Gizeh, probably in the 
tomb of an official which was opened just before I 
Dought it.The seal was apparently intended for 

aling documents and produce belonging to the 
‘endowments of the great pyramid. 

The piece of a large alabaster vase of Khufu 
(5-26) 1 bought at Koptos; it doubtless belonged. 
‘0 the furniture of the temple there. The plummet 
fof hard limestone (42-7) I obtained at Gizeh; 
probably it was used by workmen of Khu, 

Pl, ix. The scarabs of Khofra are commoner 
‘than those of Khufu, There are twenty-two known 
‘of Khufu, twenty-six of Khofra, but none that can 
bbe equally clearly attributed to Menkaura; those 
‘with the inscription Ra-men-ka probably belonged 
mostly to the age of Menkara the vassal of Shabaka 
(25:3:18-22), Two Menkara searabs at Aberdeen, 
and one in the British Museum, seem to be of the 

‘Old Kingdom by their simple, bold style. Now that 
wwe have evidence of Menkara and Menkheperra as 
vassals of Shabaka, the scarabs formerly supposed 
to be reissues by Hotshepsut (Historical Scarats, 

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

 



2 ‘THE on 
036-055) may probably be assigned to these later 
Kings,” The plaque from Marathus with both 
names together fs claly of the Shabaka age 
(HS, xost). The Zedelra scarab is probably a 
forgery; Dat condemned scarabs Have s0 often 
bboen proved to be ancient by similar ones being 
discovered, that unless a searab is ofa well-known 
{las of forgeries it should bell in suspense. The 
Reed scarab appears to be eaty, and so may be 
of this reign, The Shepeskat hs the best and 
‘most naturalistic work on the back, far better than 
Anything after the swith dynasty. The private 
Scarab of Hetep-hers shows by the name that it 
rust belong to the fvth or vth dynasty. Iti the 
tales private namescarab known, 

25, In the vth dynasty the cylinders almost 
superede the searab, A systematic resemblance is 
seen between the falcon names and cartouches ia 
{his dynasty, Nefer-Kho-a = Neler-r, Men-kho"a 
= Hormenkau, Zed-kho-u s Zed-ka‘ra. Now a 
second mame of Sahara ts yet unknown, bot asthe 
falcon name is Neb-kho-w we might expect to find 
Nebsra ot Neb-khou-ra, Hence the searab Neb:- 
Khou-ra is here assigned to Sabura. It is true 
that the name Sahura is trated as a throne name, 
by both the Sinai inseription and Manetho; but 
Sno separate throne- and personal-names bad yet 
‘en started in Egypt, it might well be that at fist 
Sahura was the sole name, and later he adopted 
[Neb-khorra as a throne name parallel to his falcon 

The clay sealing placed after those of Sshura 
‘ears Horus name which is yet unidentified, but 
by its style seems to be ofthis period. The scarab 

cl Shepeeakarais the frst one known inthis dynasty. 
That of Ne-user-ra An appears to be toyal by the 
tite “son ‘of Ra"; the large central disc to the 
Ra belongs to this age a on the tablets of Sahura 
and An at Maghara, ‘The eylindr of Ze-karais 
fixed by the Horus name; the cartouche Tooks 
sore like Zedefra, and was so described by Wiede 
‘mann (Geschichte, i 187) who saw it at Lugsor; 

alter being lost for some years, bought it in Cairo. The metal is a peculiar hard white alloy. The 
‘ame on the cert inkslab, 5°82 is Hight incised 

fon the base, the only part shown here; the whole 
slab is exquisitely eat and polished, with perfectly 
fat planes and sharp edges." The scarab of Zedkara 
‘with spirals cannot belong to Shabataka in the 
wth dynasty, as here are no spirals of any Kind 
after Ramesu 1, nor any spirals of this form 

  

    

  

  

  

rscpom, 
after the xiith dynasty. The first two scarabs of 
Unas seem to be contemporary, by the style and 
inceriptions, The others may be ako of this age. 

26. PL x, Of Meryra Pepy there are many. 
scarabs Known, including a very fine amethyst 
scarab (Murch), on which the mer has the longer 
side uppermost at on Merenra here, a curious 
imegularity unlike later usage. The searab of 
Merenra (6-4) is of dark blue pottery, identical in 
colour with glaze of the vith dynasty. The Horus 
Neferi is known in a papyrus at Cairo; ut, 
though early, the historical connection has not yet 
been found, This alabaster block of the king is 
part of some large object, Many alabaster vases 
And lids of this age are known, belonging to temple 
furniture dedicated by the kings, as of Teta and 
Neferkara here. A fine perfect vase in this col- 
Iection, naming the sed feast of Pepy, is among the 
stone vases, and will be published with those. 

‘A special feature of the reign of Pepy I is the 
number of large evlinders of officals, Three are 
figured here, and four others are in the British 
Museum, They all appear to have been made at 
one time as insignia of office, usually without the 
personal name of the oficial, 

27. Reaching the viith dynasty we are in a 
period which was so obscure, that its very unlikely 
that any attention would be subsequently given to 

issuing scarabs of this age. The name of Nefer- 
kara might refer to Pepy II, but the style—with 
‘central spot in ra—entirely forbids dating so late 
as the reign of Shabaka. Nekara, who appears in 
the Abydos list, ere appears on another cartouche 
plaque, along with Nub-neb-ra, who is otherwise 
‘unknown, probably a vassal or suzerain, The 
cowroid reading Er-ka-nen-ra. is perhaps of the 
same king. The scal with a handle, of Tereru, 
Delongs clearly to the successor of Neskacra his 
throne name, Nefer-kara, is given here by neler, 
and ha arms raised by a figure. ‘The signs ha and 
nueb may be read “Lord of the north,” or Delta 
It is impossible to separate this name from Tereru 
of the vith dynasty, and the form of a seal with a 
handle also agrees with the button seals of that 
age; it therefore gives a valuable standard of the 
engraving and style of the time, for comparison 
with searabs, 

The large scarab of Seneferonkhra Pepy seems 
to rank beside the king Neferkara Pepy-senb of 
‘the vith dynasty ; and the wide-spread fail to the 
‘onbh is not seen inthe sith dynasty or later searabs, 

  

  

  

  

 



‘The name of Pepy as the great figure of the vith 
dynasty was copiedin the with; just as Amenembot 
‘=the great name of the with dynasty-—was copied 
in the with, The important evidence of the 
drawn scarab of Pepy we shall notice later. The 
private name Pepe-noses appears on two scarabs, 
‘whieh have the deep indigo-blue laze ofthis age. 

Of the ixth dynasty there is one scarab here, 
with the mer tamed long side up, as figured on the 
scarabs of Pepy I and Merenra, There is alo, at 
Paris, another Merabra scarab, here drawn. It 
seems very unlikely that this obscure king should 
have been commemorated in any later period, when 
hie is not in any of the monumental lists. Of 
Khety I, Neb:kau-ra, there is the fine jasper 
‘weight. On this his throne name omits the 72, 
giving only Neb-kau; this is ike Tereru, above, 
Deing named Nefer-ka, without the ra, Probably 
‘of the xth dynasty is the searab of King Shenes 
(Brit. Mus,), as if bears the epithet or wish Uak 
‘on, which belongs to the xth and xith dynasties 
and i not found after the xith, 

28, PI, xi—We now reach a class of small hard 
stone scarabs, of rather irregular work, which 
cannot be paralleled in the with dynasty of any 
later period, By several of these having the 
epithet Nefer ha wah it appears that they must 
Delong to the ixth to xith dynasties; compare with 
this the Uah-ka princes of Antaiopolis. The ttle 
of the fist (20), wort, is usually found combined 
with “the prince’s table” oF “the capital city, 
and the latter was the higher title, held by great 
nobles. It cannot refer to a courier; and the 
clue seems to be given by the scope of another 
‘word for leg, seg, which also means to resunite, 
“toassemble together.” The word therefore which 
seems to agree best with this is“ marshal.” The 
“marshal of the dykes” here would have the 
uty of marshalling all the material at the inunda- 
tion; the “ marshal of the prince's table” would 
organize the court precedence; the “marshal of 
‘the city” would manage the public assemblies and 
processions, and therefore be of high ra 

‘The scarab 10 0 has the title royal sealer, fol- 
lowed by a name, as the determinative shows, 

‘This appears to be" beloved of Merto”"; “Mer or 
“Merto’” was the goddess of inundation at Oxy- 
shynkhos (Brugsch, Dict. Geog. 617, 1107, 1364). 
The confused writing of x0 D seems as if intended 
for re, mouth or speech, and possibly Ahcla by 
abbreviation for nebht; the Aetep sign is partly 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

‘xr pyNAstiES 8 
worn away, but the fep below indicates it, The 
circular bead, with fatdomed back, 105, by the 
perfection of its spirals cannot be later than the 
carly part of the Sith dynasty, and may well be 
fof the xith, The lazuli scarab of the high priest 
Antef, x0 g, with equally fine spiral, is probably 
late sith, Likewise the next «0, with names of 
Antef and Mentuembot, by the hardness of the 
stone and bold work, are of the sane age. 

‘A vary definite cass are the scarabs with the 
epithet Ka nefer"uak, the good kas established,” 
which was sed much Hike saa-bhera, “justified,” 
or ahem oth,“ living again.” The names found 
‘with this epithet, or prayer, are of the type before 

‘the sith dynasty_—Khety (sth), Beba (vith), Athy 
(ith), Nebhat "nefer“ka (Gee Ra-nefer"ka, vith, 
Mentu-hetep (sith), Mer (vith); only one is dis- 
tinctively a8 late as early sith, Ameny. The hard 
stones mostly used in this class were not generally 
svorked after the middle of the sith dynasty ; and 
‘the epithet is practically unknown on the great mass 
of stcles which begin with the xith dynasty. 10 x 
is of the very flat domed form which belongs to 
the xith and carly sith dynasties, For the use 
of Antef as a female name in 10 v there are other 
examples (Lieb. Dit. 146, 161). 

29, The kings! names are resumed in the xith 
dynasty, with Nebrtauivra, The fist, 11-5°r, 
with the crown, is clearly ofthe king. 32-5-3 and 4 
are difficult in reading. Oryt as a place where 
Hathor was worshipped, probably Alyi, whieh was 
nearly opposite to Deshasheh, In the abbreviated 
style often found on scarabs, Oryt alone 
used for Nebt-oryt, or “She of Oryt’ 
‘curious that two examples of this should be found, 
‘ cowroid, and a prism whieh is similarly inscribed 
‘on two sides. 

‘The scarab 21 A is so obviously of the type and 
style of work of 1-7-1 following it, that it mast 
be intended as a varfant of Antef V._ On reaching 

this king we should note the difficulty inthe fashion 
able view of placing him in the xvith dynasty. 
‘Nothing in that period is at all comparable with the 
‘work of these scarabs—such hard-stone scarabs with 
such fine engraving are unknown from the middle 
‘of the xith to well into the xviith dynasty. To 
attribute them to the most degraded time under 
the Hyksos is like ascribing coins of Hadrian to 
the Byzantines, The details are dealt with more 
fully below. One reason for the later date, on 
hich the main stress has been laid in England, is 

    

  

  

  

  

  

       



14 ‘THE eaRLiest 
the reference to an enemy of Antef being received. 
at Koptos, But a similar state of thingsis shown on 
the stele of Zara, who in the xith dynasty under 
Vah-onkh Antef “ fought with the house of Khety. 
in the domain of Thinis ” (Qurveh, 7). The Antef 
princes were continually at war with northem 
neighbours, and an enemy being at Koptos docs 
rot prove any connection with the Hyksos, and 
‘may just as well have becn in the sith dynasty. 

“The name of Nub-seshesht-ra is allied to those 
of two Antef kings, Seshesh-her-her-miot-ra and 
Seshesh-up-miot ra, The work of his searab is of 
the same group as those of Antef V. The work of 
the scarab of Dadames resembles that of Antet V 
in 1-7-3. Mentuemsal has the fine circular spiral 
Which is not seen in royal scarabs of fixed date 
after Senusert I (12:21), or ina poorer form under 
Senusert IL (1274-2). The scarab of Neb-hapt-ra 
Ment hetep has a light blue glaze like that of 
carly sith dynasty (12-2-11); the colour, the 
‘work, and the sign all forbid attributing it to a 
supposiitious name, Neb-ab-ra, of late date. The 
scarab of Sonkhkara is of very delicate, refined 
work, like that of Amenemhot I (t2-1°4), These 
are not like the style of any later perio, 

  

  

  

    

CHAPTER VI 

430. Ts the preceding description we have noticed 
various indications of the scarabs being contem 
porary-zvith the kings named on them. This is 
however denied by some other writers on the 
subject, Prof, Newberry states “that scarabs 
were not employed in Egypt before the end of the 
‘Sixth Dynasty, and then only very rarely ”(Searabs, 
6). Mr. Hall makes a greater reservation : " Blue 
glazed steatite scarabs, of rude form and with 
roughly geometrical designs upon their bases, occur 
‘contemporancously with the Button-seals (that 
vith to viith dynasties]. But the manufacture of 

fine scarab-seals doesnot begin tll the xith dynasty, 
to which period belongs the scarab of Aatshet. 
No contemporary scarab beating. the name’ of 
‘Amenembat I, the frst king of the xiith dynasty, 
js known” (Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, xi) 
After such sweeping statements, made onthe 
alleged ground of styl, itis needful to bring to- 
{gether the various facts bearing upon the question, 

  

  

   

And soto see if searabs were commonly made before 
the sith dynasty, 

First we may clear the ground of many of the 
supposed reissues of scarabs in later times, Of 
the commonest of all names, Menkheperra, a large 
part have been supposed to be later than Tehut- 
mes TIT. By far the greater part of those here 
published are clearly of his reign; but many are 
later, and not only the scarabs, but also the kings 
‘whose names they bear, are later. There were at 
least three Menkheperra kings after Tehutmes II 
The highpriest of the xxist dynasty is named on 
fone scarab with his daughter Astemkheb (Cairo 
57426). Another Men-kheper-ra. appears to. be 
‘named Khmeny, on his stele in Paris (Stud. Hist, 
ii, 293), A third Menkheperra was Nekaw I, father 
of Psemthek 1 (statuette pl. liv). With these in 
view it cannot be said that any posthumous scarabs 
fof Tehutmes TIT were ever made, except those 
associated with the name of Sety I and Ramessu 11 
(pl. xxxis, xb, When we see, besides the many Kings who copied the name of Ramessu If, also 
Uasarken IIT copying Pasebkhanu T, Pefdabast and 

Shabaka copying Pepy Il, Nekaw { = Tebutmes 11, 
Peemthek I = Neter-ab-ra (xiith), Psemthek T 
and Uahab-ra = Aoab (sith), Naifoarud = Mer- 
neptah, Nekhtherheb = Senusert I, and Ptolemy 
IL = Sety II, its impossible to ascribe any searabs 
to reissues of eaticr kings on the ground of late 
style, however clearly proved. Among the multi- 
tude of petty kings of the xxvth dynasty there may 
have been some who took any name of earlier 
times, It i only when one scarab bears a double 
name, such as Senusert III and Hotshepsut, in an 
‘age clear of vassal kings, that any certainty of a 
reissue can be settled, Such a group of uniform 
starabs as those of Khofra, Kho-nefer-ra (Sebek: 
hietep THI) and Men“Klheper-ra (Tehutmes 111), all 
found together by Mr. Quibell (pl. li), is alto a 
{good evidence of reissie, In looking, then, at the 
Scarabs of kings before the xiith dynasty we must 
remember that proved re-issues are very rare, and 
were probably connected with historical events; 
that of Senuert II1, by Hotshepsut and Tebut- 
res IIL, refers to the worship of Senusert in the 
temple of Kummeh built by those later rulers. 
‘The ons probandi therefore lies in all cases upon 

the proof of re-issue, andit isat least 100 to against 
such copying. 

31. Belore attributing scarabs to late periods, 
‘we should see what are the characters of the suc- 

  

  

  

  

  

 



VARIATIONS OF STYLE WITH AGE 5 
cessiveages. Broadly speaking, there is a continued 
<egradation of work from the sith dynasty onward : 
none of the various revivals reach as high a point 
as the best of the period before. Cireular spirals 
were in perfection under Senusert I (122-2), poot 
under Senusert II (12-4-2), and only appear once 
afterward in a clumsy form under Amenhetep 11 
(Hit, Scar. 1007). ‘The oval scrolls, which dis- 
appeared under Senusert IIT, were revived at the 
end of the axlith in one cave, Nehesira, and by 
Khyan of the xvth and the easier Hyksos kings 
They occur in the xvilith dynasty and under 
Ramessu IL; but after that not a single dated 
scrollpattern scarab is known. In general style 
there is a poverty seen under Amenemhot IT, worse 
under Senusert III, and clumsy, coarse work in 
nearly all of Amenembot IIL. The sith dynasty 

ereasing in coarseness down (0. the 
‘The earlice Hyksos reverted to the style of 

‘the middle of the xiith dynasty; but rapidly 
graded to work even worse than the xivth. In 
the xvilith dynasty, Achmes only occasional 
shows some fine work, The best of Amenhetep T 
and Hotshepsut are good, but not comparable 
With the best work of the early sith dynasty. 
After that, continued degradation went on tll the 
xxvth dynasty revival. The best work of that age 
fs under Shabaka, and that does not equal the 
carly xviithdynasty style, Later, the degradation 
progresses, and the Saite period was noted for the 
small size and poor work of most of its searabs 
One of Nekau HI (26-2-1) isthe only scarab which 
could stand by those of Hotshepsut, and even that 

erior in the forms of the signs, and in the 
work of the back. 

‘Thus, judging by the abundant material with 
positive dates, itis futile to ascribe fine work like 

that of the sith dynasty to the later ages, or to 
assign fine circular spirals to the degradation of the 
xxivth or later dynasties, Nor can any hard-stone 
searabs be found dated between the xiith and 
aeilth dynasties, except under the Syrian kings 
Khenzer and Khondy. The detail and delicacy of 
the work on the back and head of the scarab goes 
with the work of the front, excepting for a natural- 

istic revival limited to a very few scarabs of Akhena- 
ten. The certainly dated material—which is the 
only basis by which to judge—therefore firmly 

Limits the possility of ascriptions to later reissues. 
'32, The latest group of connected scarabs before 

the sith dynasty isthe Ra-kheper-nub series, of a 

   
     

  

  

  

   
   

    

   

  

    

    

  

  

king who used tobe called Antef V, but whom some 
have recently shifted to an undefined place near 
the xuiith dynasty, On his scarabs there is an 
attention to details of signs, like the elaborate 
sculptured work of the sith dynasty, which is 

‘quite unknown in the with or later dynasties, The 
legs of the Micher are notched, a8 seen on 11.4, 
11-7°3, 4, 5, 6,8; exactly the same detail is sed 
under Senusert T, 12-2-1, 7, 8; a litle under 
Senusert II, 12-473, 43 and only once later, under 
Tebutmes I, 8-4-6, Such detalis entirely foreign 
to the coarse work of the late xith to xvith, and. 

scarab of Mer-kheper-ra 13-36 the sign is 
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auite simple, On referring to the backs, it will 
be seen that there are two general types, the ela- 
borate head, often with branches on the back, and 
the plainer head (placed below). Those in the let 
half are of the Antef group, all of those in the 
right half are of Senusert I. It is evident that 
both types run across the two columns. Each type 
belongs doubtless to a different centre of work, 
Dut the scarabs of Antef V and Senusert 1 were 
‘obviously made in the same style at both places. 
Tt may be said that these styles were continued 
later, but the fine work of the fronts is quite un- 
known later, and bars our placing these in the 
xilith to xviith dynasties, Another dating point 
is in the white quarte scarab 11-7-r, with rich 
ppeacockblue glaze. The cutting of hard stone 
Scarabs is practically unknown on any dated 
examples between the middle of the xith dynasty 
and the xviith; I have none, nor any references 
to such in that period, The back of this scarab 
accords with the early date of it, as itis beautifully 
worked with curves at the junction of the elytra 
There is nothing known at all approaching such 
work after the middle, or even the beginning, of 
the xiith dynasty 

‘Thus the external evidence of age of this group, 
rather for its preceding and not succeeding the 

sith dynasty. Dadames, whose searab 11: is 
Tike others here, 11°7°6, 11-7°7, placed his name 
amid grafiti of Pepy. The scatabs of Senusert 1 
in this group indicate that Dadames was near his 
time, in the ith dynasty. 

Tt might be supposed that the symmetric scarab 
31-7°6 as evidence of a later date for Ra-khieper- 
fnub, But the same system appears in the beauti- 
fully cut scarab of Senusert I, 2-2-2, the brilliant 
sky-blue colour of which is characteristic of the 
‘arly and middle xith dynasty. Similar to that 
again is another symmetric scarab, 12°2-10, which 
has a double reading Ka-ra-kheper, Rarkheper- 
‘nub, the names of Senusert I and of Nub-kheper-ra 
Antef united. The scarab 31-7°5 has unfor- 
‘sunately lost the head, so that the type of it cannot 
be settled; but it has a fine feather pattern on 
‘the leg, which begins in the xith and is rare in the 
sith dynasty, It cannot be supposed to come 
in shortly belore the xviith, where Antef V has 
otherwise been placed, 

‘Another scarab of this group, 1», reads Ra- 
inubseshesh, with two hawks below swearing crowns 
‘of Lower Egypt. This recalls the Ra-seshesh-up- 
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riot Anteloi and Ra-seshesh-her-her-miot of 
the xith dynasty. 

Tt has long been generally recognized that 
Rasnefer-zad Dadames is closely connected ith 
Razad-onkh Mentu-em-saf, whose name is found 
in the same place, at Gebeleyn, The scarab Rae 
zedui-onkh, 11, is probably the same king. It 
has a very fine cicular scroll round it, quite uns 
Iknovn after the middle of the sith dynasty, and 
ost closely like searabs of Senusert I, 12°2°1, 2, 
and the high priest Antef, 10 x. 

‘The name of Mentu belongs specially to the 
sith dynasty, and the form... em saf i ike Mehti- 
femsaf of the vith dynasty. The probabilities from 
the mame are therefore rather in favour of the 
sith than of later dynasties, and the evidence of 
the work may be allowed fll foree in favour of the 
xth or xith dynasty. There seems no reason why Mentu-emsa and other kings may not have belonged 
to the xth dynasty, contemporary with the earlier 
part of the with, before the forty-three years of 
supremacy of the xith which is stated by Manetho, 

$33. Another considerable class which belongs to 
this same age is that of the Ka-ncferuah scarabs, 
‘This epithet of private persons is not found on 
steles, and therefore probably belongs to an age 
‘when steles are rare, It appears to be parallel to 
‘the wahem enh, live again,” which was used at 
thistime; andit salko connected with the favourite 
name Uahka, of the Middle Kingdom, The kx 
and nefer are always more closely associated than 
cither of them with wah, The ha nefor was there- 
fore parallel to the he adbic, “illuminated or 
glorious ka” of the 1st dynasty steles. We must 
read it then as a prayer or assertion that the excel 
lent ka is established or multiplied, The age of 
this cassis shown by the names, as we have noticed, 
belonging to the vith to xith dynasties, Five of 
these, however, are of ruder work than the others, 
10, N, 0, P,Q, R; and as the sith dynasty passed 
fn into the fine work of the sith, these cannot be 
put after the others, The rude ones probably precede the others, and may reasonably be placed 
fn the xth dynasty. The kacnefor-uah precedes 
the name on these earlier examples (N, O, P, 0), 
Dut succeeds the name on the later and fuller 
scarabs, 

‘The hard-stone scarabs of small size form a 
Aistinct class, merging into more elaborate scarabs 
of larger size. There docs not seem to be a single 
hhard-stone scarab which can be fixed between the 

    

  

  

  

   

 



riddle of the sith, and the xviith dynasties, The 
rnamesin this lass, of Se-Khenty-khati, Antef (ice), 
and Mentuembot, are probably of the sith dynasty. ‘The backs of 10 0, 10 & are of very fine work, highly 
polished, indicating the clove of the xith or early 
sith dynasty. The other searabs of this class 
‘are all rader in cutting, and less elaborate, and 
be placed before the xith rather than i 
We may conclude then that these be 

th or xth dynasty, and run on to the beginning 
of the sith, Rude a the small examples are, yet 
the heads are well cut and natural 

34. Between the xth and vith dynasties a few 
pieces claim a place, Mer-ab-ra Khety of the 
fxth dynasty has a scarab of good work 9-r;_ the 
back of it is of the same type as the two little 
scarabs of Neb-tauicra Mentuhetep of the xith 
dynasty, but is of better and earlier style. The 
Merabra scarab in Paris cannot be attributed to 
any later king, and points thus to the symmetric 
border beginning well before the xiith dynasty. 

A cartouche plaque of Neferkarra (7-4-2) 
cannot be placed in the xxvth dynasty, asthe loop 
ends to the ha were never used as lateas that age, 
‘The Ra has a central mark, which is much more 
usual before than after the xiith dynasty. As 
no king of this name is known between the viith 
and the xxvth dynasties, it seems that this should 
be put in the vith or viith dynasties. The ear- 
touche form of amulet is known under Senusert I, 
and on to the end of the history, so it may well 
‘occur in the vilth, The cartouche plaque of 
Raneka may well be of the king of that name 
in the viith dynasty; the form is known, as we 
have just seen, and the rounded coarse work in 
pottery is much like the scarab of Merenra of the 
vith, which is agreed on by Prof. Newberry as 
being contemporary. The oval Re-ka-enen may 
perhaps be also of the same king, as the form is 
cloely like two already dated to the xith dynasty. 

‘An important scarab is the large one with the 
names Senefer-onkh-ra Pepy. This name is like 
the vith to vilith dynasty king, Nefer-ka-ra Pepy- 
fenb.  Pepy being the most celebrated king of the 
vith dynasty, was copied in the following dynasty, 
just as Amenemhot was copied inthe sith dynasty. 
Here there seems to have been another king called 
after Pepy, and therefore probably of the vith 
dynasty. ‘A very remarkable sarab belonging to Mr. A. Le 
Payne of Manchester is shown here in drawing. 
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‘The style might at first be put to the Hyksos age 
but it is far too good for the work of Pepa-Shesha, 
beside being distinctly Pepy and not Pepa, The 
cetting is lke that of Sem ‘and in 
v2-2-11 there isa guarantee that similar arrange 
ment is as early as Senusert I. With the plain 
name of Pepy on it, we should give much weight 
to its being made under that king. Other searabs 
of his ditler from this, because of local workman- 
ship; the present example, by its reemblance to 
Hykios types, is evidently of the eastern Delta, 
‘There seems no reason why this should not be a 
Delta scarab of Pepy II, oF possibly of some king 
fof the viith dynasty called after him, Thus we 
see that three objects with symmetric borders 
claim place in the vith to ixth dynasties—No. 
7-9°2, the Payne Pepy, and the Paris Merabra. 
‘They belong to three separate kings, and each is 
placed here independently by reason of the names 
and the similuity to examples not far distant. 
Until other evidence may show that other kings of 
those names also recurred later, we ought to accept 
these in the only position legitimate for them. 

In the stamp of Terurv, with a loop behind, we 
have a wellfixed point of comparison of style. 
This very obscure king, of whom nothing is known 
beyond the list of Abyidos, eannot be supposed to 
hhave had re-issues of a stamp in later times. The 
reading Teruru Neferka clearly belongs to Nefer- 
ara Teruru, The use of seals with a loop behind 
Delongs to this age, of the vith to ixth dynasties 

We now reach the vith dynasty, where the 
small indigo-blue glazed scarab of Merenra (6-4) 
is so closely like other glazed work of that age, that 
the contemporary date of this searab is accepted. 
a ikely by Prof. Newberry. Moreover the type 
fof the back agrees with that of Atmuhetep (10 0), 
which we have seen belongs to the xth to xith 
dynasty; and the mer turned with the curve 
‘upward is seen on the scarab of Khety in the ixth 
dynasty, and Pepy 1 of the vith dynasty. The 
‘to scarabs here of Mery-ra Pepy are not distinctive 

in ther type. 
35. In the vth dynasty there is an important 

group of Unas and Shepseskaf, which are connected, 
‘The main feature is that two searabs of Unas are 
of closely similar work, with the large hare, and 
must be of the same age. One (5:91) has Neter 
refer nob taut Unas hate, "The good god, lord of 
both lands, Unas is satisfied,” and there can be 
no doubt of this referring to the king, and pro- 
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Dably during his life. The other (5:9'2) reads 
Ass, which is as good a form grammatically 
8s Unas, or even better; it is a birth-exclamation, 
"Behold the being.” Such an inversion would be 
‘quite likely while the name was fresh, but would 
never be started in later ages when the old royal 
name was fossilised in the lists. There seems, then, 
no chance of these being Inter reissues, Turing 
to the Shepseskat scarab (j-6) we see a finer edition 
of the same head as the Unashetep searab; the 
detailed treatment of the head, the minute eyeball, 
and the curves of the elytra, are finer work than. 
fany scarab alter the vay best of the xith and 
carly sith dynasties, Such work would be a 
Imiracle amid the far ruder design and cutting of 
all later ages; it stands almost alone for its per- 
fection. Hence by its isolation of refinement, and 
its appearing the prototype of the Unas backs, it 
sooms that there is no other conclusion except that 
itis of the age of the king whose name it bears. 

Regarding the other Unas pieces, the flat- 
backed ovoid (59:3) is exactly the shape and size 
of one with the nameSenusert (12-226), probably of 
Senusert I by the style. Thistherefore need not be 
iter the ith dynasty, and might wellbe of the vth, 
Another stands or falls with one of the Khotra types. 

36. Coming to Zad-kara Assa, the scarab 
cannot possibly be placed to Shabataka of the 
xxvth, nor after the early xviith dynasty, as the 
‘ka arms end in loops. The back of it is of the 
same family as some of the Unas and. Khofra 
Scarabs, having a slightly curved girdle Tine, two 
Tines between the elytra, and—as in Khofra—a 
Dorder line round the elytra but not round the 
thorax. The head is practically the same; only 

as the notching is not visible on the broken elypeus, 
the Khoira is clased as L, while the others are 
in H. The decomposed glaze on scarabs of Khor, 
Asa, and Unis, is of a peculiar bright ochreous 
red, not seen later until Psametck, to which age 
‘these cannot possibly belong, by the style and forms 
of hieroglyphs. This group, then, carries with it 
the smal plain scarab of Unas 59-4. Tt has been 
‘objected that the spiral pattern on 58-4 is unknoven 
‘0 early as the vth dynasty. But finely developed 
spirals appear in the xith dynasty (Antef, 11-7" 
and Mentuemsaf, 11 2); a preccely similar spiral 
is on a scarab’ dated by pottery to the xth 
dynasty (Heliopolis, pl. xxvi, p. 32); and on the 
‘animal seals of the button’ seal class (certainly 
Detween the vith and xiith dynasties), there are 
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not only spirals but degraded spirals of squared 
form, showing that the design was familiar. There 
fs, then, no reason against a simple form of spiral 
being one or two dynasties earlier than these. Of 
the ivth or vth dynasty must be Hetep-hers (4-0), 
fas the name is unknown in any other period. 

[At the close of the ivth dynasty is the scarab 
‘of Shepseskaf, the work of which is finer and more 
detailed than any others, even of the best age of 

we xith to xith dynasty. As we have noted, the 
Unas searabs show the same type, but ess detailed 
and perfect ; and those are shown to be contem- 
porary, by the title net ncfer, and the inverted 
Spelling As-un, In default of any later scarabs 
comparable to this, it is the most probable that 
it belongs to the finest period of sculpture, the 
ivth to vth dynasties, 

‘Among the Khofra searabs are several signs 
‘of early date. The Ra sign is large (4-3-2, 4-3°3) 
with a central dice, a form very rarely seen after 
the early with dynasty, but frequent in the Old 
Kingdom; one in the British Museum has the 
same form of centre, The f sign in 4:3-4, 7. 8, is 
thick and slug-like; this isthe original early form, 
Dut is not usual in late times, 

‘The Khutu searabs are not well represented 
here, The beautiful small bright blue ones of the 
Grant Collection (Aberdeen) are quite characteristic, 
and unlike anything of any other age; the Ur- 
Femt-Rhet scarab here (3-9°A) and Nebkara (3-1-1) 
are of the same class, Details agree to the early 
dating of most of these; the chick upon 4-2-2 has 
the Deak slightly open; a characteristic of the 
young chick, which might be copied in an early period, but never late. The Turin scarab has the 
short Slug-like f sign; and in general the f signs 
agree closely with others of Khofra, so that the 

dating of each group supports the other. Of course 
some re-issues of Khufu, ofa totally different kind, 
were made—as under Kashta; but there is no later 

agein which scarabs were made with the styleof signs 
or of work which belongs to these Pyramid kings. 

‘The ilird-dynasty scarabs hold together asa 
group. On the thorax of 3-9-2 there is a border 
line (@ 73) curving into a curl on each shoulder. 
It is present, though rather less curled, on 3-9-1 
(see 3:20). The same, though more roughly done, 

ison theback of Neblarag-1-1(seex-24). Though 
sch a curled line is found at various later periods 
(Gee ), yet there are no searabs in those periods 
at all like these in their fabric or inscription, 

  

    

  

  

  

 



437. Tt seems, then, that from the sith dynasty. 
back to the ied, we find in each group well-marked 
details which unite them, and point to contem- 
porary manufacture, while no group can be paralleled 
in any later period. In most instances the work- 
smanship is far better than in later ages; this isnot 
likely to be the case with revises, those of the 
living king probably receiving the most attention, 
The theory of an extensive issue of scarabs by 
Inte kings in commemoration of kings who left 
none, seems to depart along with the theory of all 
statues of early kings being works of the Saite age. 
AA sense of style will save us from all such fallacies, 

‘When we turn to scarabs which are certainly 
Inteissues, such as the Khufu found with Amenardas, 
and the group found by Mr. Quibell (here pl. i 
copied from Excavations at Segyera, 1905-6, D. 32, 
pl. xxxvii) the styles are quite unlike those which 
wwe have considered above. The Khufu is of 
coarse pottery with indigo-bluc glaze, and the 
Saqqara group is of the soft paste class, like the 
scarabs of Pama and others of the Delta. 

Tt has been urged sometimes that no searabs 
of the Old Kingdom are recorded as having been 
found in tombs. Looking at the scarcity of them, 
that isnot to be expected. If we take dynasties in 
which they are equally searee, say xviith, xxis, 
xii, probably not a single scarab has been 
found ina tomb. The number of tombs i not 
the question here, but the number of scarabs dated 
to certain periods, Another way of looking at 
the matter is that eylinders and sealings are as 
usual as scarabs of early kings. Yet there is only 
one instance of a cylinder found with a burial of 
the ivth to vith dynasties, and therefore the searabs 
fare not to be expected in the range of recorded 
groups. There is at last one record of two scarab, 
found with pottery which must be earlier than the 
sith dynasty, and is probably of the xth dynasty. 
See Heliopolis, p. 32, pl. xxvi xxvi, and coffin of 
tomb 509, pl. xv. 

  

  

  

  

  

CHAPTER VII 
‘THE MIDDLE KINGDOM 
(PLATES xIE-XXI) 

38. PL sii The styles at the beginning of the 
sith dynasty were somewhat mixed. The sculp- 
‘tures of Koptos show what delicate work was done 
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under Amenembot I, comparable with the delicately 
engraved scarab 2-1-4. The rather clumsy but 
detailed work of the xith dynasty survives in the 
style of 2-1-3, The rough work of some districts 
crops up in the scarabs, 12-1-1—2, which have 
the writing in order of the specch, Schetepabra 
and Schetepraab. Notwithstanding the dogma that 
there are no searabs made under Amenembot I, it 
‘would be very difficult to parallel these in a lter 
reign, Only one scarab is clearly late, in every 
respect, 12°1°5. The name Amen Ra stamps it 
as being after the xviiith dynasty; the back is 
like one of Shesheng I, x-50, and iti probably of 
xaiind to xxvth dynasties, 

‘The searabs of Senusert I hardly need remark, 
except as to the use of two refer signs in place of 
ra, Some thirty years ago this equivalence was 
suggested by Mr, Wilbour, and the examples strongly confirm it, The intermediate stages can be seen 
haere. In 12:2-16 there is a greatly enlarged rt 
with nefer inside it; the other signs are normal 
fof the style of the best, 12-2-1, and the scroll 
Dorder is as 12-2-3. ‘The next starab (17) has a 
large circular body to the nefer, ike ra, with a 
small top; and in No. 18 the work is the same, 
only two ner signs appear in place of ra. All of 
these show @ contemporary style; but different 
work is seen in the next two, 19, 20, bearing the 
same inscription, The fronts and the backs are 
‘unlike any other scarabs of this period : and the 
source of them is shown by a searab 38-732 with 
closely the same work and name (with Meper on 
its side), but with the name of Amenhetep II 
‘added. Hence we can date these, 19, 20, a8. a 
reissue of his reign. A. very diferent class to all 
others are 23, 24, 25 with very perfect work Dut 
Dlundered inceriptions. The cylinder seals were 
revived under Senusert I, and lasted on into the 
next dynasty. 

PL xiii Of Amenemhot TI there is a searab, 
12:3°5, with the name Senuser added, written as 
spoken, and not inverted as Usertesen, This gives 
contemporary evidence of the spoken form of the 
‘name, and is parallel tothe spoken forms on 12-- 
<2. It was doubtless made in the coregency 
uring three years of Amenembot II and Senusert II. 

‘The very large stone beads, 7, 8, scem peculiar to 
this reign. Under Senusert II there are to 
variant writings; 12-4-2 with neferai for a and 
inverted order of the signs; and 124-4 with the 
same inversion, and the uraeus in place of ra, 

  

      

 



39, OF Senusert IIT there is a plaque and two 
susad eyes (12°5-18-20), the latter seeming by the 
style to be of the xxvth dynasty, The name of 
this king was also commemorated by Hotshepsut 
and Tebiotmes TIT in connection with the revival 
fof his worship in the rebuile temple of ‘Kummeh, 
But the scarabs which formerly were attributed to 
such revissues (Historical Scarabs, o36-056) must be 

idered in view of the names of Menkara 
jenkheperra recurring in the xxwth dynasty. 

‘The covchant sphinx with double plumes, and 
holding the hes vase, seems to be restricted to the 
xxvth, A valking sphinx with double plume is 
fon three scarabs in the British Museum (3096, 
36808 of T. 111; 38585 of Amenhetep II), also a 
couchant sphinx with double plume (3997-3), 
fand a couchant sphinx with a Res vase on 18-6-52 
here, These are all of the xviith-dynasty style, 
whereas the couchant plumed sphinx with the hes 
vase is of xxvth-dynasty style. Refering to the 
numbers in Historical Scarabs, it seems that 94 
is of Shabaka; 938, 939, 48, 95%, 053, 954 of 
vassals of Shabaka, But the straight-barred traci 
secm to belong to the Hotshepsut age, and thus 
036, 037, 049, 050, together with 046, belong to 
hher time, ‘These commemorate Senusert TIT on 
946, 049, and Menkaura on 936. The curious- 
ooking ligature across fom arm to arm of the Aa 
represents the bases ofthe three hr signs conjoined, 
‘This mode of making a plural was already started 
in the ath dynasty, soe H.S, 236, Another here, 
smade by Tehutmes II, is 12°5-15, 

(Of Amenembot Ii, though some neat work 
remains, as 12-6-1, 12°6:5, the prevalent style in 
pi. xiv is coarse and even rude. The last two 
pieces of this king are animal figures—hawk and 
exocodile— inscribed on the base. 

40. PL xiv. Prioate Scarabs. —These form the 
sort important clas ofthe Middle Kingdom scarabs. 

For reference they are here thus classified ; spiral 
patterns, numbered 12 and a letter; and without 
spirals, numbered 13 and a letter. Many of the 
latter class are of the xith-dynasty period ; the 
number is only used to distinguish broadly those 
with and without spirals. The spirals are classed 
as follows: first, round spirals, continuous, then 
only at sides; oval scrolls continuous, then only 
fat sides, joined over; or, next, not joined from 
side to side, The plain scarab begin with linkages 
‘top and base, twisted lines, rope borders, and then 
plsin border lines, which are subdivided according 

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

to styles of work. The various clases are in their 
general order of age, but of course they overlap in 
periods. 

4. So far as the titles are well understood the 
catalogue will sufice; but some which are dubious 
wwe shall notice here. Ur res mabt occurs on 12 
F, ¥, Z; 13 B, X; it has not been well explained 
a5 yet, and there are difficulties in the rendering 
as chief judge.” 

‘The meaning of this title must depend om the 
actual use of it, and its connections, indicating 
‘whether it is judicial or administrative, 

In the Old Kingdom there are twenty-five ine 
stances of it, quoted in Names and Titles. These 
are associated with other offices in the following 
frequency 

  

415 ons, administrator of a nome; 
14 tcp Bhor nesu, viceroy, chief under the king ; 
22 an mutch, priestly (of the kingship) 
1x nest Bhertt, throne of the south—Nubia 
ax fer seshta chez med welt ent nest, secretary 

of the enlightening, or explaining all words 
of the king: 

never her seta ne per duat, secretary of the 
cabinet ; 

never her Seshta ne el wr, seeetary of the palace; 
8 mer hatu nebt ent nesi, over all works of the 

king; 
‘only 3 fit, sb, ha, chict judge and vi 
never Bim bai, chancellor; 
never nelite her te, chief of Hierakonpois; 
never, hgh priest of Memphis, priest of Ptah, or 

priest of Sokar, 

  

  

‘Thus the titles are distinctively not of the 
hhome-ofice, secretary of the cabinet or palace, or 
chiet judge and viier, or chancellor, or Memphite 
priesthoods, or over Hierakonpolis, ‘This seems to 
exclude the headship of the thirty judges. On the 
contrary the commonest additional offices are 
viceroy, over the nome, the throne of Nubia, and 
the Foreign Secretary; all of these point to the 
position of prince ofthe southern chiefs or districts, 

Tn the Middle Kingdom the ttl is scarcely ever 
associated with any other; of twenty-six in the 
tatalogue of Cairo steles, one is a melt ne sd, and 
in ight at Aswan one is repati hot. The frequency 
of the title on the rocks at Aswan bears out the 
connection with Nubia, 

When we reach the New Kingdom this title



‘entirely disappears. A new ttl arises, ef nesut ne 
tes, “royal son of Nubia,” as vieroy in the south, 

‘These connections of titles point to mobd, mean- 
ing chies or a district, and in Nubia rather than 
Upper Egypt, as itis nover Inked with Hicrakon- 
polis, It hardly seems possible that ddd, harpoon, 

ight be related to a harpoon sign being perhaps 
used for a chicf on the tablet of Narmer. The 
itles “great met (10) of the south, great met of 

the north,” however, belong to Tahara as viceroy 
cover Egypt; these seom to show that met was 
the title of a chief or sub-ruler, and sobs might 

therefore be taken as referring to the Nubian chiefs 
42. In 12m appears the epithet mdot Rien, 

which has been variously rendered. It is now 
recognised as having a judicial sense of acquittal, 
and “ justified " seems to be the best translation, 

AAs it often recurs, itis denoted as 3¢-K- in trans. 
iteration, and is omitted in the translation, 12.0 
and 12a are the earliest examples here of the 
tle neb amnth; this has been rendered in many 
ways, usually as devoted to, or worthy of, the 
lord of the person, Yet being without the pos 
sessive fit seems rather as if it was analogous 0 
the various other expressions relating tothe person, 
as mdot-Rheru, uakem onkh, ncfer ka wah ; thus neb 
would refer to the person, and the whole mean 

the worthy lor,” 
‘This is confirmed by its never being applied to a 

woman, in any published here or by Prof. New- 
berry ; except in onecase Newberry, xliv 4) whereit 
is in the feminine, nebe emeth, “the worthy lady.” 

43, 12 P has a rare tile, sribe of sek, “to 
beat,” determined by a fist, or punishment.” 125 
tight be supposed to be a blundered form of 
‘Amen-ra but as the back is eertainly ofthe sith 
‘dynasty this is impossible, and it must be a proper 

PI. xv. 22 Ac has a remarkable ttle, Guard 
of the 110 Amu; this recalls the 37 Amu who 
were thought worthy of very full record at Beni 
Hasan; the ro Amu were probably another 
immigrant party who had this Egyptian officer 
lover them. 12 AG, aM, the rendering of uorlu as 
‘marshal’ fas been considered under 104. In 
12 AS the sign like on scems to be a form of the 
seal Aictm; the m after itis used when expressing 

fa thing scaled, a treaty or fortress. Here with 
‘oper, to provide or supply, it appears to reler to 
sealed contracts of supply, probably the assess 
iments of food-rents from different places. On 

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

32 av the title is quoted by Pierret (Vocab. 509), 
Dut his reference seems wrong, and T have’ not 
‘been able to follow it. x2 2c basa title apparently 
derived from pute food, perhaps “caterer.” On 
32 BG the wortu ‘cleru’ would be the marshal of 
the sacred processions. The class 12 nk to RP is 
puzzling; it is not at all certain that they are 
hot modern inventions. Tt is dificult to see what 
the signs were originally before repeated copying, 
ancient or modern, The bid at the top on BL, 
Ds, is corrupt on Bx, and thence changes to 10 
and Dx. AS BY seems best, we should accept the 
plant sign fa as the origin of the nesud Aa on the 
‘others, ‘The two following signs may be the head 
following ha, and ¢ feminine, Below these may. 
bbe neteru, and mdot-therw at the end, Tt might 
possibly bea wish neh ha netera mdot-kher, having 
confidence behind the gods, being justiied.”” The 
materials of this class are never glazed, but of bare 
stone, which is suspicious; of the other hand Bx 
is of a hard stone unlikely to be used by a forger, 
and the diversity of the blunders does not seem as 
if they had all been made together by a modern 
fabricator. ng can be dated to the close of the 
sith dynasty, as it is much like 12-7, Amenem- 
hot LV, pierced with three holes from end to end, 
and with deeply-cut legs. Another scarab dated 
by the same features is RU of Har, of whom many 
plain scarabs are known, x3 BU to cE. 

44. Pl. xvi, Though this section is named as 
43, that only refers to the majority of the class 
fof unbordered scarabs, Some sich are found 
‘undoubtedly of the xiith dynasty, as a, u, 5, AD, 
Ac, AG, on this plate. The twisted border of 13 6 
fceurs also on an Aswan scarab (Fraser, 83) and 
fone of a net for Neferu (Ward 224). 3311 is 
remarkable for an epithet fuller than usual, “living 
again. eternally.” 13.8 is of very rare work, 
fentirely hollowed out, with the back pierced in 
openwork, The head is human, and arms and 
legs, apparently belonging to it, occupy the thorax. 
‘The elytra are figures of Taurt, The front, how. 
fever, i8 not unusual in work, 137 is a group of 
cat and kitten, belonging to Se-hetep-ab-ra-onk, 
evidently of the beginning of the xiith dynasty. 
‘The enlargement of the central spot of the ra, 
‘converting the sign into a ring, is very peculiar, 
and occurs on the inscription of Antef V (Koptos 
vill); this is an additional reason for the dating 
of that king to the xith dynasty. ac has an 
‘unusually long inscription giving the parentage, 

  

  

  

  

  

 



‘of which T only know of one parallel. The next, 
‘ap, is alo of Very rare design, giving a figure of 
f prince Nefer‘ra, hunting. The three searabs, 
[AL, AM, AN, area remarkable class, for the size 
fof the body and the hieroglyphs. The title on 
[avis new to us, General of the Memphite army of 
Ptah, mentioned by Ramessw II (Stud. His i, $1). 
dot has a rather confused reading ; from the sired 
stand, it seems that a god's name is present, and 
this must be Unnefer; the previous signs must 
be read “the leader of the youths,” referring to 
‘some religious corporation of youths consecrated 
to Osiris Unnefer.. The name appears to be the 
tual oF eye of Tehuti, namely Aoh the moon. — AX 
is of a rather similar style to the preceding class, 
The eylinder ag is perhaps unique as a private 
cylinder of this age. av has on the back a style 
fof pattern familiar in decorated searabs of ‘the 
Kilith or xivth dynasties, but not otherwise asso- 
siated with inscriptions; by the coarse cutting, it 
‘may have been engraved later than the front 

I. xvii. av is a later and coarser example of 
the soldered wire hieroglyphs seen on the eletrum 
pectoral 12-6-26. The royal sealer Hiar, 12 8, 
415 br to ce, has let far more private scarabs than 
any other man. The age is of the beginning of 
the aiith dynasty, as the best of these, 12 DU, is 
of the peculiar fabric of Amenembot IV. 13 C0, 
cr, 9 of Peremvah appear to be of the Hyksos 
age, judging by the border, which seems to be 
Serived from that of the later Hyksos kings. The 
rudeness of these would agree with that date, 

45. The various indications of the age of the 
private scarabs may now be summed up. Seeing 
the cessation of circular spirals on 
at the midale of the siith dynasty, 
42 Ato 12 Lust be ofthe fist half of that dynasty. 
(f the same age, by the style and names, must be 
331, 13.46, ‘The work of these will carry with 
tiem also 12.44, 12 Ac, which seem as early as 
Senusert I. Of the middle of the siith dynasty 

are probably those of good work, but not fine, such 
833 A, 13 AD, 13 AC, 13 AE. 

‘The next clear date is that of Har, 12 
which is pieroed with those holes from end to end 
like 12:7 of Amenemhot IV, and is therefore of 
the end of the sith dynasty. This must carry 
with it the much rougher searabs of the same man, 
43 Br to 13.CE, which may be put to the beginning 
of the xiith dynasty. Seeing how poor these are, 
‘we may well accept nearly all the scroll scarabs as 

  

  

        

being of the xith dynasty, and the well-cut scarabs 
of pls, xvi and 

‘Next a peculiar type of back will give a date. 
‘There is a class of scarabs with long and deep body, 
straight sides, straight girdle lines, and double line 
between the elytra, sce pl. Ixxi, This type is 
dated to the Princess Kema, mother of Sebekhetep 
TIL, and to Sebekhetep II her contemporary 
With these go also 12 aj Snooab, 12 ax Sekhru-ab, 
33 P Senb, 13 w Antef, 13 av Semekb, 13. ax 
Sebekhetep, all coarse in work. Immediately after, 
the type changes to a deep groove betwoen the 
dytra; and this is dated to Haconkhef, father 
‘of Sebekhietep IIL, Neferhetep, and Scbekhetep IT. 
With these go also 12 av, 13 §, 13 X, 13 6, 13 DU 
438), 13 BK, 130, 13.F, 138, and King Ay. 
‘These in turn will take with them others of similar 
engraving, a8 13 8, 13 ¥, 13 48, 13.08, 13 BC. All 
fof these must belong £6 the middle of the xiith 
dynasty, 

Other rude ones are later, and we again touch 
‘ground with Peremuah, 13 €0, cP, Co, which, by 
the side pattern of 0, belong to the latter part 
of the Hyksos age. Thus we have reached a 
useful number of fixed points, by which most 

private searabs can be placed inthe correct dynasty. 
46. PL xvii, At the beginning of the silith 

dynasty are placed scarabs of unknown queens of 
the with and sith, These of Erdaneptah and 
Khensu must, by the sero, belong to the sith 
Nubti-hetep ta as the back of the time of Nefer 
hatep. | Resunefer is lke this in work of the face. 
Sat-sebek is like 13 U, 13 ¥, which are also about 
this date. Uazet seems too good to be later than 
mid ith dynasty; the back is exactly that of 
122, 12 A, agreeing to this date. 

After a’ worn scarab (13°2) which seems to be 
‘of Selihem-ka-ra, there are others of similar style 
‘of Onkhi-neferu-uah-ra and Nefer-onkkh-ra. These 
rust be early in the dynasty by the good work, 
‘and they may be the names of Amenembot and 
‘Auii, of that age. But the scroll work seems too 
00d fo be after theaith dynasty. Next isSeonkh 
ab-ra, whose great quartzite altars are familiar in 
Cairo, Two of Sebetep-ab-ra_are too rude for 
Amenembot I, and must be placed to the second 
fof that name. ‘The beautiful eylinder in the 
Amherst collection, of Amenembot:senbf, must 
‘also be early in this dynasty. The half eylinder 
1515-1 is fixed to Sebekhetep I by the falcon 
name Kho baw (sce Naviste, Bubasis, pl. xxsii, 1); 

  

  

      

      

  

    

 



this cylinder gives the nelti name, otherwise un- 
known, sedué renpetu, The reading hes her on 
35-1574 suggests the xxvth dynasty. Hetep-ka-ra 
is only Known from this cylinder; it might be the 
‘oth, 18th or 38th name in the Turin list, all ending 
in ha, Another of these three names may. be 
Se-beka‘ka-ra, of whom here are two cylinders. 
(Of Sebekhetep II, a large gold bead is formed in 
two halves, soldered together; they seem to have 
been impressed from a mould or die. The parents 
of Nefethetep and Sebekhetep TIL (13-20°3, 4) 

fare well known on thir searabs (23-21, 1-6; 13:28 
4, 4); from their independent scarabs we see that 
Haonkhef was a royal sealer or chancellor, and 
Divine father (23-203), who married the heiress, 
the king's daughter, Kema (x3-20-4). These give 
‘good dating points of style of signs and of back 
famong private searabs, Of the small scarabs of 
Sebek-hetep III there is no question that some are 
late, as one with Kho-nefr-ra cecurs in the group 
of xxvith dynasty work found by Quibell at Saq- 
fgarch, So 13-22-18 to 22 of small neat work, 
mostly in paste, may be put late. Yet ee must 
rot at once call them all reissue, as the name was 
used in the xxvth dynasty, where there were to 
Sebek-hetep princes, a son of Zinefer of Abusr, 
and a son of Tafnckht IT (Stud. Hist. ii, 322) 
Some of these scarabs might well have belonged 
to one of those princes 

PL xix, The cowroid of Kho-kavra differs 
‘rom the style of Senucert IIT, and might be of the 
king of this name in the sxiith dynasty. The 
Scarabs of Queen Ana are put here next to King 
‘Ana, as being probably his wife or daughter; the 
style shows they belong to this period. The lion 
with the name Neb-miot-ra cannot be of Amen- 
hetep IT, by thestyle; it may belong to... mdol-ra 
Aba 13-41. Nehesi, 13, 53, shows an unexpected 
revival of Srolls, which tad disappeared since the 
beginning of the dynasty. 

“The king's son Antel (14) must be of about 
the middle of the xiith dynasty, as the back of 
the scarab has the deep groove between the elytra; 
the rough style of work agrees to this date. The 
other scarabs of kings’ sons seem clearly later, lke 

the Hyksosscarabs of the xvith dynasty ; compare 
Nehest and Sepedneb with Apepa I, and alo 
Nebneteru with Yekeb-bor. Tur might be of the 
beginning of the xviith dynasty, compare Turs, 
wile of Amenhetep I. ‘The style of Kho-sebek-ra 
and Uazed approaches most to that of the earliest 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

pysasties 23 
Hyksos, so they may well be of the end of the 
sivth dynasty 

47. The scarabs ofthe xivth dynasty are of very 
coarse work, Those of Suazenra are not common, 

  (14°69°1-5) and there is only one of Nefer-ab:ra 
(14°76), which agrees with the Hyksos style, Of 
the Same age are Khenzer and Khondy, two kings 
of astern origin, Khenzer has apparently. the 
same name as the later Babylonian king Ukin-2ir, 
Khinziros in Ptolemy; and Khondy. represents 
the Syrian taking precedence of the Egyptian 
Khenzer is best known from his stele in Paris, 
showing him as a pious Egyptian king who re- 
stored the temple of Abydos, and had the throne 
name Ne-miot-ne-kho-ra, modified from that 
fof Amenemhot TI. Beiide the two scarabs 
haere, three others have been attributed to this 
king, The Fraser example (65) has a_second 
cartouche User-ka-ra, which raises a dificulty 
and the ser is 50 different from that on the stele 
fand_on these scarabs, that it seems a doubtful 
reading ; possibly its Er-khnum, a shortened form 
in whieh da is understood, “By Khnum” (he is 
given). The British Museum example (42716) is 
very confused, of ho being inserted in the name, 
and a title of an official alded,—a construction to 
which there is hardly a parallel; the supposed 
zer sign is also quite different to the form on the 
stele or other examples, The scarab attributed 
by Ward (219) is of Amenemhot II, with Nefer-ka 
ra added. None of these others therefore can be 
safely assigned to Khenzer, Of Khondy the 
cylinder here shows much, He was king of Upper 
Egypt, by the crown; his rule over Syria (or Meso- 
potamia) was his main dominion, as the Syrian 
takes precedence ; the Egyptian—called hn, the 
servant,"—who follows, ears a papyrus with 

a nesting bird, a symbol of the Delta. The king 
had the Egyptian attribute of giving life to his 
subjects, “life of the Living One"—the king 
‘The style of the twist pattern and the row of ibexes 

{is Mesopotamian rather than Egyptian; the jasper 
cylinder with figures belongs to Babylonia, and is 
quite unknown in Egypt. One scarab is known of 
this king, rather differently spelt (Blanchard), and 
it is of haematite, a characteristic material of Syria. 
Tt seems certain that in Khondy—and probably 

alsoin Khenzer—we have easterners entering Egypt, 
land taking over rule, probably by peaceful means, 
before the harsh confusion of the Hyksos triumph, 

48. PL xx. On many scarabs are groups of 

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

   



4 
signs, of the same character as the royal names, 
It is probable that these are the names of some of 
the host of kings who are only known by their total 
number in the xivth to xviith dynasties, On 
scarab 14 0 the name may be Sekhem-ra, and ze 
conkh equal to ont ztta, “living eternally,” as on 
x6-c-16. ‘The border of 14 is like that of 23 @ 
Dut the name Kems, on the later, is so usual in 
the Middle Kingdom that it does not give a closer 
dating. On 14 0, the sign sma seoms faicly 
distinct from efor; yet, on the other hand, 
has the marks on the body of the sign like nefer; 
and it would be unlikely that 1, v, and should not 
be intended to show sefer. Perhaps then o, with 
the stem widening upward, is the only sma sig 
Ttwould sccm impossible to attributeall the Neferra 
scarabs to one king, On x the work is very good, 
and the circular spirals appear to belong to the 
arly part of the siith dynasty; while on w the 
system of the surrounding hieroglyphs belongs to 
the earlier part of the xvith dynasty (Hylsos ond 
Tsradte Cities, pl i), The Neterra searabs, then, 
‘are more probably only acts of devotion to Ra, and 
not belonging to a king. Rather the same con- 
clusion is shown by the diverse periods of the 
Nekara searabs. While ax is clearly of the age of 
Apepa I, sce 15-512, the fine circular serolls on 
‘ap and the playing with Ra and nefer signs (as on 
Senusert I, 12-216, 17) indicate the early part 
of the sith dynasty. 

The long cylinder of Ka-zed-uah-ra has two 
separate scenes upon it, placed bace to base ; one 
of these i here reversed, So that both read upright. 
‘The eseential Key to the reading lies in the signs 
in the second cartouche, which contains dat nb, 
probably to be read as a title, "victorious king 
(like Her nub, the victorious Horus”); followed 
by Ualencferui as a name, and wr, “the great,” 
as a following adjective. Now on the first half is 
A figure with Uah-ncferué around it, intended there- 
fore for the same name as is written with titles in 
the cartouche, The first half shows this ruler 
Vab-nefersi, with apparently a son, and wife 
Iknedling, before a larger figure holding a lotus, 
who has the eartouche behind him, Neterui-ka2ed 
uuah, By the usage of the Middle Kingdom eferui 
is equivalent to Ra, atthe beginning ofa cartouche, 
so that Ka-zed-uah-ra must be the throne name 
of the larger figure, who is doubtless the suzerain 
of the lesser ruler. In the field behind the larger 
figure and also behind the larger figure on the 

        

  

second half, is Ka-onkh-er-nefer-kho, which ap- 
pears to be the personal name of the same. Thus 
wehave here therecord of asuzerain Ka-zed-wah-ra, 
Kaconkh-er-nefer-kho, witha subject ruler Uaz 

‘who takes the titles“ victorious king " and“ great 
and who has a son, and a wife named Hathor, or 
priestess of Hathor. 

40. Pl. xxi. Although the exact order of the 
Hiyksos kings is unknown, the general positions are 
shown by the many stages of degradation of the 
Dorder designs, as tabulated in Hyhsos and Ieraclite 
ities, pl. i, repeated in Historical Studies, pl 
Only two of them can be connected with literary 
statements, Apepa I with the mathematical papyrus, 
and with Apophis of Josephus, and Apepa III with 
‘Apepa of the Seqenen-ra papyrus, By the time of 
‘Apepa I, the fourth oF filth of the great Hiyksos 
kings, they had taken up much of the Egyptian 
civilisation, as shown by his erecting columns and 
1 bronze gate for the temple at Bubastis; but the 
violent stage of the conquest is reflected in the 
titles of Ontha here, “ Prince of the Desert, the 
“error.” By the style of his sarabs he stood atthe 
beginning of this dynasty ; and this ttl, together 
with the fluctuation of his name—Ontha or Ont-her 
well agrees with this position, The supposed. 
scarab of Nubti (Brit. Mus. Cat. 302) is probably 
‘of Tebutmes I, see 1823-1. 

The scarabs of Apepa I are remarkable for their 
variety of design and frequency. Here on 1 is 
the oman ras nd fy, the Agatho- 
aimon and the uracus as royal emblem 
fappears‘on 6 and 7. The web ign at the ead 
‘of searabs, as on 4, 6, 7, and below on 12, may well. 
bbe the emblem of Set, asin his ttle Nubt, and the 
Horus on nub title, Thetwist of cord, on 3 and 4, 
is a Mesopotamian design; but the old Egyptian 
design of the entwined Nile plants was adopted, 
son 15, The Agathodaimon type appears again 
‘under Oancbra, 16-4°1, 2 

40. The scarabs of Pepa were at one time 
assigned to Pepy of the vith dynasty. As the 
ykeos types became recognised, it was seen that 
these were of that period; and on the strength 
of the long form of the signs, as on 10, 13, 14, the 
reading Shesha was generally adopted. | But lately, 
{guided by the names Teta and Pepa occurring in 
the xvith dynasty, the name hasagain been acknow- 
Tedged as Pepa. What seems to be the best reason 
for the reading is the variation according to the 
style of the scarab, On those of the best work, 

  

  

       

   

  

 



Tue XVITH AND xvITH pyxastIEs 25 
as c. here, the form is quite square, and finely 
‘bbed with’ hree vertical stokes, unmistakably 
the p and not the sh sign. The seoll borders are 
the best class of these scarabs, and the form fs 
nearly square on these The most elongated form 
is with the most debased borders a8 13, 14, 15. 

“Ths the sh form must be looked on asa degradation 
of the p form. 

St. Pl xi. As the degradation of style pro 
assed, the reading of the names becomes more Siicult, and can hardly be settled without come 
paring several examples, On touching the xvith 
dynasty, however, an enttehy new departare 
lppears under Apepa III, whose two cartuches 
ate on a piece of chert vase of fine work in the 
British Museum. The syle of the scarab is thick, 
andthe signs are large and clear; the hard green 
pasteisalsorevivedaltera long clipe. Of thesame 
yle of scarab and hieroglyphs is the lage scarab 
of Nub-onklra, which must therefore be assigned 

to this period 
‘Another sudden change is the rise of small, 

clearly ut, scarabs, certainly of this age, a8 dated 
by those of Rahetep (pl. xxii). The names of 
Neb-neferui-ra, Nub-sta-ra, Nub:pel-ra and 
Nub-hetep ra would all well accord with the 
iykos forms, 

PL. xalii Rabetep was followed by Men 
hetep-ra, according 10 an ostrakon of the xxth 
dynasty.” A scarab here with the crowned waets 
fon nud and Ra-men might belong to. this king 
{Aclearerexampleis that in Aberdeen with Ra-men: 
Ietep, and a igure of Taurt with onbh (here drawn), 

The mame Khnem-tauia is in a debased 
order closely like that of 8-218. -Khu-uas, by 
the size, seems more like the Rahetep group, 

Neb kavta is elerly a name, by the scarab of the 
same in a cartouche surownded with sf, sefer, 
nth, and nud below. (Cairo Catalogue, ph. 
37082.) From the style of the border i might be 
af the avith dynasty, Dut the xvith is more likey, 

fon comparing the stall sze and square form with 
the plagues ofthe 

“The xwith dynasty is only known by the names 
of the later kings, of whom there are very scanty 
femains, The royal pectoral shell of gold of 
Segenen-rais the only such objet, until we reach 
the jewellery of Queen Aohshetep at the end of 
the dynasty. Kames, who is known by tha group 
of jewellery, appears here on a finely-cut searab 
with gold mounting (Kames 1); the signs meter 
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ncfer donk at the sides are a reminiscence of the 
Hyksos arrangement, and the double feather on 
the top is interesting as the earliest example of 
such on a cartouche, though seen later under Amen- 
wtep I, Heremheb, and onward. The plaque of 

blue paste (2) belongs to the earlier period when 
‘Kames only claimed tobe the hg prince, nota king, 

  

CHAPTER vit 

ates xxitet) 
2. Tue xvilith dynasty opens with a rough 

styleof <carab, none of Aohmes or Nefertari show 
good work. The best cutting is that of 18-1-8, 
Tather like that of the middle ofthe with dynasty 
Another echo of that age the ball bead with titles 
of the queen, 18-1°25, The coarsely painted blue 
glazed menats begin in this reign (27, 28, 

Pl. xxiv. Rather better work appears under 
Amenhetep 1, though many of his scarabs are of 
barbarous style. The gold ring 8-2-1 was brought 
down to Cairo by a dealer from Thebes, afew days 
after the tomb of that king had been identified, 
by vases being found in the clearing of it. Pro 
Dably therefore this was found in the course of 
‘opening the tomb. The style is quite consistent 

with that age; the double feather was already used 
by Kames, and the Ae with the hands turned 
outward appears in the next reign, see 18-313, 
The form of the name is peculiar, with zesert for 
ese. Light blue glass imitation of turquoise 
Degins to appear in this reign for amulets, as in 
18-2-15. ‘The best work is on square plaques, 
41 being fairly well cut 

‘A fresh interest begins now with the habit of 
taking scarabs of the royal family. These were 
probably to be worn by officals of the households 
‘ofthe princes and princeses, as shown by 18:2 50, 
‘which has the name of Sat amen on one side, and 
that of the“ keeper of the palace, Ao-ne-ba” on 
the other side, . 

I. xxv. Under the with dynasty the sub- 
names of the kings were sometimes placed upon 
searabs; this custom was resumed by Tebutmes T 
And his succesors, and the Horus name, Hor-nubii, 
fand Nebti names are often found in this dynasty, 
(On the scarab 18-3-x is the Nebti name; and a 

  

  

  

 



6 ‘ne NEW 
scarab in the British Museum of similar work has a 
variant of this, fo od (Cat. 301). 

‘On 18-3-2 48a name of Tehutmes T which does 
not appear on other monuments, The scarab type 
is dropped, in 38-3 4, for a kneeling figure, which 
probably represents a Syrian with tribute in eaeh 
frand; unfortunately the detail is worn away. A 
type which has not been explained yet is shown 
in x5 and 26, Tt belongs to the Thothmes age, 
between I and IV, by its style; yet no such mame 
as Neferkara is ‘known then. “The explanation 
seems to be that the od and neler signs are often 
made much alike (‘ce 18-3-20), and have here 
been confounded. Ths these would read Rao 
Kackheper, mervoivamen, ““Tehutmes, greatly 

Deloved of Amen.” No, 21, with both names of the 
king, is very unusual in thie reign 

‘The objects with private names are classed 
along with the period to which they probably: 
Delong. Nos. 22-25 appear to date early in this 
dynasty. 
“Thescarabs of Tehutmes are unusual. 18-41 

is of the most brilliant light blue paste, only equalled 
by one of Hotshepsut. This has the falcon name, 
and No, 2 the Hor-nubti name. 

'53. With Hotshepsut the great diversity of the 
scarab begins, which characterized Tehutmes 1. 
The falcon mame on No. 1, the Nebti name on 
Nos, 2 and 3, and the Hor-nubti name on No. 4. 
fare all found as at Deir el Bali, Historical 
allusions begin to appear, as “setting up monu- 
iments” on No, 7. ‘The wsat eye in place of the 
scarab, as on 13 and 34, begins a type often found 
later 

I, xxvi, No. 37 is certainly of this reign, by 
the close similarity to No. 39, of Nefrura. The 
formula of 45 is very unusual, mot Mleru Wier Asar, 
‘justified from Osiris” or “with” or “under 
Osiris 

With Tebutmes TIT came the greatest age of 
the scarab, when it was most common and most 
varied. It as often been supposed that the 
name of Men-Kheper-ra was engraved in. later 

imes merely 28 a favourite amulet. On looking 
‘over the series here of x50 selected examples, it 
does not seem, however, that any large number 
‘can be assigned to the styles of later times, The 
reat majority are clearly contemporary. As 

wwe know, for certain, at Ieast three kings named 
Men-kheper-ra after Tehutmes TIL (the prist- 
king, Khmeny, and Nekau 1), the small proportion 

  

  

  

  

  

with this name which are after the xviiith dynasty 
are probably contemporary scarabs of these (or 
perhaps other) later kings. A few here, 130-248, 
are left as later scarabs, as there is nothing to 

[rove to which ofthe subsequent kings they belong ; 
Dut all of these may be contemporary with later 
kings of this name. 

‘The sub-names continued in favour, No, 2 has 
2 new faleon name, Bho em adbhut, “rising in the 
horizon,” parallel to Aho em mmdot and hho ent wast 
‘of this king. A pretty variant has the child Horus 
in place of the hawk, see Brit. Mus. Crt, 666 
compare 1016, The Nebti-name, wah nestty, is on 
No. 2, An abundance of interesting types now 
begins; the youthful king shooting (4), the king 
adoring an obelisk (r2), the birth of the king at 
‘Thebes (13), the man of Qedesh making obeisance 

to the royal name (14), the Syrian girl lying couched. 
nplaceol thescarab, with therecordof the“ smiting 

fof Qedesh” (15), the invention of hunting on 
horseback to capture animals (6), the setting up 
monuments and obeicks in the temple of Amen 
(07-20). PL xxvii Note the titles “king of 
princes” (22) Hon of princes (23), the divine son. 
Ga), the prisms, 57, 58, with joint names of the 
ing and Nefra-ra, which seem to. prove their 
marriage, and the figure of Set (5). On pl. xxvi, 
see the bull's head as a protector (74), the revival 
fof sro borders (87-03, 225), and ther degradation 
fs circes(o4, 08). PL3six, The queen Hotshepset 
Merytra. appears here with the spelling Hotshepsi 
(aso). Among the private names the cylinder of 
‘Serum, with his tithes, i of most interest (18-674), 

54. PL xxx. Amenhetep II abandoned using 
sub-names on searabs, but otherwise continued the 
style of his father, with the inscription “born at 
Memphis" (18-71), and many references to. the 
gods. The design ‘of four waci which begins 
tunder Tehutmes IIT (1826-46, 86) was usual in 
this reign, as on 26, ao two uraci on 14, and 21 
‘and continued under Tehutmes 1V, seo 18-8-9 
fand 10, The wzat eye continued in’ place of the 
scarab, a8 187-10, 37, and 18-812, Oval 
plaques for ring, inscribed on each side, came into 
favour, as a substitute for the clumsy cartouche 
plaques of Hotshepsut (185-1, 5, 6, 22). Tehut- 

‘mes III began the use of an oval plaque, as 18-610, 
27, 46,47, 49, 56,235 ; and it was prevalent under 
Amenhetep If, 18:7°11, 12, 16, 17, 8, 20, 21, 22, 

234, 32,39 | Under Tehutmes IV it was more usally 
square, as 18°8-3, 4,5; later under Amenhetep IIT 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

      

 



‘tue ATEN PERIOD 2 
these fashions almost vanish, and cowroids, usaf, 
land rings come into use. The scroll pattern was 
well made under Amenhetep II, as on 30; along 
‘with it was the degradation of rows of erles, which 
wwe can date to this reign by the upper name on 
31, where it accompanies the Nefoui-Rheper-ha 
dorm of Senusert I, and so dates the curious Iter 
scarabs of this style, 12-2-19, 20. 

is important as giving the name 
arti who is otherwise unknown, 

55. PL xxxi, As the searabs of Tehutmes IIL 
show the greatest variety and number, so those 
‘of Amenhetep III are of unparalleled size. Not 
only are there the big searabs with long historical 
inseriptions, but also an extensive class of scarabs 
‘of usual types, but of two or three times the usual 
size, Examples are here of the lion-hunt and 
rmartiage scarabs and part of a tank scarab, ‘The 
marriage scarabs are of better work than the 
hhunting type, and have double or triple lines between 
the elytra, in place of single lines, 

Pls, xxsii-sxsil, The searabs of less mon 
strous size 18-9-10 to 52 scarcely ever contain any 
Ristorical statements, but almost all refer to the 
gods. Nos. ro-r3 bear falcon names; 14 has the 
Nebti name, x6 shows that the king was born at 
Thebes, 17 refers to seizing Singara in Mecopo- 
tamia; otherwise they are to us mere matters of 

I. xxxiv. On the small searabs there is nothing 
‘of note. The references to the gods are much 
fewer, and the subject of the searab is reduced 
{to the mere names, as in the beginning of this 
dynasty. 

l-xxxv. Of queen Taiy thereare many searabs, 
cowroids, and rings, the fashionable shapes of the 
reign. There is nothing beyond the baldest titles 
with the name, 

56. PL xxxvi. The revolution of Akhenaten 
left a great mark on the portable objects. At the 
beginning of his reign, scarabs of the orthodox form 
‘were usual, see 18-103, 4,6, 7, 8, and the plaque 
was retained, No. 2, Even large scarabs were 
‘made down to the beginning of the Aten worship. 
On No. x the king is kneeling upholding the 
‘ames of the Aten, while he has the eattouche name 
Amenhetep, which was subsequently ground out. 
After his conversion there is not a single scarab, 
except—strangely—the most personal of all, his 
fown heart scarab 18-10-33. Rings of gold, bronze, 
and glazed pottery entirly superseded the scarab 

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

in private use, Pendants and rings with the 
queen's name are ustal, The cartouches of the 
Aten were only worn on plaques with Kittle rings 
Attached, in order to stiteh them on the white 
ruslin dresses, as represented on the royal statues, 

PL xxvii, The use of rings continued during 
the Aten worship, under Smenkh-ka-aten-khepers, 
and the eatlier period of Tut-onkh-aten, But on 
his abandonment of the Aten, he ordered the 
worship of “his gods” (18-12-21), and scarabs 
reappear (20) Ra, Amen, and Ptah were all 
reverenced, and the royal name was changed to 
‘Tut-onkh-amen, In the next reign, of Ay, searabs 
‘areas common as rings, 

Pl, xxvii, Under Herembeb the taste and 
shill, which had atoned for the previous poverty of 
idea in the searab, have gone, and clumsy signs and 
bad spacing mark the beginning of decline. Scarabs 
and rings are about equally usual 

57. The xixth dynasty brought the scarab back 
to full use, and rings were henceforth uncommon, 
and became rare after Saptah. Of the brief reign 
fof Ramessu I searabs are not unustal 

Pi. xxxix. The cylinder, which had almost 
ceased to be made since the Middle Kingdom, re- 
appears in a large form, with rather mispropor 
tioned signs (192-1). ‘The large ovoid No. 2 has 
a rough unglazed back, as if for inlaying ; it may. 
have been inserted in a wall, like the cartouches of 
Sety IL. The back of the plaque 17 is curious, 
inscribed “a thing of the king.” The colour and 
work of this looks most like that of the xxvth. 
dynasty, Ramenkheper was often associated with 
the name of Sety, and from the style it does not 
secm that these searabs were issued by any of the 
later Men-kheper-ra. kings, see 35-40. No. 43 
seems of Ite work, about the xxvth dynasty. 

Pls, xl-sxli, Sety I was often commemorated 
by Ramessu If, probably at the beginning of his 
reign, Sometimes the eartouches are side by side 
(192-45), but usually conjoined Ra-user-men- 
riot, Ramessu aso commemorated Tehutmes IIL 
(19-259. 

‘Ramessu I was rather scarce to find, in earabs, 
thirty: years ago, but has of late years become 
nearly as common as Amenhetep III. The reign 
is turning-point in this, as in all artistic work, 
having occasionally good work at the beginning, 
and drifting to barbarous roughness half a eentury 
later, There are no historical types, and the only 
interest is in the arrogant vanity of the king. He 

  

    

  

  

    
  

  

 



By 
is figured walking hand in band with Set and 
‘Amen (No. 3), while on the Turin scarab his hair 
of state is carted by Set and Ra. ‘The harvest 
goddess Rennut appears (15, 16, 17), though never 
figured in other feign, A’ serll border, and its 
degraded copies in eles, yet survive (45-51, 102), 
nd then vanish finally after this reign. Rarely @ 
Aclcate piece of work appeats, asin G0, 0, 99,100, 
tvhich are better than almost all of the previous 
Uynasty, The searabs of queen Neterati are dis 
tinguished from those of Aobmes Netertari by the 
thinness and poverty ofthe style 

PL ali, The private seals and amulets are the 
redeeming feature of this time. The varie of 
tiles, and the personal interest of these seal, gives 
them precedence over the bald names of the kings. 
Some! plaques are of very fine work, and were 
doubtless the personal seals ofthe high offcery a8 
152, 154. Others are roughly moulded in Blue 
flaved pottery; these must have had an original 
Dlock engraved, and it seems thertere that such 
moulded copies were given tothe sub-ficals of 
feat offcer to seal documents in is name, sce 
ASI, 153,156. 

438. PLatliv, There appears to have been some 
revival of ‘work under Merneptab, as in 29°4"4 Dut most of his scarabs are of “rough moulded 
poitay, He revived the name of Tehutmes I, 
Associating it with his own, Nos 9-14. According 
to the latest evidence found, it appears that Saptah 
and Tausert preceded Sety II, who. was followed 
by Ramecu Saptah; this order is here adopted 
(Of Sapa 1, scars were very rare util T found 
the deposts of his temple with pottryscarabs and 
Tings, The same is true of Tatsert her scarab, 
however, bad been overlooked, owing to the fact 
tious arrangement of her eattouche to resemble 
tat of Ramet I 

‘Sety I's fairly common on scaabs and plagues, Dut these are destitute of any additions tothe bald 
ame, except devotion to Amen and Ptah on the 
larger plaques (29-3. These glazed plaques are peculiar to this reign, and the purpose of them is 
uggested by a row of holes of simular sie, running 
fl round the walls of the court at the temple of 
Lugior, four or five feet from the ground.” The 
holes contain plaster at the back, and have eve 
ently contained objets, Probably these plaques, 
of sila ones, were inserted in the Boles, foruing 
& kind of dado line of colour, 

Saptah II was formerly known as Ramessu 1X, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  Sekthoner and was supposed to come in the xxth 
‘dynasty. The discovery of a papyrus of accounts 
in which he follows on at the close of the reign 
ff Sety I, proves that the xixth dynasty is his 
place. As‘it would be confusing to ehange all the 
numbers of the xxth dynasty, by inserting the 
rame Ramessu IIL here, itis best to call him by 
what as probably his current name, Saptal. 
Strange to say, immediately after the papyrus was 
published, the excellent scarab (x9°9:2) with the 
ouble name, turned up in Caio. 

59. OF Ramessu IIT all that can be said is that 
degradation progressed ; nearly all his searabs are 
worse than those of Ramessu II. Ramessu IV 
shows some more eae in work, as in 202-1 and 10, 
Dut of a very poor style. 

PI. xvi," Ramessu V may be said to patronive 
this collection, as the seventeen examples here 
comprise most of those known of his work, Rac 
rmessu VI is also fairly usual, The scarab here 
attributed to Ramessu VI has, meses, cle keg an, 
fand a; the latter abbreviation is only found in 
this king's name. Ramesu VIII is very rare 
Ramessu IX is yet unknown, as the king formerly 
hereis transferred to thexixth dynasty, asSaptah II. 
‘The number may however well be left open for a 
king Ramessu Mery-atms, whose name was seen 
by Brugsch at Heliopolis. Ramesu X, Neler- 
ara, is well represented here on scarabs and other 
objects, Ramessu XI is fairly identified by the 
peculiar name Kheper-miot ra, and Ramessu XID 
seems indicated by the name Ka-men net, as well 
as Ra-men-miot. The fcfer on 20-10-3 seems 
fs if i€ were an error for the vertical net sign on 
No.2, The four following scarabs, 2010-4, 8, ¢, D, 
sccm to be Ramesside, but cannot yet be identitied 
Thisis the most compete series ofthe xxth-dynasty 
scarabs, and contains most of those that are known 
of Ramessty V-XIL 

0, Pls, xvii, xvii, The clas of heart scarabs 
is here put together, though they probably extend 
through the xviith to xxiird dynasties, They are 
arranged as nearly as may be in order of date, 
judging from the names and the work. The backs 

fare drawn on pl. lx, How soon the work became 
formals shown by the coarse cutting of one of the 
‘age of Akhenaten found at Riggeh (Réggeh, xvi) 
‘The most notable searab is No. 6, of the Aten period, 
showing how the old system was adapted to the 
new Aten worship ; the soul was to be guarded by 
‘Aten, and'to feed from the endowments of the 

  

  

 



temple of Aten; thus the theory of temple endow: 
‘ments became changed to a sustentation fund for 
the deceased. The scarab 20, of hard green stone, 
has been mineralogically proved to be true jade 
by all tests, especially specific gravity, This is 
the frst determination of jade from Egypt, and 
curries with it many similar specimens, inchuding 
fone on the Kennard board of amulets. The type 
of names, Zed-ptah-au-onkh, ete, shows that the 
feries descends to the xxist dynasty of later, A 
fixed point is given by No, 28, for Petpetur; his 
father was of the household of Setnekht, and this 
dates it to about the close of the xxth dynasty. 

6, Pl, xlix—Of the divided xsist dynasty 
there are very few small objects, either of the 
Tanite or Theban line, The scarab of Nes “ba-neb 
zedu, whose cartouche was copied a century later 
by Shesheng I, is fixed to the earlier king by the 
Dright green colour and the work, which resembles 
that of Painezem 1. The scarab reading Thent: 
Aamen-neb-apt must be of about this period, being 
too delicate for the next three dynasties, and it 
may probably belong to the queen Thent amen, 
‘The foundation plaques of Pasebkhonut came from 
Mariette's work at Tanis, and I obtained them in 
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exchange for rarer things of mine kept at the Cairo 
Museum. They are curious for having had the 
cracks in the glaze filled up with Dlue paste. Of 
Saamen the searabs are fairly common, usually 
withthe two igures of Amen or Atmu seated facing 
the throne-name searabs (21-51, 2, 3) are perhaps 
more certainly of this king. The copper plaque 
from Tanis also comes from Mariette’s work, The 

scarabs ofSa-amen with Men -kheper -ra(2t 5-9, 12) 
doubtless refer to the contemporary priest king at 

  

  

  

   ‘Thebes, as do some in the British Museum (Ci 
2304 2308) 

The Theban line has left scarcely any small 
remains, Of Painezem I there is the ivory knob 

fof a staff (2r-1-1) and three searabs (2,3, 4) which 
by their style cannot be placed to Senusert II. 
‘The interesting scarab in Cairo, drawn here, names 
Men-kheper-ra and his daughter queen Ast-em 
Ikheb ; it has nothing to do with Piankhy, to whom 
itis placed in the Catalogue. 

62, The xslind dynasty considerably revived 
the use of the scarab ; those of Shesheng I are as 
common as those of Ramessu IIL or Herembeb, 
‘The Hor-nubti name reappears; ut the work is 
oor, the signs are disjointed and out of proportion, 
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30 ‘THE NEW 
  nd the style is worse than anything since the 
late Hyksos, 

PI. 1. Im this dynasty we meet with one of 
the most dificult groups of scarabs, those of the 
User-miot-ra kings. In order to disentangle these, 
itis needful to keep closely to what we have from 
other monumental sources, We do not get any 
help from other collections, for at Cairo there is 

Dut one of thisclass and that assigned to Ramessu I 
fand at the British Museum they are not classified 
‘quite in accord with the details of the cartouches 
fon dated monuments, and no system is stated 
‘that will help in historical discrimination. The 
twenty-two Usersmlotra scarabs here, of ate date, 
rust therefore be studied apart ; those of Ramessa 
TL and IIL being of styles sufficiently distinct to 
separate them from the later ones, which range 
from Takerat I to Rudamen, gor-670 Bc. 

The variant forms actually found on monu- 
ments are as shown on preceding page. 

  

  

  

  

  ‘From these variants we may learn afew criteria, 
(1) Takerat T is the only king who placed a 

and the feather mae in parallelism, 
(2) Sheshenq IIT and Uapeth are the only kings 

to place a and the goddess mdot parallel on either 
side of user. 

(G) Pamay is the only king who dropped the @ 
of Amen, and put only men. 

(4) The feather mde is not used after Pamay. 
So far as style goes we ean only separate tire 

periods 
(A) Takerat I and Usarkon TI, 900-854 26 
(B) Shesheng IIT and Pamay, 832-781 R.. 
(©) Piankhy, Unpeth and Rudamen, 748-720? 

Bc, (See Ancient Eeypt, 1914, p. 40.) 
[Referring now to the scarabs there is first a 

‘group, 22°3°1-7, which by the parallelism of a 
and mot isto be placed to Takerat I. The backs 
of these are of the types F-63, 69, 74, 76, 97, 7 54- 
OF these 763 is like Shesheng I E36; F69, 74,76 
are like F69, and F97 like F-o6 of Usarken I 
Further the V marks on the elytra are made as 
loops U on ¥ 63, 76, and this peculiarity is found 
carlier, on Ramesen XI u-17 and XII 8-76, but 
not on searabs of Shesheng IIL or later kings. 

‘Thenext group, of (22°4-2-3), has the figure of 
Mot ; thea of Amen is large, and sunk down half- 
way to the level of sep. This agrees with the style 
of Usarken Il, as at Bubastis, The backs are of 
B37, F-97 and G22; of these 2-37 compares with 
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72 of Usarken IT; Fo7 is the same as in the 
previous reign ; 6-22 is the same as in Usatken 1; 
Thence ll these are against any later dating. 

‘The next group of four (22-7-1-4) has a minute 
4, while men continues full ste; this approaches 
the abolition of a found under Pamay, and hence 
is probably of his predecessor and co-regent She- 
sheng TIL, The backs are of ¢ 48, 76, and one 
broken. These are almost the same as those of 
Pamay, next following, 660,68, 76. 

ext are three (22°8-1-3) without any @ of 
Amen, a peculiarity of Pamay, which fixes these 
tohisreign. Another very rude one, R26, may be 
compared with j-69 of Menkara, a vassal of Sha- 
baka, which would place it as late as is possible for 
its type, Another has the sickle ma and step ne ra, 

combination only found under Pamay. 
Of the square plaques (22°75, 6) two with the 

gordess mot and set ne ra can only be paralleled 
under Shesheng TIT. No. 7 with the feather and 
fa dwarfed a for Amen tacms by the last detail to 
be of the same reign. The green glazed plaque, 
No. §, may be put to this reign, as the other three 
come here. ‘The king Men-neh-ra must come here 
by the similar style of his plaque 

Tt does not appear, therefore, that any of these 
can be placed to the Pankhy group. The piece 
of a statuette, 25-1, might be of Takerat I, Usar- 
ken Il, or Panky, by the plan form of the name, 
‘The style is more like that of the later time, and 
the writing with the arm before the cubit sign is 
peculiar to Pankhy, so that it should probably 
be attributed to him. 

Tt should be noted that the series of scarabs 
reading ez her ma pa are not of Pamay, as 
shown by the variants, which will be published 
with the nameless scarabs. 

PL I The twokings with Ra-oa-kheper name, 
Shesheng Vand Usarken IIT, have objects ditering 
from any of the xviithdynasty kings by their 
rude work, The reign of Usarken at Thebes is 
entirely included in that of Shesheng TV at Bubastis 
(Gee Ane. Eg. 1914, 40); hence the difference, if 
any, in their work must be that of place and not 
foftime, One scarab is distinctive; Usarken placed 
turaci pendant to the ra in his name, and such are 
used here on 23:2-3. This has only Re-ieper, land hence we may assign to this king the scarabs 
‘on which od is dropped. A stamp, 232-1, belongs 
also to this king, as he is called selep ne amen, an 
epithet never assumed by Shesheng IV. 

  

  

   
  

  

   

     



{THE XXVTH DYXASTY 
‘Three pieces seem to be connected, with a name 

Kheper-neb-ra. A, reading Mdet-neb, Ra-od 
Bheper ned; B, Ravbheper-nub, mery mot; C, Ra 
Beper-neb, mery méot. The smooth back of the 
last is like 44 Usarken IIT, and 3.49 Painezem ; 
the square plaque was used by Shesheng IIT; the 

1a with uraci belongs to Ussrken IIL; hence these 
are of about the close of the xxiind dynasty. It 
may be that only the Ra-kheper is the name, and 
the other signs are titular; if so these are all of 
Usarken IIL 

The Sheshenq Ra-was-ncter must be called 
Shesheng V; he appears to be the later ruler of 
Buss, named asa vassal of Pankhy. Other 
vassals here are Pema of Mendes, Onkh-her of 
Hermopolis, and probably Ptah-nefer, perhaps 
short for Ptah-neler-her. The priest of Amen 
Her, named on the plaque 1, had a sister Ast-urt, 
‘who married Her-sivast, the founder of the xsiiird 
dynasty at Thebes (see Ramesseus, 16,18, pl. x) 
‘The plaque is finely cut in green moss quartz. 

‘The lectrum pectoral of Uasa-kauasa is avery 
unusual object. ‘The high priest Auuar-uath, 
‘who was his father, was son of Usarken (IID), see Karnak quay (Z.4.S, xxxiv, 113); hence 
‘Vasa-ka-wasa probably lived about 680 B.C. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

CHAPTER IX 

(mares Levi 
63, Tie earliest piece that we can attribute to 

the Ethiopian kings is the part of a statuette of 
Panky (25:1). The form of the cartouche is more 

ike that of Pankhy than like any earlier User- 
‘mdot-ra king; and the bluegrey stone ware is 
quite unlike anything of the xxiird dynasty, but 
to all appearances of the xxvith dynasty or later. 
Of Kashita there are some scarabs of pottery, all 
alike, with the name of Amenardas (25 2-2). No 
throne name was known for Kashta, but at this 
period there are searabs with the name Ra-nefer= 
‘nub (25:22, 3). By his title on these he wasking 
‘of Upper and Lower Egypt ; the ram-head of the 
scarab is of the Ethiopian dynasty, The work 
uring that dynasty shows continuous decline; 
and the work of this scarab is better than that of 
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Shabaka, and therefore presumably of one of his 
predecessors, These facts make it probable that 
Nefer-nub-ra was the throne name of Kashta 

I. i, Of Amenardas, arabs are very rare: 
‘the pieces here“are a foundation plague, an wait 
eye, and partof an inlay of lazuli. Shabaka adopted 
the familiar cartouche of Neferkara, and formerly 
many of his objects were wrongly attributed to 
the earlier kings of that name, On the contrary, 
some scarabs are at present attributed to Shabaka 
‘which may belong to earlier kings (Brit. Mus, Cet, 
2486); so far as I have seen Shabaka, Shabataka, 
land later kings, do not use the fa sigh with loops 
for hands, and this may serve to dieriminate the 
carlier objects 

The fresh style coming in with the Ethiopians is 
very marked, The work is much better than any- 
thing since Sety I or Ramesu II. The scarab 
frequently has a ram's head (25-3 -19 ; 25°5:4) or 

the ram on the back (25-33). Another feature is 
the kingly sphinx holding a hes vase (25:3-1, 19: 
25°5°3,4). The large coarse beads of glazed 

pottery are an innovation (2573-15, 16 25 4-5, 6) Little cartouches of glazed. pottery. are frequent 
(25:3:8-13) 

‘64. We now reach the age of vassal kings, which 
continued to the dodecarchy. From the records of 
Pankhy and Esarhaddon, we see how numerous 
were the petty chief, eighteen or twenty, and the 
tale of the breast-plate names twenty-three chiefs 
Several of these can be identified on searabs ; and 
these lists ean by no means sum up every chief 
who ruled during sixty years of such divisions. Tt 
is therefore only natural to find many personages 
named on scarabs and small objects, wh have not 
been embalined in history. 

Menkara appears to have been a vassal of 
Shabaka; on the cylinder (253-20) we read 
Ra-men-ka along with Ra-neier-ka_(Shabaka) 
On 25-3°22, 23, 24, he calls himself the Horus 
Menkara, not taking’ the nesut bat or sa ra ttle of 
aking. He honours Baste (23,24), and was there- 
fore probably a ruler of Bubastis. There are many 
of this ruler in the British Museum (Cat. 27~ 
3% 34-42, all of the same style. 

A’ son of this later Menkara, or Menkaura, is 
named in a piece ofa late Book of the Dead in the 
Parma Museum, This was written for the scribe 
‘of the divine offerings Zesef-em“hi, son of the 
nesut_ deshert Ra°men'kav." This form of the 
royal title shows that he vas a Data king, and 

  

  

  

   

  

     



2 
there can be no question left as to thi 
recurrence ofthe name. 

The group of late re-ssues of early kings found 
at Saqqara (QUIBELL, Excavations at Seqgora, 
1905-6, p. 31, pl. xxvii) of which the sketches 
are here given, show the syle of late issues. They. 
are entirely different to the contemporary issues 
of those kings. 

65, To Pankhy Ifa scarab inthe British Museum 
is assigned; another is in Cairo (sketched here), 
which has been hitherto overlooked. Associated 
‘with his son Taharga, as regent of Egypt, his name 
ison a scarab in the Ward Collection; and asso- 
cated with bis daughter Shepenapt, on a scarab at 
Munich (Frazer, 363) 

‘Taharqa is fairly common, and nearly half of 
all the examples are here. They are coarser than 
the work of his predecessors, The later Ethiopian 
Asperuta, who reigned during the earlier half of 
the xxvith dynasty, is placed here at the close of 
the Ethiopian series. His name is only known on 
stone insriptions, beside this pendant. 

Pl. lii, Of all the vassal chiefs Men-her-ra 
has left most remains; but he always took a 
subordinate place in relation to Men-kheper ra 
Khmeny. The latter king is well authenticated by 
‘the stele of him and his daughter (Student's History, 

1293); and the indications point to his having 
ruled in Upper Egypt, probably at Hermopolis. 
‘Thus the way would be clear for Men-her ra to be 
fa Delta vassal, and both of them to be under 
the overlordship of the Ethiopians. (For Men-her= 
a in British Museum, see Cat, 1428, 2420, 142%; 

for Men-kheper-ra, Cat. 1420, 1422, 1423). There 
isa very curious expression on 25" ¢,"22,23,""Thow 
Decomest with a cartouche,” suggesting that he 
was then aspiring to take a cartouche like a full 
king; and on his other scarabs the name is in a 
cartouche, He appears with full royal titles on a 
plaque of this age in the British Museum (Cat 
148)). Men-ab-ra was another of these vassal 
kings of this period. 

PL liv. Several other obscure names appear, 
which may perhaps be some day put in their true 
place and connection. The historical link is re- 
established in Baknerenf, of whom two objects 
are given here (24:21, 2), and one in the British 
Museum (Cat. 253). 

66. Nekau I, the father of Psemthek 1, has 
hitherto been very obscure, His remains are 
cleared up by the statuette of Horus, dedicated by. 

late 

  

  

‘THE ETINOPIANS AND SAITES 
“ the king Ra-men-kheper, son of Ra, Nekau, the 
Horus, given life by Neit lady of Sais” This 

per-ra name of Nekau I is confirmed by a 
the British Museum, with the conjoined 

A scarab 
    
scarab 
ceartouces (Ca. 2520, see also No. 1484), 
with Men-kheper:ra and the Theban ram of this 
age (25°52) is probably of this king, but may be 
fof Menkheperra Khmeny. Another searab (25°53) 
is very interesting ; itis headed by the sun and 
lion which belong to Psemthek I, and then has 
Poomthek asking of Upper and Lower Egypt, kncel- 
{ng and adoring the name of his father Men kheper 
ra Nekau, 

PL. Iv. Psemthek appears to have taken the 
Ra and lion as his badge, as it here heads a large 
scarab bearing his falcon name and personal name 
(26-r-1), The alluson of the lion seems to be 

the Tion's so 
oF the for a lion oee 

  

to the origin of his name 
word     

   zem, On 26-4°2 the lion is accompanied 
"sm or Pthem: and the other Ra and lion 

Scarabs (3 0 10) are all of this period. The sphinx 
and fies vase of the Ethiopians was continued on 
26-1-17.  Thereisa very unusual scarab of massive 
silver (No. 5) with the names and ttlesof Peemthek 
and his Theban consort Shepenapt, 

‘There seems to have been a vassal ruler named 
Kheper-miotra, of whom three amulets are here; 
‘one, with the cartouche of Psemthek on the reverse, 
dates the group. 

67. Pl. vi, ‘The objects of Nekaw IT are not 
common, the majority of those known being here. 
‘The fine scarab 26-2-1 isthe best work known after, 
the sixth dynasty, The menat with a private 
dedication on the back (26-24) is extremely 
‘unusual, if not unique. The scarabs of Pemthek I 
are rather common, and they seem to have been 
rade by Greeks for trading purposes. The scarabs 
of Men-ab-ra (pl. li) must not be confounded 
with these, as is done in some collections 

‘The scarab of Onkh-nes:ra-nefer‘ab is rather 
suspicious in the colour and appearance; but a 
torger might have more exactly copied the car- 
touche, which is here bungled. ‘The bronze stamp 
(26-3-10) is unquestionable, as also the sealing of 
Ther minister Shesheng. No other small objects of 

‘this queen are known. —Apris (Hoo-ab-ra, Hophra) 
having the same throne name as Psemthek J, itis. 
‘very likely that some ofthe scarabs with that name 
Delong to the later king, especially those made at 

  

  

    

  

 



  Naulkratis, Against this is to be set the absence 
ff any scarabs with his personal name, and the 
large number with the name Psemthek. 

‘Under Aohmes II appears the last signet eylin- 
der of Egypt, 26-573. His searabs are very rare, 
and foundation plaques, menats, and scalings are 
‘the usual objects. Of Psemthek IIT no objects are 
known, except the scarab 26:6; this appears to 
sive his name, Onkh-ka-ne:ra, abbreviated as 
Onkh-ne-ra 

(68. Pl Iii, Rare as scarabs became under the 
xevith dynasty, they disappear entirely under the 
Persians, and only menats and seals are known, 
This is an evidence of the essentially religious 
character still attached to the scarab amulet ; for 

were it only a seal, it would be as likely to be made 
under the Persians or Ptolemies a under the Saites 
for Mendesian kings. The sling bullet of Khabbash, 
28-1, is the only object of this king. One scarab 
appears wnder Naifourud (29:1); this is not Hkely 
to be of Merneptah, as the earlier king always uses 
the figure of Ra and not only the sign, and he 
never follows the natural order by placing the Ba 
first, The work is delicate, but has none of the 
Virility of the sixth dynasty, Of Haker only one 
object is known, the sealing her, 

169. A few searabs of the xxxth dynasty are 
known, By. the evidence of building at Khargeh 
Nekht neb-f preceded Nekht her-heb, and is there- 
fore to placed here. The scarab 50-11 is certainly 
very late, by the uraci proceeding from the sides 
of the Bheper, and cannot be of the wiith dynasty 
Zeber is only Known, in stall objects, by the piece 
fof a splendid blue bowl, found in the palace at 
Memphis (0:2). Nekht-her-heb is only repre- 
‘sented by seals and foundation deposits, and 
searabs are known, 

‘Of the second Persian rule there are no remains, 
large or small, except the jar id here, with a rude 
cartouche of Arsess, the Arsés of Greek history. 
‘The colour and style of this glazed pottery. is 
between that of the xxxth and Ptolemaic periods, 
exactly what would be expected of the xxxist 
dynasty. 

70. Alexander's conquest is represented by a 
single bronze stamp in the British Museum, The 
onyx here ascribed to Ptolemy I is certainly of 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

      

3 
Greck period ; it represents an Egyptian king in 
native head-dress andthe fll jaw and straight nose 
well accord with the coins of Ptolemy Soter in his 
carer days. AS it is much less likely that later 
Ptolemies would appear in Egyptian style, this 
tay be ascribed to Soter, Of Plolemy TIT there 
are two well-made foundation plaques; the second 
has on the reverse the same eartouche as the fist 
A stout seal of bronze, formerly gilt, bears a bearded, 
head of a king, closly like Ptolemy IV, and no 
other attribution seems possible. Of later Ptolemies, 
the British Museum has stamps and foundation 
deposits of vit andi, 

The Roman period has left no objects with 
emperors’ names except the large white marble 
scarab in Paris, with the wings inseribed for An= 
toninus; and the gold ring shown here, with an 
impression, probably the official signet of the 
prefect of Egypt. The prefect was usually a 
Iknight—the lowest cliss that might legally use a 
‘gold ring—so for official purposes of a royal signe, 
gold would be restricted to the ue of the prefect 

71. The private scarabs and seals which belong 
to the xevith to xxxth dynasties are placed at the 
fend, Three are of viziers; the vizier Khet (30: 
is unknown otherwise; the scarab is of soft brown, 
steatite, and the style of it suggests the xxvth 
dynasty. Tt can hardly be earlier, from the agate 
beads found with it, when the tomb at Abusir 
‘was robbed by natives in 1904. Her si-ast (30-p,) has a variant title mer nut (in place of nad) which 
is very unusual. But he may well be the prophet 
fof Amen, mer su, vitier, Her-si-ast, whose coffin 
is at Cairo; from his genealogy he was about the 
xxist, and certainly before the xwvith dynasty. 
Tehuti (50-t) might possibly be the vizier Tehuti 
em-nefabaka; he lived under Ptolemy Soter, as 
his grandfather was named Nekht-her-heb. This 
amulet with the baboon does not however seem to 
bbe nearly as late as that, and might even go back 
to the xixth dynasty. 

‘The searabs with private names are placed in 
alphabetic order; and after them are the seals and 
impressions, ikewise. They belong to the official 
world of the latest dynasties, The only peculiar 

tle is“ servant of Neit at the stele” (A.D), and 
the stele of the water” (5.8). 

  

    

  

  

   

   

    

  

   



CONTENTS OF PLATES IN HISTORICAL ORDER 

Prnsoxs not of the royal families are indexed alphabetically in the subsequent list. 
‘The number before a name is the King’s number in the dynasty, " Where a letter precedes the name 

the order in the dynasty s unknown. Following the name isthe total number of sarabs, eylinders, amu 
lets, etc, which are published. The numbers in each separate collection follow in columns. The namé 

in the fans of the kings are slightly set back. ‘The plate numbers are put at the right-hand edge. This 
list is not exhaustive, but will show the minimum of what is published. 
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SUMMARY 

We can now make census of published searabs, 
cylinders, and sealings which shows a minimum 
amount, but which would not probably be increased 
bby more than a sixth or an eighth if completed, 
apart from the enormous number of Tehutmes HI 
‘The numbers in collections are 

os ee 
UniversityCol : pL cee ee 
ith itscim ists 1088 fol a7 99 ipeaiccsesaicts vase nu fue paler een Tain See estate ats sr eines eases foreman) ea) See est eet Neyp cee) 

Peasieceriereciecisr aici 
‘Taking the number of examples in each dynasty, 

as showing the fluctuations in time, there are in the 
7510 

  

ist Dyn, (6) wth. 64 viith-vitith 9 
find 3 Mt st ixth-xth. 7 
fied Lrg vith «| 2g ith. 63 

    
= 289 og xevith any 

Private. 517 2iq axvith 8 
sith 1 23 44 awit oo 

th. 74 1 oicth 4 
xwth | 65 saxth | 10 swith | 33}, 45 Private - 65 

awiith 133 xxivth | 269 xxrist 
xvilith “1999 xxivth 6 Ptolem. | 11 

Tehut. IIL, x79oxxvth | 5 Roman | 2 
Regarding individual rulers the names most 

often occurring are, Tehutmes IIL, 1791 (probably 
§5 t0 10,000 in all); Amenhetep TI, 624 (perhaps 
S00-1000 in all); Ramessu II, 310 (say 700) 
Amenhetep II, 195; Amenhetep I, 779; Hatshep- 
sut, 1493 Sely T, 147; Taiy, 113; Akhenaten, 
og; Psemthek, 108. Tt is remarkable that the 
Hyksos kings Maot-ab-ra and Pepa are as often, 
met with asthe great kings of the xiith dynasty. 

Tn the above census the hundreds of jar selings, 
mostly of the ist dynasty, are not included ; they. 
are of a very diferent elacs to the scarabs and seal 
rings, and would unduly soll the list, especially 
at University College, About fifty more common 
searabs of kings are not included above, a5 they 
fare in the College series of local groups, which are 
Kept apart to illustrate the style of diferent regions. 
‘They will be published with the remainder of the 
scarabs 
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Amenembot 19 sworn as amulets, 2 

Th19 Beryl unknown for searabs, 8 
Mi, 20 Birth of king at Memphis, 26 
IWy22 ‘Thebes, 26, 

Amenembot seu, 22 Blanchard, Mr., 10 
Amenhetep 1,25 Bronze rings, 27 

Hi, 26 scarabs, 8 
m1, 27 seal of Ptolemy IV, 33 
1.27 stamp, 32 

Amethyst scarabs, 8 Bull's head protector, 26 
‘Amu, guard of, 130, 21 
[Amulets of beetle form, 2 

3, 23, Caleite cylinder and bead, 8 
‘Carnelian searabs, §    

   

Ante, date of, 3,15, Carnlin sa 
Mee Chalcedony sarabs, 8 

33 Character of work in various age, x5 
spepa 135.24 het ik a 
a” Cente terab aban 2,3 
‘Army of Memphis, 22 escent fine om head, 7 
Anes, 33 Carling tines on back, 6 

Cylinders, age of, 10 
earliest, 10 
funerary in purpose, 4 
insignia of office, 12 

Astemiheb, 29 
‘Aten names worn on dress, 27 

worship by Amenhetep 1V, 27 
Athot on eylinder, 20 
ay, 27 

Dadames, 14, 16 
Backs, long and deep, sith dynasty, 22 Dasher bicon, 6 

of searabs, analysis of types, 7 Diorite searabs, 8 
classification of, 5 Divination arrows and gaming cards, 4



4“ wore 
Drill engraving, 9 Hypselogenia beetle, 3, 5 
Dorite scarabs, 8 

Teeland spar eylinder and bead, 8 
Earliest age of searabs, 14-10 
Early veneration of beetles, 2 = 
Eleciram pectoral 31 ace certs S29 
Engraving of sarabs, 9 
Extent of the subject, 1 

Jasper eylinder, 33 
searabs, 8 

Joint scarabs of Sety 1, 27 

  

Icon names and cartouche names compared, 12 Kames, 25 Family scarabs, 25 z amily sears 25 Karneersuah epithet, 13, 16 Feather, double, earliest, 25 Kashta, 31 Feathering on legs of scarab, 5, 6 
Felspar searabs, § 

  

eduahra, 24 

  

Genera of beetles copied, § eae 

scarabs, 8 
Great pyramid, eylinder seal, 2x 
Gymnepleuras, 5 Language, belief in, 10, 11 

Laruli scarabs, 8,13 
Legs beneath Searabs, 3 
Limestone scarabs, 8 
Lion hunt searabs, 27 
“Living again eternally,” epithet, 21 

Hacmatite earabs, 8 
Haker, 33 
Hill, Mr, 14 
Haonkhef, 22,23, 
Hard stone sarabs, 15,16 

  

  Hawks as souls of the just, 3 MacGregor, Rev. W., 10 
Heart scarab, 2, 3,28, Magical use of searabs, 3 
Herembeb, 27 Malachite scarab, 8 
Hermes and beetle, 3 ‘Maot Bier epithet, 21 
Hitephers, 12 ‘MactBheru Bher Asar, 26 
Hetepkats, 23 Marriage scarabs, 27, 
Historical references on scarabs, 26 Mena, 14 
Horned searabs, 3 ‘Menabra, 32 
Horus, sons of, 3 Menat, glazed, earliest, 25 
Hotshepsut, 26 ‘of Aohmes 11,33 
“Hunting the gazelle, 2 Persians, 33 
Hyksos scarabs, 24 with private name, 52



Menherra, 32 
Menhetepra, 25 
Menkara, 11 

a lite n: 
Menkheperra, 26 

‘ate name, 14,20, 26, 
Mentuemsat, 14, 16 
Mer sign, eveve up, 12,13 
Merabra, 23 
Merenea, 12,17 
Merneptah, 28 
Merto, goddess of inundation, 13 
Mesopotamian rulers in Egypt, 2 

    

    

Naifourud, 35 
Nebamabh epithet, 21 
Nebhaptra, 14 
Nebkara, 11,18 
Nebneteru, 23, 
Neblavi 4,153.17 

cfr, two in place of Ra, 19 
fer kara, 17 

Nefershasuah epithet, 13,16 
Neferonkhra, 22 
Nefer ra, 24 
Nefer sa, 22 
Nefru ra, 26 
Nebesi, 23 
Nekara, 12 
Nekau I, 32 

I 32 
Nekitherieb, 35 
Nekhtnebel, 33, 
Nesi ba neb zea, 29, 
Nenserra, 12 
Newberry, Prot, 14 
‘Notch marks on backs, 5, 6 
Nubkheperra, 16 
Nubnebra, 12 
Nubseshesht ra, 14, 16 
Nubti, 24 
Numbers of scarabs known, 1, 34-47 

   

  

‘Oanedra, 24 
Obsidian searabs, § 
Onkhher, 32 
Onkh nefrw uahra, 22 
Onkh nes ra nefer ab, 32 
‘Ont her, 24 
‘Oryt named, 13 

sors s 
Painezem 1,29 
Palm-branch pattern, 6 
Pamay, 30 
Pankhy I, 31 

Ih 32 
Parentage on scarab, 21 
Paste searabs, 9 
Pectoral searab, 2 
Pema, 31 
Pepa, 24 
Pepy I, 12, 17 

Hay 
Peridot scarab, 8 
Point engraving, 9 
Pottery searabs, 9 
Prehistoric veneration of beetles, 2 
vate searabs, age indicated, 22 

clasied, 20 
   

Psemthek I, 32 
Mi, 3 
ni 33, 

Prahneler, 31 
Ptolemy I-XUI, 33, 
Punishment, erbe of, 21 

   

   

edesh man bowing, 26 
Quartz crystal searabs, 8 

sreen translucent, 8 
Quibell, Mr, x4, 29 

Rahetep, 25, 
Ramesst 1,27 

Th 27 
TEX, 28 

Fa-wser-mact Kings, separation of, 29 
Reisner, Dr, 10 
Reissues of Scarabs, 11, 14 
Religious purpose of scarab, 2-4 
Reliquary case of searab form, 2 
Rent goddess on scarab, 28, 
Repettions of kings’ names, 14 
Re-use of royal names, 14 
Ribbed head, 7 
ings of pottery, 27, 28 
Royal tombs, elinders fom, 10 
Rud amen, 30 

Saamen, 29 
Sahura, 12



6 
Saptah I, 28 

11,28 
Scarabacus sacer,§ 
Scarabacns venerabilis, 5 
Schist used for searabs, 8 
Scroll pattern, oval, 15 

Tate, 26,27 
Seal-plaques of officials, 28 
Seal, searabs used as, 4 
ebek, region of, 6 

Sebekhetep 1,22 
1,23 
Mm, 23 
late princes, 23 

Seitepabra, 22 
Sekhembara, 22 
Seneferonkhra, 12,17 
Semusert I, 16,17, 19 

i, 29 
Hi, 14, 20 

Seonkhabra, 22 
Sepedneb, 23 
Seqenenra, 25 
Sexpentine searabs, 8 
Set figured on scarabs, 
Sety 1, 27 1,28. 
Shelly Brown limestone, 8 
Shenes, 13 
Shepses Kat, 12,17 

Shepses kara, 12 
Shesheng 1,29 

1H, 30 
1,30 
3 

Signs, early forms of, 11 
Silver scarabs, 8, 32 
Singara, eapture of, 27 
Sling bullet, 33 
‘Smenkh ka aten kheperu, 27, 
‘Smooth backs, district of, 6 
‘Som ka ra, 14 
‘Sphinx eouchant, of xxvth dynasty, 20 
Spirals, period of, 12, 15,18 
Steatite used for carabs, 8 
Style of work in dsieent ages, 15 
Suazenra, 23 
Sun and lion of Psemthck I, 32 

  

  

  6, 28 
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‘Symmetric designs, ently, 16, 17 ‘Syrian figure kneeling, 26 
stl crouching, 6 

Taharga, 32 
Taiy, 27 
‘Takerat I, 30 
Tehuti connection of beetle, 3 
‘Tehutmes 1, 25, 

11,26 
111, 26 
WV, 26 

Tereeu, 12,17 
Thent amen, 29 Trinity, three searabs emblem of, 3 
Tor, 23 
‘Turquoise scarabs, 8 
‘Tat onkh aten, 27 
‘Twisted border, 21 

aha princes, 13, 16 
Uak onkh epithet, 13, 
Uapeth, 30 
Vasa ka uasa, 31 
Vazed, 23 
Uazra, 24 
Unas, 2,17 
Corte title, 13 
Ur res moba ite, 20 

Usarkon I, 30 
Ui, 30 

User-maot-ra kings, separation of, 29 

  

Viaiers, searabs of, 33 

Wheel engraving, 9 Winged scarab, 3 
Wire hieroglyphs, 22 
Wood, fossil, 9 

searabs, 9 
Workmanship in various ages, 15 
Worship of sarab, 3 

Zedelra, 12 
Zedkara, 12,18 
Zeher, 33 
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CATALOGUE OF SCARABS, CYLINDERS, ETC., 

BEARING NAMES



EARLY CYLINDERS 

All lack statte unless otherwise stated 

DA 2EFK ER TETY, DA ZUPK, DA zEP%, 
“ferings) 

MEH, DADA MEK, Tx lernity 
2A, NEEAESEN RESES RESBS, 

  

8 sex xe one, 

‘wens Ruar, TUETH Aoi NE BED, 
{TUETH BA TET, SERIDIER THETHL 
SERHESTET us, 
NET HEN, CAZET HES NEE (UB). 

(Qfuch worn) 

NET MET MEP (?)- 

UAIET SENT SENT SENT-S, 
DET SEN sex (cepeated). 
[HETH NETERU SERIER vA (Copeted). 

sun and moor) 

  

SEATED FIGURES 
‘Da. Give fod to Tey, give food, give food, give (table of 

  

  

  

  

vc, 
ike to Neit (ad he) fatter, Neher 

(Nero, see Nerasra, name) avzs39. Newberry 
Ry Se Strasburg 
ied with eternity. (Seated igure and aabhe combined.) Murch 
Ba and Neit (ge) thee south (2) ve, 
The god Neit and the god Ba (give) food 
Fellacer of Net fllsver of Hatho, Zeded (St, a cake) 

Ae MacGregor 
Conformed tthe Osiris ram sores MacGregor 
Like to he great Ba, lke to Neit Mey UG, 

Like to Aho, ike tothe circulating moon A--82 Blanchard 
Like to Ba the generator, like o Sebmet nees4y MacGregor 
Cause repose, Hes Murch 
rie of Nei, priest of Uaet Aw MacGregor 
Her inheritance is Nei Avp-8o Blanchard 
Like Neit and Hen A-b-78 Blanchard 

MacGregor 
Neit is mistress o he Ka s-t-79 Blanchard 
Nei... Edwards UC 

Rementer her Vata... roa uc. 
May her bs cause hr to spsr Naga ed Deir 
Wazet conform her aero Murch 
Gifted with union MacGregor 
Like tothe gods, cause Pleasing by inecaton (2) 

Mee UG, 
Blanchard 

Lieto Hait, shunted o ait (Hal, “shines,” 
wey UC 

Ural with Nei nes, ve



 



 



 



   
     
* ad 

ASI 

ee 
  

 



SEATED FIGURES (continued) 
27 SEMERT THETH, MERS THETH NET, DANEIE, Causing lose ike, she loes tie, Neit 

Da-neit ame) aergr Amherst 
Bais behind (protects), behind her we ve. 

like to Vase, M (or Ma, 
28 uk as, 

  

29 THEN NET, UAZET THR, THEN UAZET; MG. Lie oN   

ame) ser ue. 
jo. NE THPTURY, EN HET Like to Nei ie to Hen Mess ve, 
3 NET THETUET, wR, Like ty Neit,Ner (name) se33 usc, 
2 MER PER NET KA, ER ER SESTI PER KA, KA NET. Over the fomple of the of Neil 

ve the surveys of the tmp, Kai ‘ns6a Naga od Die 
133. -MER PER sHNTIN NET PER KA, IER PERS, Over Uh sureeys ofthe empl of the he of Neil 

  

      

    

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

co el sty Nagao Dee 
24 umn) sExTEn As, KAMERS, PEE AB, KAR, Or thestrcye of he sally com, tnd oft of ons, Rushers -t6y Nagned Di 
435. SET PERK EST A Tem of hf Ne oe he nays amt pa 30.81 alo 334 -t61 Naga Dele 
6 mies one sures May herb ee and gros Nesteny 
7 mere ser, se ETE Lite to Ne ihe Sh ras Muh 
58 say rer, rer war, Like to Sh ike 
59. sHEoer SE DEE, Fal for Desk ("Rho rome a8 in deh = Man) eo UC, 
0 sar ak. No obind protect) oneyMacegor 
a ser mi Murch 
42 TUETUET NET, recwasMED, Lie fo Ne Pocashed (“This ofthe Perse") 4-067 Blanchard 
45 renner Pothenet(“Thisflring Nek") abled 
4 une see's ue Evans UC 
45, Ewe ow Mons Sti (ome Lady Sayth 
46 ae ves tp (0) ve 
ay va sams ais er mires, o ane? sor76 Blanchard 
48. wer me, nenases ie Ne, tebsn wey Blandasd 
84 S80 WEST, BA MEST (6p). Pied of Nal, of Ba. x) ‘Abydos 
49 SET ars, rss Ne eteish her 80.8 sonea Naga ed Deir 

be scrS4 noha 
St SEA, ont Asn, SED Selec Sadt wile of Kha) Roberton 
Sf sexr MOT, Des Es, ‘Unie Mura her ion sees Blacand 
53 TET, Theih | Beside these mans, the ns by the gue are (Frazr2 Munich 
Becca eee aaa eee 
55 CHP rs) vc. 
56 Fragment dat to 5.0, 7-8, begining oft dynasty, EI Ara, pv 

7



& 

sei, sau inverted 

snr FRO, 

ue ZEA (repeated). 
Fragment with double animal 

PHRASES 

Protect, protect 

The god Soar nourish (the dea) 
May He rejoice, Faoe (name)? 
The glorious bo 
Loving food 

‘wo figures of goat, signs reversed and confused. 

“Too much worn to read dearly 

Similar, but confused. 

S:AUN, SUN, SEN MET (Cepeated). 

Fragment 

(came) 
sus sts sf, Ter 
Fragment 

A wer ser?) 

Place of he howrprietof Neit 
Pace of wotching ofthe hour rie of N 

Priest of Sati Anpu and Neit 

stalsh the form of Ber ha 
Establish the words of her ha 

  

She causes the praises of Sahu her god. 
Cause union, cause existence conformed to Neit 
Steceiess conformed to her swetness, Neswaad 

Apc conform er, the ba be uted to her. Sena 

United to the god Sa, Tet (name) 
$0.65-70 

  

Bawards UC. 
ve 
us, 

Edwards UC. 

  

A865 Amherst 
A866 Naga od Dee 

so Brasels 
2805 Brussels 

Aveeroa Blanchard 
ve. 

soreag Naga ed Deir 
‘-b-gp Naga ed Dei 

Brown stone 
Naga ef Deir 

see2g Athens 
aeess7 MacGregor 

Naga ed Dee 
Blanchard 

aeeogt MacGregor 
A-b-g4 Blanchard 
Ivory, Divsplis pe x 

ve 
ve.



EARLY CYLINDERS. 

    

      

   
ME ees eT 
ATE i a ha 
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  EW YOR U 
wai 

  

   
  

 





AAKHU BIRDS 

  

  

  

  

  

85 sn, aims aba (name) s-88 Blnchard 
86 anv... Signs not cleat) Frazer 5 Munich 
Sp TENA... TKR TeBha (name, “belonging to Tehuti") Phin of Sharon Heebert Clarke 
88 TED a, ren a. Like to the ke Bdwards pas US. 
89 sser oft. Cause purity in er dling Aceon MacGregor 
‘go tuetuer Mavoer, at TiEIET. Like fo Mafdt, like othe father apy Ue 
OX SEKNDET MK, sERMEIGS sKor, _Beboldng Semel, uly she ries Mens. 
2 s-senu ako, seKnEaes MKor (repeated). Trdy maling fo abound try she res ave-19 
93. REKA (repeated) ek (name) ae Ue 
O4 RAP SERS KAvs ‘isa eases tbe bor her ba sopan MacGregor 
5 ATIET REKHES HU, TEP Of King thet (Zeb, career of food, Tepa (see 

1.0. i 35, Rebs) 5035 Brusiels 
% 37.81 AEo20 Naga ed Deir 
67 ReNEWER, Kaneor (name) Roberton 
08 SENS ANPU, SE, Anpu make her enduring, Set (ame) 5.0.81 A:R-3y Naga ol Deir 
99 S05, HES MA, SES BA. Pritt of Ba, Ses (name, see Sesa usual in Old Kingdom) Frazer 3 Munich 

100 AorSo Blanchard 
ror Lie to Sedat, Pek Bdwads p43 UG. 

  

TITLES AND PHRASES 

    

12 Smt xyes, rE us uETER. ‘Sem Priest of Khon, Poleshtcp 
20 PER NEY PE, NER PE FER NET. Thistenpleof Net, Guardianof histempleof Neit 8-90 Blanchard 
104 XA ANTE aM ETER May the ba return among the gods (2) Blanchard 
205 NEN m RY, NEFER U2 wo RY... Ry, truly exellent in command Ry. rss US. 
206 TET NE NET, NEEMESTONKH. Like uno Neit, Neitmestonbh (name) wea UG. 
wr? ve. 
108 SEEN HA May the snout morn and ex costa his uc    
13084 (pl lexi) RE NE NETER AOE SERQET FER NETER, Mouth of god why is in the temple of Sdget Blanchard 

    309 sees e+MER UASED? The lands of Horus (the king) in Oryphynblos Edwards 4°8-67 vc 
110 MENT BA.NEB MERMERSHE, HEX A, EX ET. Priest of Ba lond of Hormershe, pric 

of Ba, priest of Neit wray UG, 
131 PERI DEXA UP OK Cater of dykes, opener of canal bans wey UG 
a2 UP OR NENA, Opener of eal banks Nex A-E-100 Blanchard 
413. MEER NEF NE DUAr. ‘Siectness of beth for Dus (ae) AeEs59 MacGregor 

  

Bg veces ees DEY (UHL)... (DEN name joined with Atk) 

 



ns 
16 

8 
9 

13 

  

126 
17 
us 

19 
10 

13 
ae 

oy 
135 

137 
138 
139 

PHRASES (contimei) 

    

  

SETER SHED, SETER SHEDER, God soe, God nourish Hee nea UL, 
NETER WEST, SHEDET. Wife ofthe god, Shedet A-b-gh Blanchard 
DA SE SEBEK, SEFERUETEM. —Giftof Seek, Neferketom (“Exellence of falslment”) a-R-9t Blanchard 
sere ser, sem, Neit makes perfec Seba (rocodile as Net) scn-ga Blanchard 
es a os Let pleasing speech be A-bs8 MacGregor 
sry. venta (name) A-petor Blanchard 
nse eA, is wife Tomb aes UC, 
rr rene ErER, The woman's hows, th howe of leat As 
LETERE AKKIU ONKIE, DADA ONKI, Gods of the ving spirit ie fe roar 

SBRDANEFER, ... «  « Enda nefr (name, as Eudéres) Aof-99 Blanchard 
vas SENES mar Her ha is sited to he hing, sr-93_ Blanchard 
ERS SEN SE KHEST, SUA, May she go forth conformed from the Khent hall, Sha 4-98 Blanchard 

. vc 
2008, 00 A, 2EF AL Be with the ha, be with he ha, force with it Frazer4 Munich 

COLUMNAR INSCRIPTIONS 
‘These continu into the Old Kingdom, and are later than mos other cylinders: the style of them 

4s mostly very corrupt 
[MESO MEN NEFER METER, Aut. Ryd serunt of Neferdtep(Khonsu of Thebes) Au, vc. 
SEVER NEFER AR RIUET HATIER NETER WEN, NEBT AN DUAT, Goad god of action, rie 

of Hathor, mistress the palace ball ‘Acros. ‘Blanchard 
sess, Interpreter (0 3 ofc) ot Sense (a place) Wood Murch 

mmRESA. A good going forth cxery day, 
   

  

  

     

like Nebel for lve, Neseor hes UG 
NETER SEVER SE UN NE NEMEREONKNTL, Good God cause idence or Nefornicanbhi a-n-25 UC. 
‘aura sua AKKWET, RES... . Food hares and inundation for Ren us 

2 uc, 
es ere, Good name uc, 
ses sueser (?) Edwards UC 

, MacGregor 
Debased imitation of inscription ws 

 



EARLY CYLINDERS. PHRASES, COLUMNAR INSCRIPTIONS 

 



 



 



vi TITULAR INSCRIPTIONS FIGURES  



  

FIGURES 
140 Two men facing, carrying a triple bunch; couchant tion and hippopotamus; two 

‘human figures combined Red limestone UC. 
tat Man marching, two lizards, two earabs, Taut and man Yatlow steatte Murch 
142 Man marching with staf crocodile, seated man (inverted) Limestone UC. 
143. Three men marching, one kneling (captive), wavy ines interlaced and lop patterns Limestone ULC. 
14g a siren... Man dancing, tvo fishes Limestone UC. 
145 Man matching with ex, cicles and barred pattern Brown steatite UC. 
146 Ram, cow, and tex, with plants MacGregor 
uy , somersauting and running, (vo royal hornets, two sarabs, dog? and 

Black steatite UC. 

  

TITULAR INSCRIPTIONS 
248 OU OK KA NETER HER QS, KAT. Lifer of te door ofthe hu of divine Horus statue, Kat. Wood UC. 
249. sisur wenenr nap waren, uEn-sesar. Whom the ing loves incresses excellently, 

Nest or A-b60 MacGregor 
igo TU NER UzAr 26774 ‘Tian attended and presersed forever Bone a-e26 UG 
AgtHESTA WED SEFERT RESSUT, SEFERTU. Seolerof cultivation, exellent of eps, Nefertu avers MacGregor 
252 AEST RNERP, TEIUTE HES, Leader of the Khent hl, pret of Tout, 

A WES ANPU MES, TEHUTE BA HEN. Be, and Anpue a-t-g7 Blanchard 
2355 0 KEP suErses. Canon (ort) seer, Shepsesh Shepses?) 48-85 Blanchard 
154 ER KIER SESH NEB, ZA, Ove he satng of al secrets, Sexe aeeto3, Blanchard 
435 King walking with sg animal and birds; in foreign style diferent to others Aeesog. Blanchard



  

  

    

  

et a Crs 

e ee ae 
ee ee eae ele 
TET NE MERU NEKHEBT assimilated to the goddess Nekhebt by the love of the » a 

2) goddess, or of the person.) st 

Berean ters ENE nice 
Dutton seals, This ylinder must therefore belong to the vith or vith dynasty uc. 

 



 



 



 



DYNASTIES 1 TO IV vu 
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SCARABS, CYLINDERS, ETC. IN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE 

  

  

  

  

  

ee In DYNASTY. 4, MENA 
ns seas (Of late date, possibly commemorating Mena) Glaze gone white N38 
BAMENAS yn i ‘Gone grey Ko 74 
ra rea, AHA (TETA) 
Mex ans, Ka name Abydos, Crystal Vase rs 5, SEMTI (HESEET) 
MESErT Kor xeKe. (OF ate date, peshaps modern) Pottery, green gazed 1. 02 : 5 5 Blue green ghee Ct 
a4 Med DYNASTY. 4, PERABSEN 
IES RIETME © NEB, HER SEKIEN-AB PERABSEN. South sealer of exry document of Pebscn Chay seat 29 2-9, KHO-SEKHEMUI 
TPR, xwosexwes (*); SEF, SETERUL ANGE (METER). 
[Risse hee dees ae in eae Abydos. Diarite owt 
a 22 KHO-BAU 
MER, WO-BAU; WER SUBT, aRF-ZED Clay seating 
a Hird DYNASTY. 3. NEBKARA wee xa Bright gremish-blue gle L. 24 Bright Heh blue slse 5) Pottery, Bluegreen glaze 1.83 sins, RUNEFER, (Date uncertain) ‘Steatte Ginzegone Th 9 
9 3°9, SENEFRU Sherer Gone own 0.73 

SS Nore es eck be oad 
tok ea REE, Grud worker of thivgs relight blue Jsox Pethaps early frm of Ur herp hom, high priest of Memphis 
42 IVa DYNASTY. 4-2, KHUFU 
dezenv. Ka name of Khuta Diorte owt Kirt. (Beak of chick slightly open) Gone brown Te a7 rier pottery green Th 
IRWUr, Reverse; king sated belore table of offerings, winged sun above pe Shae Steatite Opaque light blue. Plaga SETER NEFER, SER TAUI, KNUFU, NEPER O8, NER XURTL, ARKEE TA ‘Great Pyramid Sea. Basalt. Cylinder Cod god, lord of oth lands, Khufu, Great God, Triumphant Hort, of the Glorious Hovis Pras. sarore ng sate ‘Kopton, Alabaster, Vase ive Reveseuneti aes au oun Pam ia oe tite 
va SESSA, KHNEM-KHUF (cotegnt of Khufu sce Memphis 4) dhoe hee. anette snore 3s seating 
43 4-3. KHOPRA 1V-3 
Ssramosr pa y#svr SEFER SEFER, Kjos, may Ue ing ie god things Ochre. Glaze 
RA‘KHO“F ‘ 4 Seer ae Pottery. Light blue z “Greg steatte ue paste (Exchanged avay) Groen gaze Steatite, gone white Pottery, green gaze Pots ze X98 c Steatte pale green Cylinder 

Inne DUA MERY NErER, Khofr Steatte greemgrey Cylinder 
yNESUT RATE RA (KOH). 1" afagaeste. Part of mace head 

MER USEM AB, SBSUr BATT RAKNOP PERT NE PER UAT, Ofice ofthe Unter cabin Clay sealing rom a eying 

    

   



  
“4 44. MENKAURA 

‘Moalinne Wotor speaking pure svonds, Menkaura tld chlo) the gods Black steatite, Cylinder 
iste era Serbs nae nen aca: KAG NETEN (SEVER) NEB KUO-TAUL Moalmora good So eed by Hathn, Mesos nd god Lor of hy of Bands Black steatite. Cylinder F fee enka: vsel of Shi, Sash peasy 
+s 45. ZEDEFRA 
Roczever, Probably modem Blue green I-60, 
Eiczee. From similarity t0 back of Nebkara 3-1-1, it appears to be early Gonegeey Woo 
+6 4-6. SHEPSESKAF   

farsunrses-kicr, (Very perfect work of head and back) Gone Hight brown B81 
  

4a 

  

theter-men-s, Private scarab, name only known in ith and vth dynasties Gone white G.42 
Vik DYNASTY 

52 5:2. SAHURA 
Sen-xorRa (Uhrone name, se Sect. 25) Grass geen. Head broken, back H. 22 
Eater RMANNUTS HER SED KHOU «> «in afars ofthe cabinet of Horus Neb Khow 

Saw SETERL ERER, HATH SETER HES NEE MER er eaperdere! 

   

  

‘Sina whom te gods lne replat of ator, eed by Nei Abutig, Green stestit, Cylinder 
san vex core silo... wee, rex xuou “huge cnr he Sykes, mahing fe, Hors Pat Khow anknown king) From papyres, clay sealing 
6 5-6. NEUSERRA 
Ing reg, era ct ecg te AAT SEH a ep) Limon Cyne “eras son Upvat (Oars) Std) Aa about Nera, rumphant Horas ma Sins.” Son fa dn (oame of Newser) otSy. Ble gre N64 

ss 5S. ZEDKARA 
Eerzeo-es, SEMAUTL, was Aor aw ex UrT MWlOR. ER, zED KHOU Cost metal, lade ‘Lilare Lond of Haoskonolsand Buta ie) “ary Zed Bho ite 
Horas Vidor enduring, Zethara loved By the lady Uaset Hanus uniter of bath lade, Zed Bho 
ond of terakonpls and Bat (ite) ‘Horas sed Bho 
ivgol Upper and Lower Ee 2, King, Gru God ores Unter of bt nds, Zed Mow 

Decree ofthe assistant Decree ofthe Sucrd Rector Decre ofthe Palace (Ghinder sen by Wiedemann at Lugsor, then lst, and later bought in Cairo) 

  

   

Horus Prince Zed Bow, pret of Net-and. Hath. Edwards, Steatite. Cylinder 
egur BATT Ricano-Rn, Onxm ze¥ra, King U.and [, Zed ha ra ving eral. (Cher ink lab iczmo'a in spl Gone ed HL 06 
59 5:9. UNAS 
SETER XEFEK NER TAUI UNAS HETEE. Good god, lord of lth lands, Unas, satisfied Gonered W. 32 ste - Gugatatte 26 tae enn teas Gone frown Hay was ‘Gone brown G29 EG vats Gone brown (Objects of Userkaf, Nefrarkara, Shepseskara, and Menkauher are added from othe’ allections)



DYNASTIES IV AND V 
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DYNASTIES VI TO Ix 
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vim pysasty 
6s fey. PEDY 1 foes vues BEE no cuntinegen Wie ate Pee ee sane sae or) Teese pee Fou: aise, Moat 
Firs apse by" emintd ce Oe arn Ber sa Bek sete. Cyd ae ean eae ar ec eg er se aera) 

asd ofa caer see cok, Py, oad by Hae A pre tae ele ctr my Po pl op tod fat slo Hats eS ra oa sb: howard eae Onc Koad 1k ia ding Peseta errr na tert eee zea FOS STEEN soe pate cpr 

aly oe ho ee ie ea re eae oe de a oa fe i ed Tete oa Aer hn rr 
ee boa, MERENRA ee Poliey, Pace be ¥. 85 
&s bes. PRDY meres reac eat eo ar Abate, Ua 
Bes renal nlc pecs of en ain Sco Cao apyrl6 Rew] 2 
ra 72.4 006. NEFERKARA gerne eran ies trees anger ice ne) 
rs 19. NERA-RA Pere tarestelt cuentas a ing ee areas ere patna taeral na etre! 
re to, NEFER-KA-RA.TERERKU ete en aes) ee nasa csen neal Core 
7 7/4. SENEFERONKICRA PEPY Bere ester ica aay catcatal 

rarrioePsfns came “Apap nbs”) Nutt, Potty. Dep ne 7.69 io Rosy, Dope 22 
xa pywasry 

Pa oe RMETY 1 is Gone ut. 96 
vs va. KUETY 1 aoe var, caer wip anu, ons sre Tel Reabe, Wee, Red japer 

  

9
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Xd-XIth DYNASTY 
PRIVATE SCARABS. HARD STONE 

  

  

vomr nexat (). Mars ofthe dykes Black jas 
Skynet wen oteero. Royo slr, Mromot. (ert goddes of inundation) Brown elite 
wae san Tie commute, Noha (Lis, Die a, erly wth) ask geen jasper 
De SEKITET > reneniswEyE. ‘Sing of spcch? Feu hetep Sint 

Sat En Amethyst 
init Sta Athasthar._ (Prive Astate”?) waite quar 
(Mek see qane, Deputy hearer, Qu (dik Dic 25th) Greamgrey bape 
AF SBTEK ATMU-HETER, ‘Divine Ftien Atmel ey quarts 
Aasraate sk Silt uate and po pe 
Noe Nene MENG, ANTER ‘err of res, Ane a 
ER Now SEFER, ANTE Ceaser of efor bts, Ant Green flap and quartz 
Suse osrnt ak esEwno, Fotlocer Onkhe son of Mentueno con pe 

  (Gee stele of Antetaqeronky son of Mentoembot, Bet, Mus 563) 
KA NEFER UAH SERIES 

      

  

  

  

       
  

  

  

    

HET-FE-ONKUL, RA NEFER CALL help, the god ba is etaished Groen-grey state 
Ka SEFEK Ca, RUETY hey, the food ba is estetlshet ‘Dark green sper 
i Seren, esereae ‘Sistlom the god hats esatished Dark green jasper 

RASEER, = = =U 2 (Ment ies) Grey oper 
Suen ‘rex @), NEPER KA ‘NE Gai Gren pee 
Bena amMY, KA SEFER CAI. Bebo, Atty (Leh, Dic 61, names vith dj.) Brown shelly marble 
Ebr PER SEDIAT-NEFER RA MER NET. Lady Nethat-nefo-ha, ted by Nett “Amethyst 
AMTEE SAr SEED, KA SBFER UAL Ande danger of Sched Amethyst 
ese wa Mentachotep son of imeny. Dark green Jasper 
xa sare ‘etimer ("loved by the heart") Timestone 
a Sera UM ‘Mer (name in vith and asith dynasties) Blue green glaze 
Mee Pex wrsri-tseR, vaN xa sErER, Kecpor of tke house, Menticiser Gone ight brow, 
IARLOT HAM=EE-OSKIN, KA NEVER UA Store beeper RancfonBh Blue-green glaze 
a5 Xb DYNASTY. 11-5, MENTUHETEP 11 

bar RLNEBTALH King Nebtavra, Meatuhotep 1 Gone grey 
RANER TAC Nellore Gone grey 
(ONY MERY, RA-NED-TAUL Loved by (Hathor of) Ort, Netavira Grey gre 
ae = Eve nese ke Gone white 

tua aiteven, Guarded by Sebek and Ra Purple brown 
"7 e. 1-7. ANTEF V ay 
RA-RIEFER-NB, Guarded by winged figures. Delicate work on bath sides ease Peacock-bue on white quartz 

‘Edwards Ful grec gaze all 

  

     

Gracious hing 
Sbsvr AT RAVKIRPER-XUD, SEFER Peacock blue 
A KinPERC-NUD, ONKIC SEFERUI Green gone ruby brown, head broken 
RAVRIEGER.AUH, RAED. Uraeus, Usa, ot, and red crown at sides ‘Gone white 
hin aurER- SUB Hers icat, nhs Sides Gone white 
Senex nevenct SUB, ural Green 
ne 122, NUB-SESHESHT-RA, 
‘ka-NUB-SESHESIT, havk with sent crown on cach side, (Seemames of Antef I and III) Peacock blue 
UASoRUEPER-UAM, ural nh, hy, neb at sides (evidently of same period as above) Peacock blue 
rp 112, DA-DA-MES Xe sren-zep, between four wrash Green-bhue ine a2, MENTU-EM-SAF 
SETER NEFER RA-ZEDULOsKH, in a border of eral spirals. Gone white 

11:9. SONKH-KA-RA a-sovnit-ks, Delicate work Gone white 
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    DYNASTY XII. AB



‘CATALOGUE OF ScARABS xi 

XN DYNASTY 
tet, AMENEMHOT 1 

  

semrrer-aB-Ra (Throne name as pronounced, without inversion of writing) Brown E22 
stierer aan (Partly inverted) wars, Pottery, gone white, F 25a. Brown E22 
Siew nor NED ‘Gonebut 30 
Auursttator (Delicate work of early sith dynasty) Thrown M46 
‘SuSE Hor Nea (Probably of xaind-axvth ymastis) Pottery. Green K.$8 

wea 122, SENUSERT 1 
a-nieren-Xa, Fine circular spirals around Fall peacock blue Finest form of clrclar spirals Blue 

  

2 a 
2 
2s 
» > x 2 a 

x ¥ 

  ‘osnat sirener (= an?   SHEPER Ra, KUB,” Oval spirals around 
       

  

  

arnunren-K. Rough srlls NEVER NEFER RACKIEPEE-KA, The good god Kheperkara. Very rarein wood, RATKIEPER:K. "Twisted border Peacock blue ‘King marching with shield and falchion Peacock blue § Seren ost on cach side Peacock blue sea-nactper, Uraeus, wet, and bff crown on each sie Peacock blue 
ne Uraets ‘Green? xacea-tk-xmeret, Lotus, ital and batt erown on each side Brian sky ius RATRACRUEPER. Ast, onh, bat erown, sje om each side Peacock green V. 43 RA-KIEREREA. Reverse samme Gone white Cartouche Keren: w-RA. Fat back, two thread holes Kahun. "Sky blve, Petdant 

RATKHEPER-KA'StUD, StsUT-MEFER on each side Edwards, Gone white X99    “There has long teen a surmive that two neers were wsed jn place of Re,” Theoliowing sarabs strongly support this view, as they agree i sigle with thoes of Senusert I In 6 the wer fin an ‘dongated Ra in 17 the vfer has a cieular Body Hke Re, and very short stems in a8-20 the Wo 
hefors are Used, 

  

  

Scere ree xa Gone mise D8 Stee ren nacno Gone brown Senmnet nreren a Gonebrorn W. '6 Surounded by dies, Probably of XIII dynasty Goneigh bows 20 
RA-KiEPiRU and 8 KA. ‘Probably of xviith dysasty Grey schist X18, SISCT nA mansrera-xa,” Dnitaon ls lind for fornia, 23 fn tong, 2°58, wie   

    
  

  
  

  

vsenrses Fescckiie 6g {GEIGET,” Very finely cut, though Dndezed ‘Gone ite tris. Very Bly eat, though banded racceiie 7s rnrest onevite 2.95 SRGES. Duck on back 4: (Koptos xxiv. 2). Gone white. Duck Senses Out (epi marde Gone white Clade 
{QHISES SEDEK MEP ENN oY, Fy Sct lord of Smenna Bove. Edwards ‘Tight blue: Cylinder 
tauren Gone white Cinder 
SEER Noven, sep Tact, Ds oxi vsex-veo-srrs (blunder) Gone white. Clinde 
(Goa) ser, sew rats tseaser oxwi aevza.Halteound red of nly. Powterye Brown.   ‘Shek OSERTESEN AR ME EME == Som of Ra Senuser, made by him i Hatfsing of black obsidian. 

vsenrEses, “Amethyst Bead Cametan Bead 
ted to the white erawn. (See Dachour xix. 3). 

. hae ‘any with dynasty. Camel Bead  



3, 123, AMENEMHOT 11 
1, wexes-rx-thor. Horas, adoring the truth (Ka vary) Slat slip for inlay. Flat 2,3MPSCT maT, SUCRACEA Edwards Gone brown. Peacock bye. ©. 10,1. 70 Pacxcntea’ “Contemporary, because material as the next “Tight blue paste 1.90 $ Stivxacea, seecest "irone name'Am. Il with personal name Sen. 11. Both ‘names i spoken form Tight blue paste N, 60 § exons Pottery. Bright gen. Cartouche. Flat ‘ear eve at side Fibrous green grey steaite Traces of late gone brown, Bead & easin-nat Darl brown hmestone. Beard 

  

inde   9) BAAMUM-KAU SEMEK NEW SENSU. Sclek lord of Smevnu = Khnoubis opp. Latopols, Gras gern. 10, x1 na'smKAD SEMER NED SNDSNU NERY." Loved ly Sobek Lord of mos, ee wards. Green, Cylinder: Kab. Dll green. Cylinder 
wa 3ea4 mesuoegat. Be green. Cylinder. Gone white. Cylinder, Bead 23, Gaackempua. Reverse same ‘Kahon. Fall Bive, Prism 18 SSlewmamors” stuex Sep AUT-MEPERG NERY, By Sele lnd of Ed belosed Tedwvards, Green, gone bul. Cylinder 

  

    

     
  

27 axey(enmion) xuNoner .. - (Not figured here) Kaun. Blaegreen. Cylinder 
ey ta. SENUSERT 11 

1 mx, suse ra Hoyas, avers bth ands (Ka. name) Biue paste 6. 2 Kuo-aaiernn:snPERCD. Name in spin frm, with tefead sed fr Re. pine D 32 
5. Nnscr nar KA-wi0-RiueFER, oN each side White W. 90, 4 io tatevw, uraeus and crocodile. Perhaps the uracus— Re, Wark like Sen. 1. Green-ite N 3 Gape'sevr biunderea Kaha, “Blue. Hall 

  

& Sevex NHvER MEET TACIT (sc) RA-KHO-RUEPER Edwards, Kahn. Blaegreen. C3   

  

  

  

      
  

  

  

  

EEJne Homa ots Bere Seer 
} REE, ie, To of gop tn AS TC pees epee ies Eat Bae oe nae re ea eleanor HEED te dy pt Be eke gh 

=e sg SENUSERY 3 tliosue ania again poo age 1 3 ican gor at rd fern ee ST se ouaaate 8 i: Beiee cram co Eevee ena Gin orn, Gnesi petro aa nate ae ek saa rey, & esr eenicsindmn versuri 1S Bera: focrite Bate a ee wo fame Sacgea” cael 4 SESEONGRITAITS ont eam ESE Be BSE tte cota Sao Mannan Bebe, Bat, 
A] KHO-RA-KA-MEN a a ‘of wood “Handle ae susp SE ngs ar tater ese, Twocrimiecanrmn tS Sra Batten ag ene cone wie. 2 Beagrie ore ee te noe ee aes cone sie, Ut 

~ se aMENEON pane degra rtd Sp Renam) Satay. Gin G8 Bite ae Some oak 545.0.7,8 Resection, Green-bine: Gone brown, Gone white-brown. Blue. ‘Blue green Green. HS%0, 186, G8, bedgetog, 38, W. 40 
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DYNASTY XI AMENEMHOT III-IV, PRIVATE SCARABS xiv 

 



  

  

14, 1266. AMENEMHOT IL (ontimed) 
9 ETEK NEFEK NEB TACE DA OSH, SK RA AMEN“B-HOT, NESCT RATL HA:SE-a0r Gone but, Cylinder 10) Nerex Seren osm, nen Tat os 2Etv6, mu sEor TKoptos xxiv. Gone brown, Cylinder ir even Seren Sen Tatton 9a, uehcm-H0 Green. C3tinter 12 evan Seren sen ratt serra, miche-aion (Gren. Conder 15 Rarwe-alons somes sneoTr in By Seok of the Fayuo city bowed 

dvatds Tall Yehudiyeh, Gone but. Cylinder 4 I By Setck ofthe Fay ety Blood ‘come yellow. Cylinder 8 y Gone brown: Cylinder % Fe e Gone white. Cylinder 12 eax “tor, repeated, ues-20-0r Perfect greenshbue. Cylinder 
16 Stren Nerek Neo TAG ases, NESUT MATL RANE... . (Fragment, not gated). i, Greenish hue. Cylinder o NETER NEFER RANE. (Fragment, not figured) Kahon. Light be, Cylinder 22. RA NE-uhor, repeated aback ‘Out, Cone whites” Prim = ‘hess (Senusert HT and Amenembot 111) ‘Gone bul Cartouche 2 repeated on back Kabun, Strong bie. Cartouche 3 ‘Gone gre. Cartouche Bape e ts zi Kahu, Light bive. Cartouche 3 (oot figured) Hatfcartouches "Kab Blue. Cartouche 3 ‘Wire-worsckered on to eletrum, Shall 

  

37 ch ka'st aor pa ows 2erra ‘On base of hawk” Gone but 2h ivan seven, Sew savy, osx aton, 

  

we 127, AMENEMHOT IV. 
‘Ka name of Am: IV between the cartouces of Am. II duting ebregency ‘Prerced with thee holes, end to end. Gone white 

  

          

  

  

     

u XII, PRIVATE SCARABS 
Rownd spirals contrwons 

4 en eh, ese COvercer of organising, Sabtonsu Peacock blue : Strive ofthe great prison, Sask Gene white e Ean eK: (Tie of Hallo top ameny, jetfed Char bse > a 2 ome NE Nr, SEREKNERNT. —Cilsen, Select, ase of seated figure, now lst 
Rowrd spiral at sides 
te ms Monk, oxi-rer, Chi of Nubia Orde Peacock bse & Me ast Ni fo, kacanr. nero plac ofthe tomb, Kaabat "Dank greeh Ni MaTinietM, sek Devan, FEAMERDUEN, wx Resa scaly evrwer of dykes, Pabedan, Peacock bie J Scum were, sven sn sian, Senie of th wat prion, Zasenavted White ke Sevok arr, senueversik. Dirine father Scethtep, jstifed Beacock be Eo, Netix kaEDN, AMEXHETEE Princ, Selerethe go Amentoep ——Peacrck Bae 
Oval scrts continuo 

Mo RHER HED SE FTA MCr, CAMESL-NEFER-UR, Recier of Poh avd Aut, Uahem-seleron 
Rich ear blue Nbr. Ast, SENNA, 8°, Overs ofthe residence, Senda, jestifed Had paste Dall green © kaise, Nem aK Mery, deed to is or iahan vi go) Kaban Peaock bse : ‘Sorte of punishment (fst deteminatve) Ay Bis 

° (er eee rd Gen 
: Menabiep Pe Gone white 

Oat srs a sides, 
SEs RENE, san Royatadorsmert, Muab Nubt. Amethyst and gold plate 0. en ne re, sens Ch ofthe ts, Se ma Peasick Bae YER Sexo Sem, SENG. Osrsce ofall gracars, Seva Harageh 308, Hard past. ‘Blve green Ww ta, marx SE SANU, ans, Vier, prcliner ofthe reasiry, bk Har ht geen 3 Fes be, masox (ao figured heh See of sch was Rec Rakon Cispsciing 

Hawk ‘On base offre part of exocodile of fne work. Gone white 
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KIL PRIVATE (continued) 
YOR RES woRK, ERY eK hie} of Nubia). Asner, jsiged Peacock blue. 10 FG me woot rasa Sx: (Leh Dit ts) “Che of Nia) Zeta, jie “Gone brown D 74 

  

        
Aa ant ovr, were, NER AOUKRH Guard of te foc, Heep. Richcear bine 8.3 fp Seon vii senricneter Lady of the hose Steep». Peacock be §. 10 AE Ant ogc, snr ary, sisi. Guard ofthe mi 310 Userbepesh ‘Gone white 45 Min'run ir sHUNCy, AUYSENE. | Ovcrcr of tc house othe granary, use, Seis in gold band Re Sener sues Sen Tnterpeer of he easers, fey.” Beown jasper i gold mount AAP ates beneath Bing hawk. (For persone with god's names see Amen, A&et, Hor, te, Luh. Dict) pain ae Brown limestone sg wont Sta ean ou arial of the prices tae, 8 as a Geneneno. Merde! firm's abl, Stobomio Pea Mie §: AY. vontw ‘ox we Ser sesoorah. Chie Merdatof tects, Sereca. Tell Vehudiveh Peacock blue & 
Ak ito, Sexe Privce, Sobrecabs ("Scheme of the heart") Gone white. AL Us! we abn, FRAKES, Oper ofthe door, Pah men Weave, Peacock bine .74 
Ax "SENSE SOF TEP TA, AU-AR (Boe Frazer, 107) Peller tavling oer he land tab Peacock blue ‘Ay. SBsse Avr, AUPE, CANES ONKH, Elder of te temp, len again Hing Peacock be fo Skn ant Senex, avo. Judge of Hicrakonpoln, Augep “Green be 

  

A MO ME AT SETER SEN, SENBY NE yo orrcer fh temple of Amen Sexby-reeratce Green Hoo 
  

  

  

  

  

               

  

    

   

  

  

  

  

ax SENT FER, Ya Laity ofthe hose, Yab rater paste © 80 
ee Say ere ane Serta ter Nec? Pps es 

ones eee ent 
ee fies ema ee a one ee eee 

justified 9 Peacock blue J. 19? 

is rel "Gone brown S. 50 : face somes £8 gee £8 . aS 
ee aati atom Sieecetiede wt 1g ete nce lpia eee mere face cel 

  

Sie ort a contiaons, 
sr sax sot, seme, caper ofthe cow, Sperm Dak green 5.10 0 a mer ER AWE, a, “She, ocr te Malls, Har. (3 oles end 0 en 

oe e Green-blue J. 17 wv nUDE, rRNANSe, Inspector, Khenonsn (= Khensaemss of XIE)" Green 8.25 

 



12, Y—BV. PRIVATE SCARABS, SCROLLS. xv 

 



       



 



 



Es NII. PRIVATE NAMES 
A ex oF w NE ED, USERTESES (5h) XE MraNs. 

  un mis wool, ont Cd of Nabe Oy, Ota aces 

  

oe elie oe a 
    

  

     

  

  

        
  

J Ss Se Rees, eat ox, en ali Crp of he rr, Ren rong age ‘Goelight trou X NEDT PER, MUTOSRILTHA, IK Lady ofthe howe Motovbith, jsited “Cone wha Sten vases aki, ss Kocher ofthe hans of enemies, Semis. Marage 3. Nacreons white Stan Se nes, in Sere ofthe Rent hat ih’ Harageh sx, Hard green past XN  Newr rex sfunean. Taurts on back. Lady of the Rowse Stvab (* making perfect ‘he beart") Peacock Be tei ono ono Commarder of the patce boats ‘Gone brown Murer ava, (arto the bess, Serb Gone nacreous white ° Sie, EMS k= othe Fay, Kens, jusifed ‘Grey bows 
Koptos xiv 4. Lady of te house Uesethote, brn of Satremti__Bluc green SS NESUT BERN, sony, SE Royal rend, Ney. justified, Eawardo." Nacreows white 3 Rxshuerer anos Schotepab-ra.onbh Cat and ktten on back. Pescok blue Sse Wave” aK: wanes oxnn, Elder he temple, Sanh agate lis Greenish bve ¥en nek stent, kizwryesk Keeper ofthe hows of sce sRhevty tym) sa Peacock be Ww Sinise nave, avrars ack lier of he templet, se ‘Gene white xX Ueinis soni semeicex Chic} of Nubia Oh Sebo Peacaet bine ¥. onuse sor sestr ta er, xerewuerer. ils, over Royal lod (), Neeroep "Gone white 2 Stor sb ik ite, EHBK-UK-E- Guard ofthe Treany, Urteelok “Gone dark brow Aa Stor ven, semex-str, cave oxKu. adyof he fovse, Seite, gassing "Peacock tive 4p ant, otExTUNESU. Overcer of the din, Menten. Kati (ahan si, 43) "Fall Ue 

  

INC Sesu xuENSU, ARI NE UAB NE AMEN RUENSU-NEFER, MS NE NEDT PVR RAB 

  

  

    

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

Site Khnin nwo he rc of men Rhesus Doro le aye] the hose Baba Gone grey. 3 no wo nertmaa hice aayleg gases beh one“ Broe Nelerte, ‘Blue gone wite § x0 ‘ena sem, st ran ‘Orr o a, Soioh Tighe blue a 8 AF Sign west se wsen-onxn-mexo, Sere of yal (bers 2) User-oukiheno —Begreen 67 fe Sam mes, nnetan, sam soanst Kererof fe wnpuerts Kirpertae™=s Gone whitenactenss 96 ‘i “Sten'rex Mesure rrawen Osecro te howe of hndapen, Pak Gonegry M.06 ‘M1 wan ter, Sent, sat Knexy SX, Reaper’ of the ore Som hr f (ken) Taste aut’ Intense bive 1-95 ‘ax nart er, wee seennt, suxmta. Riyal sealer, oercer of feaans, Sethe x IRE Ravi fer, eR TRG, os. Ropel sealer ener of fds Os Doo {Se Sink sesHoe Tran, sesoo.an. Gover the army of Ptah Seno-eb Peacock green C42 SS no zatu (we Caner, xoeranrt, Lender of the yous of Unseersiohiehus Gone white Desi 40 RASEren NEvER EN NET NE RES, Sing wt AKBR. “Revelr, prope of Neto he South 
a td Sigel he Bat Grey gran 3 

Serie of get prison, Sexes of Sesbefue Clay sain ‘49 no oxsune. Etre Onliner re oe Cer sey aes [Mt Seon Se hex? seewescrenert, oss gE OSM SEER at sides erie of the Kher hal, cbemichti Marageh 275. White S30 AS MET NE SemEK ven, nE<eTER vem ani, sacl fo fie temple of Sele Ret hep 
Reyel ale, sper of tie rien, Patiaug (7 BNE EDN ER HENNE rae. ofthe prison, Pakeep 

Gren, barn rl. 40 sam ant NERHEN, SEER aig of Hierbonpols, Somes (the careless") Bive J. 2 Av wi Ske, REDO, Caz, WEFRR, Caw On back- rine oe Lake (Rayan) Kenmare Gone wie



18 
  se (lorry neg cmv senexeran | (Mesa of te pris tl, Stek-ha, | Goe white x |SU'NE cone ag tau sEsTUmErer.| So ofthe Marshal ofthe rive’ table Met Grey-green 

hotep J gone brown 
Ay Mo, seDex- pa Privee, Dasebek Gold plate on quart erst Ae Seex-werer"sX (and another similay). Saleh Grey, bedken back. Gone bull hy SED SERRE The ler, Seek ‘Blue in SESH NE RHEMERT UR, ESA Sore of he great pricon, Seca Peacock blue fhe SESH NE RUENERT, tsa Scribe of the prisot,Sesa “Grey green Bp SESH Om SE MEN iOTET, NEHES. Grea ibe ofthe Aap ofthe eal, Nekes Gone brown BE Bart KET, MER MESHOU, SANER, Royal stale, gvera, Sane) ‘Green bine Br Seat ser, SAUNT. Serie ofthe rome, Saar ‘Gone batt 

  

  

Repl caer ompanon, prof eal iach (Tondo wads in Cuno") Game bow 

Bv
ce
eo
mz
n 

u senso nvr, Praiesk, NEB AGH. Eldrof the temple, Sapa Green M By NEstT grb, AENY, Royal purser Qh der. Gone white 
Bk iam : Gone white Bt wei ser, NER-TAWK (Fraser 82). Oserer the rolls, Nebaha, (Pietet $89-60) 

Peacock be N.93 fx NESUT REKIL ES ESE-HK Royal friend, Hem-em ha ‘Blvegeeen Mt Bx MER RAED ER: 4H, espero th seal, Eda Bluegeeen 735, No MER QERGTIC, SENBTERL Oserer of enbatines, Sete Gonebull Ms hn QHRsM, oNkI-SEB'EM-SENEFER ——Byialer, bivnebom-seler Grey limestone. Human fate io Ratt Kizian Mek DENAT PER, SPNEKC- AERC. “Royal Sealer, Repco} ofce 0) dykes, Selekveb-ha Intense ght blue K. 24 
"Royal sear companion, hep of thea, Sebstina, Kahu (aku vi, 42) Intense ight Bue   

as Same edwards, gone dark grey DT Avr KEIM, SEMER UATE, MER RHEL, HAAR. Sain tiles) aor ‘Green fe mart KHER, MEK RIT WAR Royal sealer pero he sal Haar, Nacroous blue green BULL i 2 Grevish blue green BW, nx by, ob DAT AMET, MER KiKET, CR, 

  

  

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

   

  

  

  

   

‘all blue, gine white, ae, buat red. 9, U. 30, 7.63, 1-9 mart war, MER RIERA, KAR. Resa lr spor hea, aa Wallcat tgs, marcos bas green J. 29 ah Pee Aer ofthe el Haar Goetsorn Ea 
Eawiids, Gone whit, T. 37, U. 39,7. 33 CF NATL RED, MER HED, BEES, MER-ER-DA-OSIK, Repl seas Haperda-oa ‘incre, white nacrows J. 6 coo, men UAz, MENTUMBTER, Price, oer of transports, Mentakcep. "Fate Tight prem 70 

Royal cok companion, hope ofthe sal, Plekrdaen Gone own 1.63 cy. sesu wast or «nan, “Site of royal hue <1 Heeb Taube 63 
Senn Brown N.a8 ayloftring to Seth lord of Syor, for ba of royal sealer, por of seal, comparion, Seti cx nartaaetr snk ey stsuahon Rojee, hep of te al, Serbia Peacock Hue 84 om socesnerer ne Amerhep Greensh-ble M78 a eaten eae Son ke oe in ess ek ae ae fo. ten ene Exo. Kcpor of the sah, Enda Biuegremn 1233 ose fey, FERCEN-UA Perea pun bluegeen TEE co mat ens UAT, oR KET, FERSEx-UAM, ” Royal Sealer, companion, 

atcen Feb Keaper of the several sel, Peremuah Gonetown U5 cox ex nate, Pea eer of the serra seal, Pee ene : 
cs ‘ ss Gone brown 3 on uaz, wean, ese fink pers, Heeb Sone brown U. 50 hae tne se Royalscalrnejatonparion. Telehudgeh Peacockgren’ U3 hen turn ‘Kuper ofthe ah Qe, "(ame wh Amery, Lh igo) Cone white T. 88 hr MENTMENTEsnOr, ‘Rid menos (Khan men aka fd Pottery gremn W53
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1. QUEENS OF DYNASTIES XII OR XIIT 

A weser ueur vazer, vanes oxict Royal wife Vast, again ling. Gone white D.74 
(Great royal wie, ied tthe crown, Nub-heep-ta —Intenselight blue S. 30 
XII DYNASTY. 13-2. SEKHEM-KA-RA 

NETER NEVER, A-SERNEMCKA, DA ONKIL Good god Sebiem-ka-ra, giving ie atk brown limestone K. 26 
rype. 35? pe, ONKH-NEFERU-UAH-RA 
A ONH-NEFERU-Uat, Ravonkneersuak Pottery. Bluegreen M. of 
15-00, 35? pp, NEFER-ONKH-RA. 

1,2 RUNEPRR-ONK, Niferonbhra Obsidian La 37, N28 
3 3 Neferontra (Head finely rked) Hard brown limestone” F49 

1366. 13:6. SEONKH-AB-RA 
A-SEONKIL-AB NEB, ‘Sconblaba, lord. Full green q2 
38 15-8. SEHETEP-AB-RA 

4,2 nasseuerep-an blundere. Schtpatra Both gone light brown 7. 76 
ar 15:11, SEBEK. 

  

asSeneg-merEr, ‘Sebetietepra Gone beowny white. 52 
15     

  

  

  

  

  

A) 3a ae re MEET) ie oS Sees same crm nee ore ee eee em tere Shei Sete. cteae ee Sieh ioe Goeth cena peers re eye oe carn 
eS eet en 

  

‘God god lnk ofboth ond fond of ation, Hepa gn ie eral ight brown, Cynder 
152 DF, SEBEKA-KA-RA 

axicka, sean NED SUUAZ NERY. Good Eo, Seckaare, of Sena igh ue, Cylinder 
    

  

13:20, SEBEKHETEP 11 
2 est sever acy, semennere, Between wa Hollow gold ball 

‘aun-any, Kutt White M. 58 Gi a Sup dee aoa) we o udp eae ave    3. BAT Kuen, font paren of Real wale ater, anti) Peacock bie. 80 3) kbront, wiaor str, REA ext ings Princess, Royal daughter Kema Gone white S.20 
1:21, NEFERHETEP 

  

      

  

  

1 scmo-SESHESH, aR ME NEE ATE OMNI, Lod fol, Rholer, brn ofthe dcr ahr Haan Kahun, Fallblve S. 42 savin Seren, nackwo-szanesy, semukaa Seb SU-Ua2 bay, Loved by Sek rd Suna Fobiae Bead 3 oon na, Kehr, iecndrng, Urns. Pk ae 92 a oem ass ABST Ur oe gt om & $0 So) Sonos a, Nore, brn ofthe roel maker, Kena } ee J. 30 
pe 123. SEBEKHETEP 111 

1,2 SEN NFER, oHo-NEFDR, ax ME NETER ATEP 8 “Gad god Kloten, born o the divine ater aon. Gras green Peacok biv S. 30: 2. Same ot dt om Pee Sone white E30 
4 son of Ra Sebek help, bors ofthe royal mother, Kema To 
5.6 xarmio-stren Dal gee roar $:8.oharmo:veree, seovenerer Gone white, wood browns weed brown, Lo, W: 0, #94 

 



35:25, SEBEKHETEP Il (continued) 

    
20 ea-kuo-weren, semexuerer Coarse, type feather sides. Yellow-brown. _Y. 25 11,12,3) "Same Bull Weod brown. Pottery, olive. F-7 2° 1435.20 Same awards wood bow Yelow brown, Gonevihte, 1-748 26/5 74 alo NEFER, SEDEXIETEP ine ate 6      to SETERGI (== RA NEFER) SEDERHETE awards, Light brown, Broken 33 _storxneter (probably of xxvith dyn) ‘Green limestone, green, yell paste, one white, blue paste, E, 29,. 5, W. 60, K. 24, W, 60 

13? 6, KHO-KA-RA 

          

anon, Green 2.70 
24, SEBEKHETEP 1V 2 nackuo-nerse Gone yellow-brown M94 2) RAUKMOSMETEP sX na senexuerer ‘ay sealing 

33:25, AO-AB, A-UKI-AD, NETER NEFER Gone yellow U.5 1326. AY NETER NEFER, RA-MER-MEPERE Gone white, Baresteatite. M48 Worn ie ue. Gone white. 730, 7-30 nar nErER Ura ‘Bluegreen, gone white 1.3       ay:b1, QUEEN ANA 
2 NESUT MENT URT, KHMUMT SEER, ASA. Grea royal wife, aniled fo the rowe, Ava, Char Hight Dlae M38 
23 fs Fi A ‘ "Gone white, Blue. M44, 98 

  

  

  

  

  

s5:41. ABA 
acamn-alor (To rongh tobe of vith dary Black state Lion 

15:53. NEHESLRA 
Etaiteeersy ma ores, (Swe ba Neh, ae Ue Gone white D.84 

Ps XIIIA-XIVA DYNASTIES, ROYAL FAMILIES 
ago mnae skenarare, Repl wil Sal ator Gomewiite 1.62 1B Nrstr aX awrer” (Form of back of Sebethetep Til to AY). Royal son, Ane Daillgreen M32 2 Saovr St ne Tle, Nabe duethie Us 

2 xasir Royal on ie, Sabena 5 2 sasbr stan, grrr, aiieeeen eaten ae F _ NESUr sf, iE SE, SHED Roja on exer ta cede Sopedneb(“ AL ready") Gone batt a8 Gyn jieoor Sk ateg "Royalton, dpe Bisco wie, Con gre, Gone white fg, Ts 4, B38 ae eis phe mre eae era roel aap ane toes a Prater 3.) ne ylgteorn M2 oma Royal so, Tar micgreebumered 185 
146, “6, SEUAZSERA Bear Potey. Fulblse N. 2 haas Patter, ee be dry grep toe, gas wite “Mo, 
76 «yh: NEFER-AB-RA 
XAMEPER‘Ab a, ErnK nami at each ie Dity weenie 1.75 

UNPLACED KINGS 
aya KHENZER sannnsaen ull tinestone, Ste, 7.87.1. 94 

KuIoNDY 

  

oxy before king in Egyptian des, giving ox, Life to an Asati subject; ap Eytan sje, x cre, apy lank wil id pon 
offivelBexes; gulloche pattem, ‘Syro-Mesopotamian work.” Greensh-back jasper. Cylinder 

  

te 

 



DYNASTI Ki Pou T O ot 28 xiv. : SEBEKH F : iETEP 11 

) a . - e @ 

B® ROYAI , LIES. _DYNASTIE: 
: iy le : Y NASTH : 1 a xiv 
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CATALOGUE OF scarans ax 
4. SEKHEM-ZET-ONKH-RA or SEKHEM-RA 

© RAstRUED-2er-oNk, border of REX RES a each side Gone wood brown 1.82 

PE-MAOT-RA 1 nactesKorin rope border Green-biue M73 
oe SMA-KA-RA, i © nasa in rope border Green §. t ‘ON, DESHERT, UAz each side, winged sun above Gren 8.39 

NEFER-RA S_na-snpen i rope border Grey steatite M38 3 kew-veren Green gene brown 39 {RA srl nd rope bode egreen 98 
W RUNEFER | oxi 205, NEFEM at each side Gren 833 X  RUNEFER in good sera border Gonegrey D. Y kasspren, in found spiral Border Edwards, Gone bull D: 8 2 hacsbree in regular scrolls border Biuegreen Toy 
‘ha tacsuron in rue scroll border Greysteaute a ‘hp kacwenen, Czar seh at each side ‘Gime white W.$0 
se Racwerex Potteryyreemeney N32 

NEFERULRA, 
Ao RANEFERCH TEP QE811 0). Neferisra, chic of Kopts Blue 7.88 

NEFERU-RA. 
‘ab racwpren, Res-0-border Peacack-reen 32 
AP NINPER-NDD-KA  UAZ ON IER UZAT KA NED NBFERCT XUD at sides Bawatds, Grey D. 52 okey nai HEN nO ten ova Wie ae ‘ht kior-naekackubrex ; wBreR-zeD WATE at tren I-89 A) Ro-xarnito‘UsAt ONKIC NEFRR at sides Edwards. ‘Bhogren Deo? fk RAua@-kay Nem NERER at sides Edwards, Bhegrem —J.45 

NEKARA, Bre 
AL nawE-KA;, thee RAT! erowns, Bott 2.30 
Se ma Brom 230 ISX RACK, uraeus and falcon at sides. Period of Apepa I, sce 15522 Bal 230 So nace feathers over cartouche and os, stalls around Whee D3 

White 1-76 Dallblue 68 Gone white 738 comes Lo 
ne white Wo 73 Bisegren D.7o Gene ite a 

HERE, NESUT A NE below Gone ite X30 ‘ti in Srl border Gone woottrown 2:10 TEPER HO C2At OSKI at Sides Pottery. Green M&S 

4 1y:na, KA-ZED-UAH-RA and vassal UAZ-RA (NEFERUI = RA) 
A KAONIOL-ER-NEPER-KHO, personal tame, NEFERUL (= R4)-RA-Z8D-Ualt throne name, Standing, taking Totes Krom vassal Uaz-ra, with his son and. daughter kneling Thea ling ti tag stunting, lr hin nar em, neat (= 99) ag, Us, King, scr, Uaare Bei his wile () kesing, priestess (2) of Hathor, offering palm tothe suzerain A‘ONKICER-SETERCRIO! abe ‘Gone white. Cylinder   ‘These two halves ofthe eylinder are engraved base to base, in one length.



  

  

     

   
  

   

ast. XV DYNASTY. 15:1. ONTHA 
neg SET, MERYT, OXIA; NEFERT Xo KO NEFER at sides, Brine ofthe Desert the Teron, Ona Greenish-biue, ides Q 20 
53 15:3. KHYAN 
inbg sEATU AAS, ONKH NEFER at sides, Prince ofthe Desert, Khyan Gone white 1.53 
1555 15:5. APEPA T 

1 Avsha, between var, snreR, and human healed uracus Gone brown, back ost 2 Av (ea) (eayo-shUsth ood srll and entwined pattern Goneligit brow D-80 5 Revo-sbusen; twists at siden Pesock blue Boo 4} aco-srustn, Num above, twist at side Bie ho 3. taco’ sevsex in rope border Gone ight trown M74 
é ‘bin above, racus at side ‘Gone yellow 1.33 Dullereen Ea 
g ‘uaz wun at each side Kopios xxiv & Gone woodbrown Edt 9. esc mar, ro'sEUSER, DESHERT “Gonewhite | TA 18 Reo-stesia Gone white 1“) AL navors; NESUT cach ide, plants of south and north blow ‘Gone bull 26 12 naco-stuann uracus and falcon on cach side, sv below Dallgreen 2.30 

3 muocsrosen pate ut ne Stas EB Tagtio, 7.18119, ma-o-seusee, partly blunder Pottery. Dull bue, burt brown 73 
“AM potiry, greet blue, light bie, gone yellow, eler blue, blue: Four af 1-89, 7.98 

6a AVI DYNASTY, 4. NOA-NEB-RA 
1 RUNOR-NeP, NBPER uracus and Uzar at sides Gone white Jas, 2 uracus a each ide ren 230 3 Pottery. Bluegreen Toor 

on Gen, MROT-AB-RA, 
1 NeTen NEFER, RA-KOT-AD, OxKIL DA. The vod go, Mactara given ie 429 ates - Scrolls af siden 3 
3 werai!werne, na-wbr-av, osxif pa. ontit Uns at sides, The good god, Mavtabray Green T-33 3 Netix Sorex, Rasilor-aD, Oxkm ba Xravr see Nerex at sides ‘Gone brown 1.42 3 Seren surni: asor-ab’onkit a westr‘sen werewatsides Edwards, Lightgren bas To 42 & Netex Neren, Reiorssn-onwit DA. Nerek oxi at sides ‘Edwards Gone white 1.53 NETER NEFER, RA‘oT-AD, ONKILDA. NETER NETER at sies Edwards, Gone white 1.3 4 Netux Nerex, nestioran, osx Dx. Serie onni at sides Gone brown 1.4 
9 SETER SUPER, RA-aOvsas, ONKIE DAMEN repeated a ses Dark baegreen Tot 

6c. 16-c. PEPA 
{As the scarab of best work, No. 1, has clearly Hepa, that Seren NEVER, EPA, DA ONiH.” I with vera! bars   

  
Gaod eel Pepe Gee 

    

Edwards. Rich green-blue SK xa pura, oxi ZExrA, Between scrolls. Sox of Re Pepe, lcingcernally Gone ight brown 
a i ae re white esi ae : Gone brown ‘Gone white 

  

    Ia rows tings, "Son of a Pep ting Geraly ‘Be green on ewe svn st tus. Se Bea iigcertaly Gone es hte Sanreat sides: Sow of Ra Pep, fing cerealiy Gone drab 
os a at es Son Re a ising cera    

  

    

     
ony Da. xereR werex at side. Son of He Pop gum hfe ‘Gone Brown. T9h0- Conwit Nika degraded sri, bare Sow of Ra Pep gen divi ile 

or imps ret). Sono] Re Fob tig yey hay PO Gone white T. 50 

   



  o8e0cee
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XVIih DYNASTY (continued). pv. NEFER-GER 
SK RA NEFERGER MU, DA ONKIL; NETEN OXI at sides. Son of Re, Neferger, given fe ‘Gone feshred Th 28 

  

6-r £, KHO-USER-RA 
1 SETER NEFER RA-KIO'USER, DA ONKI, NETERONK at ides, The good god Khowser-ra, 

ain fe Gone white 7.28 
2 SETER NEFER RA-KHO-USER, DA ONKi, Ios at sides Gone white Tat 

wor, 1, SE:KHO-NE-RA 
2 RA‘SE-HIO-NE, degraded NETEES at sides Gone brown, gone buft 7. 33,7. 43 
3 Same ruc to bars ‘Gone white”. 33 
$.s.6.7.8 Seren Seren, east Mio x 

Tone uit ight greenblue, light bluc, gone white, buegreen T. 9, 76,12. U.70, 55 

  

      

  

  

6. 6. NEB-UAICAB 
SK a wep-ekw-Ks, pA osis. Son of Re, Nebahah gv ie Gren U.50 

xb. nt. YEKEB-DOR (YAKUB-BAAL) 
1 sk na EKER (0) ox. Son of Ru, Yeh taa! Green-btue 
3 SC aa vnnes 60), degraded serens at sides Gone ight brown 
3 Sha vaxen a0, degraded sevens at des ‘Gone red 
3 Yewen nt, degraded eens at sides Bloe green 

EET visit So, degraded evens at sides Bluegreen 

4. 5. OR-HETEP-RA 
1 NETeR Neren, na-oR-WETEE, DA oxKat. Good god Ouhclpra, ge hfe Blucgreen 7.42 
ae a ss : : a Genetown 140 

16% c KHO-RA, 
x NETER WEFER, ma-xio, a, degraded NETERS. Good god Khora Gone white U. 60 
2 is a é B s Gone white T. 50, 
6 1. OR atv) 

1 OK MU degraded werERS a sides Gone brown T; 
3 Sk an ofco bn onan, warn one at siden Son of Ra, Oto, sive Bie Greewtine 1.8 
3 Xm of se, wetens at sides Gone grey 1:30 
3 Novem eras Of av ba ox, Caz serena sides Gone wey 133 

6 a. MAOT-RA 
SEVER NEFER RA-24KOT, OXKUEDA. Good God Mane gion life Gone white T.47 
as. XVIIth DYNASTY, APEPA IL 
-RA-Ni-REPES Hard green paste N. 
” 8, NUB-ONKIGRA ee a 
sa-sn-ons Xen, Deep lumpy back Gone brown N. 
me P ampy bak, NEB-DAT-RA * 
Ra-we-DaT Greenblve Te 9 

0. p, NEB-NEFERULRA 
BA-veM-SEPERUT Pottery. Gone brown V.57 
a 2, NUB-SMA-RA 

narwus'so and plants of south and north Pottery. Light green. 60 
5 's. NUB-PEH-RA Bi 

Pottery. Gone white N-60 
6. NUB-HETEP-RA 

2 Pottery. Green N. 60 
2 Pottery. Gone white K. 56 
3 Pottery. Green L398 
3 Potters” Gone white K- 

 



  

         

          

  

o AVIA DYNASTY. ay-4, RAHETEP 
1 aware Gone 
a Pastry, grec ade. Light oe a 
7 spat out i 
te Y 

ee aye}. MEN-HETEP-RA (ocr of Rate) 
wees (wner2) sh x, and xowned aes as Bit Ma Ct 62) Gone bom, Back at 
we sex. KHNENU-TAUP-RA 
wotinewe-r00n x0 Given tay 
re wrt, KHU-UAZ 

tivcote Gooedab ¥.68 
pe ayo NEDKA-RA 
rena, vere ox xen (ce Corton Caio Catalogue ¥ 37082) Gone worn Fat 
a ayes: SEQENENRA 1 
BE saok, wn oxi, Son of Re Tao gre ie Probably om royal jewelery. Godse 
ye so. KAMES 

1 1ieke-naras doable (hers a top 8708 ¥en a Ove at sides. Ingold mount 
a te Green-blue M. 6 

4 sacoasmean, reverse reg of. Thea frne, Rope aterm oncige Duk ne pate 
xviima pyvasty 

1 18-1, AOHMES 1 
navn in ral sol atay, Rsegrein 

1 ASEE Fen hi Sere rach in oat hudba 
3 thces ren poy prs ah 
3) navren-nen, a with orack Gone wood brow 
ee edwards, eight own 
aa none Get 

Ceara Light word brown N76 
4 Gece Es 

18 marmsee wo eSome G8 
= zi Eames Comvnte 10 

onder, Seam ove; rrese oesaret and fokon head Ward pase. Dulles Fat 
QUEEN AOHMES NEFERTARI 

sg wesor nes Jonas, Roy we lobmes sale 19 
u i nee Pattey, ones Ads 
8 tondsrarto aha pean eae 
1x0 weren nist NEPesTAR ik Nel vary ren, eerlue 10, 52 
BaD : Bisewreen Eby 
Ba Green Gone wal Ey. sh 
2 Sexo nea sara ren Pat 
Sea cele 1 
3} Sefer ou lant nowhere sued Unie ei ee Ste ayy eB 
23 NM Te ease eer werd Repl danger ane wile el 

‘sister, Nefertari - Gone white Bead 
2g sti nas. ronresane Pree oneal ise "Fat 

H : : ise Ft 
3 owns narzxran’va ox Pottay. Blucand acl 
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XVIII DYNASTY 

    

  

   

        

  

  

  

  

    

  

8 x82, AMENHETED 1 
marries Gold ingr ing. Bonght 12 Apel 04, fom Thebes Gold, Rin. 2 Neron Seren em TAUT Rar¥SeR-xAy Gnd Go, lon] bbblands eerbara atk green jater Iss 5. Reatstn-na, were, a sn ‘reen | W.37 ; ignetng man Edwards, Grom 1266 : Falko Revere, oxi and two rol aves ioe, “Ft 8 tecseeencns sem Pottery. Bie Le sh, Hollowed oo, legs separate Dallbogreen Kes "EStR-RA Tight green. Gone white, Fleh-oloured limestone E58, $8, Ar havatare Ka BAT MES « ‘one yellow G20 12 nacesem-ma; ovo Sores repeated on bask ‘Turquoise be Prim 15 mczesrn-ka Seren xenon, Two figures of he king ‘Cone white Cyinee i nsesersn Bite Bead 5 Torque vegies Umat % Reverse avesnTer Cartwthe Dali green Fiat 17 sestierer Stamp with Hani Grcen, Handle Tn sro border ‘Hard geen pate |W. 90 me Green Lao 2 Site 138 Ee Gone town Ka 2225.24.35 snesueree Gone wlite, Dullbue, Green-blue. Green, N. $8,192 ¥. 2, 195 36 tnnser Potter Dity lve 96 

Be canst above, 8 ow Gone brown 178 Bien. Redlimesone 118 Bi Gone grey 1.22 > Edwards. Gone white Loge x ue paste N.S Ba, avards, Bhegreea barrel 1a 35 ered waver ses Green 2 ee Site He 
3.96.37.38 stor Mandeed Green. Blas. Gone grey. Gone white. N51, 38,74, Ut *SESETEY ee Green 7 Fee grag lines on stn back Green, emeyindet GE avesinren; revere sine Ta saat MED, Lon offen and mondin oll Blsegreen Hat {2 foteenee lotus flowers ver tb Bhuegreen Fat {Some avr seven weren never Mondred ‘Bat Cylinder 

FAMILY OF AMENHETEP 1 
44 ser ner seree Kouseree, Royal a Divine wife Aol Gren 18 45 ser anor seven ner roves ms, rn, son facet Bluegren Prism 
$ avvedonsnerer xe natn Maieby Sok tp for Hathor. Upper ballot mena Green at & wescr sir si, Resa daupher Nee Gren 1.78 4B Seren ey aues-aenve, Dit ile Merten Gone'ite 1.36 4p Str woe seen rev. sx aa ea, nase ns ener rile Mertanen. “ine Rader wltopraveandofring _—_‘Fttery. ‘Bhucgren Fat 40. auns sit, wa Pen Kosi-nat ‘Brines) Setonen. Slvard done” Green, Carved St sor sess Royel on Meme Gone ite Ta 36 Se cece AMES; rev. ELNEB-PEITL, King seated Prince Kames and Ashmes Pottery. Gren-bloe Fat 
33. wetee wer oxmner-raur-zerr Divine wie One tts Green Fish SH xesur-netr Orr, Kou-oXr Ova ua, Great eile, Sulao, he cing Gone wit go 
55 NESUr‘wewr unr, Nou-skr, wer (MERYT). Great royal wife, Sateoh, beloved by Neit Pink imestone ovoid



  

  

183 183. TEHUTMES 1 
1 ENED WED, UMZET NEB, NESRET OK ret, Lond of Neen and But, A flame great 

‘ond mighty Green Lat 
2 RACK RIEPUR-KA; reverse, UAzeT xiloU. Flourishing iw cpphanies Hard blac Limestone. Plat 
3 Roamans toes, Sof amon ‘Green M70 3 acon -nuepsnna, spline seated; reverse Syrian captive kneding Gone grey 3 iAlcon Gone white 1. é fe falcons Gone brown E 2 5 bd and sero Hark bine paste 1: 
bo Ses below Pottery, Gone brown. Olivegrain 6. ~ 5 betineen trac, se above and below Gonewite 1. Ba e Gone white 1 2 seven yor at sides Gone brown B E the ha fan tara outward Gone brown 

a S ms Gonewhite 
3 wotinnenn, Of sen ame) The salt theca, andthe ack of any such “Ginewte 
% ame) Tpame with nafer, obliges us to eal here Stcatite Worm 
2.38 ‘Gone brown, Full bus. Z 70, 79 
39 oknueren aa Gone white” P86 
20 aol mere Gurob, awards, Hard green paste Xa 
Sr Seven NEFER, NEB TAU, RL-OK-KMEPER, TENUTL- urs, Throne and personal name. Gonelight brown F. 34     

PRIVATE NAMES 
22 Xonwes, Draughtsman Pottery, Faded gre 
23 AR AR MEAS SESH SEBEK-HENO,. made forthe Osrian, Serie, Sehebono Pendant. Slat, 
2) Sasi Sex'werem. Sete Sennen, Topol srbe's palette. Seist, Green 
35 ON NE NETER MES, TEHUT Propet of Ann, Teka Edwards.” Gren 

  

            

  

    
  

4 184 TEHUTMES 11 
1 umn uae ream, Paes name ard paste Biot 
3 me AMaRoK HLURB by Re sua Soe 4) Rvobctnerer se "ind Sa on poe 3 éesocamaeee Ba on ste 94 
FO TEN se EMTS Bese lee 

Bs 18+5, HOTSHERSUT 
tam xa, maon-na leon man) Grits Fat 2 an'xem meer.” ethan Wt mam) eae 5 txtelor che nraven,° Gti and Ut n) Srewiae Eg 4 Haven au Sno mntor'xa’ ae on ah Hor Visio, ane) cee 4 etna ttm be exe an ‘dscmjcg) Cued Potery. Gone, Bie, Flat [ition a ett ee Saale EXador-e sen a0or oom om, Bn oat Ge 6 Seven vent, ne tt ea Gone vie eed 1 Kote Seren, lori Galan 27h Hr tvloraa sata Soho o Ra Gove gt tome 174 HE EOMGr nd Da obi, soporte by kneing gut Seren sane, sac, HHollowed out, Gone white H. 75 

  

23 kasHor-Ra._‘Kneclng winged gure Gone brown "Wat 
34 kasibor-ka, tarsus Substance of Amen Gonelightdiab 26 34 Rasor-ka, sor at sites ‘Gone white 136 6 ‘ior and UASt at sides Dank green E58 37 macula, se Gone town 1 36 
x surounded by to linked lines of scrolls ‘Gold mount, silver ring broken away. Bluegreen V. 35
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15, 18-5, HOTSHEPSUT (continued) 
19,20 na-Mhor- Ka Pottery, gren-bue, Soft bue paste, Both M. 26 2 or set ptant on back OF BeeNONS ark brownr limestone Fat zg Blue, buegreen, Flat 7 60 24 “Muvenrows xackactfor, HA plant. Unile with Amon ‘Grecnbiue 1-7 
23 Iaexcwosesr worsnerseron bronze ing, Dark green Hf 20 2 oexcmivesr manutor Edwards, Gone white E293? 2p.ah.ay AMEN EACRANENT, RAKOR NEB, ome 

Gonegr’y bokeh, Gone grey. Green gone light brown. 55.55 gp Nevex marr, oxiat rua, nornerser. "Dine wf, tie hing ‘Gone ight brown 3p ie Senex inane norsimrstr os, en Gene brown 2.30, 4 aMEN vent, ors Gone ight brown 35 seven mare Worssuers Green 34 AMEN ven, mark Green 35 on aimenrs everse ,.. MKOT-KA Piece of mena, Bie potery, purple sigs 3b kaskorsna, rover HOSBPS Bottery) Dark brown Sp Niven Sern, Ne TAU Of this period by the pattern, se 39 ‘atk green 

NEPERURA 
ieser she, wesvr seNr, ma-xereRe Royal daughter, royal sider, Neferma Dark green F. 5 35 tacwarans, nar Foe legs prod toagh eM "2M Ske Nee fe Ee RANEPERE, NU Gone white E10 ome Serenw sen Burnt jasper 126 & : Pottery own V. 90 

& a luegreen” Broken $4 no-neoheree, mar cach side Dutlgresntie 40 $B Seren ues, naMeveRG, or KHER KHER ASAR Jusifd from Osiris ‘Albaster “Fiat 

18:6, 16-6, TEHUTMES IL 
1X MER xulo-E3-aXKHCT (new falcon name, probably of Testes 111) Bluegreen 2 hares ateven UAIl ESUT().(Neklieb and Uazet name) Greyegrecn 45 Miser nan, onium, tto-ha sien, mtn of anceors ‘Sen TAU EA'MnS- npn NETEN NEPER ETA, ONROPSEPER®NEFERG,NEFER OXKL Gone white 4 Seton ran nT, ue -snKingsootng, preted by fem. Legend 
|5 (v#sb1) mar, (a)un(eterey) fragment Green & Nevex hernk kacbes RWEPER. AMIN Ka ERY. Allin one cartouche Gone white 7 Netix NEFER, NED TAUE RAMEN: RNEPER, 20728, Impressed in Wile glass & Netex NeveK RA-MEN-ntmeR reverse AMEN RA MER, Beloved by Amen-rt   ees 
ee ferret ae 

"Lord of might, Rising on the lands of the princes, smiling the nine bows a oe enna et eee Ie es Seat 2 et 

  

  

3 NETER NEFER, u 8x ED,        
  

  

Fat 

Broken 

35 macnurunsamey, Sins vast, aMEN=RA'stsR. Born al Thebes beeeed by Amen-ra —Gurob. Bronze ing 
  

       
   

        

SHRIEK QEDESH. Osethrowing Qedesh, Captive bowing, — Green paste Ft ik FET ET GhDES. Smiling Gedeh, Syrian gi crouching, undereuk, Light green Git 
dingo he ose, can Of ings aie Gone brown. 2 

17 Facing monuments ithe temple of Amen ive pottery, R72 
1 iting up feo ols ithe tone of mena Gone white. gchar wan Ean ei fame oem PE



evil CATALOGUE OF ScaRADS 

  

  

  

   
   

          

      

    

  

186 18-6, TEHUTMES HK (continued) 
28 vg GASr RA-MEN-RIEPER, WED RNEVESH PEZETU, Princ of Tels, R, mig lord "theo bows ui “Lone wows Broken 22 RAIERCAIBPER, NESUT HEQU King of princes Sitver mounting. Green he 6 3 eee Ne nat, ion of princes Gone ight brown 38 Bt : othe Prince, maces-nneeen tex nbn Lovely Amen Ward green paste Flat 3 ting east, sem fers, METER tem Drice of hele, mig Ten, loved by he gots, Blucgeon E55 6 wor San, sere Sern Lond of Thebes, lsd by Montu —‘Gonegrey FL 2 -MShaN? Ree Strum been eno ent Sow fimon Gone white ‘Flat a9 ‘sis Barat. Of the substance of Imen-ra Grob. Green Dart red. Bive Broken U0 
> ‘ fatby-ar (Ofte substance of simon, bled Gone brown 70 x ‘tex ain men seated, ‘Loe by simon Gone brown B92 = few RMEN-aEreR aN hn. Loved By Amon. Pottery. Goneolivegteen Flat 
3 on, Ase SU 8A (cc, Pret yh Land Bena Ptr 
4 ern sh Divine son Penta 3 trun itera (cartouche variant) pawards, Hard paste, Gone white x 3) Mian sem sont sem Bele by Seek lord of Sone Groen 
x The god Sek Dak green 
x L Blac pate x Seren nin King stand Pottery. Light green 2 {oN SEVER SER, Amen seated. Aen te Exiles is ard Gone light brown u God go living flyin Thebes i cen, Haig ho lon. Gres a aid 
# a onnat > ma, King smitng enemy. Giving lifelike Re one brown % Klagin boat Ng ae “Gone bait 
4 ; ‘King between crowned uae, Legs pierced through Gone re % sated on me Gurob, Greenbite” % scat over trae, oxi behind Rev. Four urae entwined Tahun, Green 
” ing standing, Rev. Lion trampling on captive, mame above Barge ming on cote, mea. Cone alivebrow Py sotes ta Of the sabtance of Amen "Grab. Gone white 2 Mite tren wen racs, sphinx, evr ‘masamse-suitrem King seated a SGurob. Pottery, Blue 2 evER, NEB TAUt, sphinx ona captive. Disne lr of buhlands "Gone brown Ee {) ns Sioe ax natn Phe King, god gl odo ho 
2 over sat rave group. Union of the lands Gren 3 STR Sone wine ue ia cr paten Gone white Shs ing teed hive. Gone white. Ring 
SB Sern Sven, wep! rath macaev-cmpen, Urneus Rex. Nine between felis ‘and eb ‘Gorob, Gone white 
157 RAUMENRIEPER, AMEN RA TAT, RA-MEN-RIEPER NUB, 3.88%. RA-NEFER AMEN: RA TAT    

    

  

‘Gone white Prism 8 au-xneTRY. ‘Bronce Prism 
‘57 aud 38 scm to belong to the marriage of T. IL with Ranefera 2 it, Sen MES Bronze Prism ® peated Black steatite | Prism 6 nasa kunnen x NB TAU ‘Gone brown V. 30 @ EPER or Gur, “Biae paste 2.70 ps nansa-xanren, Two kneding Nile gure hoiing father. Plant below 5 . ce a re vo Gong bal Weg wo figures of Ra Edwards. Gone brown F-87 

6 Setstandi Garo, Pottery. Gone white E04 o Baboon af Fhoth Gone white E72 © woven Seren RA-MEN RIDER, ONKI DA. Good god R. giving life, Rev. Bask of Hathor Goro Limestone 68 ma-wex-ameren, Ibis Gone grey Broken 
% a 2A RHEFER between falous, Winged sun above Gone brown N. 8



 



 



 



 



18.6. 
70 RA-MENRMEPER, 
nm 
2B 
m 
8 
% 
2 
a 
2 & 
Ss 
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% % 
85 
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& s 
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” 
om 
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93 

no 
wy 208 
09 

35 
114,115, 
no 
ny 
us 
ny 

      

18-6, TEHUTMES IIL (continued) 
Uracns 
King adoring 
‘Winged scarab and two fathers 
Betoecen rach 

ball’ head above 
‘Scarab aid rac Below, plant above 

area eet ten een 
Reverse ze0 and wraei repeated 

Four cartouche, and four uraei entwined 
SSEFEACL in scrolls 
etween sero, plant above 
Tn continaous scrolls 
In squae fc, continuous 

Betrcen sero. NEFFR a cach sie, xUB below 
Ti continuous spirals 
Tn continuous feet 
In row of rings 

Shallow smooth Back 
Shallow smooth back 

Pottery. Green 
Green bine 

Pottery. Gone white 
Gone brown 
Gone brown 
‘Gone bait 
Rich blve 
Light green 

net olive 
Gresegreen 

ara 
Gone brown 

awards, Green 
Gurob, Grey paste 

Gone brown 
Porters, Grey-bie 

Bie 
Gone yellow 
Tight green 

Pottery. Ful blue 
Gurob. Light green Yallow-green 

Gone yello-hite 
Gurob, " Gonevwhite 

Kop   

Hollow, Pottery 
Grob, Pottery 

Pottery. 

  

Gurob, 

Garo, 

Gone wiite, ‘Broken J. oF     
  

‘Gone white 
I ooped border Gone grey C 
‘Between four lotus Nowers Gurob, Edwards, Gone red-brown ¥. 55 
Ural at ses, wingel dite above Pottery. Lightiue J. 8 

Gone brown, Gone white. K 56, 
oth Edwards, Light green. Green. J. 54 1. 78 

Gurob, Green. V. 96 
Full biuegreen 2 70 

Gurob, Blue paste Z, 89 
Two cartouches| Gone brown Z. 94 
For inlaying ‘Tel Amama, Dark grey-violet Fat 

‘Tell Amama, Bright blue Flat 
Reverse NETER NEFER, NEB TACT Bite paste Flat 

awards, lve Fat 
In elie, Bue Flat 

Gurob, Gone drab Uzat 
rg, wor aun, Prince, beloved by Maot Bronze Ring 

‘Between feathers Bronze scarab, Reverse as here 
Between uaci Clay sealing 
‘enor Mrs Gone white H. 2 

Gonered-brown E44 
2 ‘Gone brown G.78 
i Gone ight brown 1. 28 

Cartouche. Olivegreen Flat 
Cartouche, Pottery. Bluegrey Flat 

 



    

  

  

  

    

  

286. 18:6, TEHUTMES 111 (continued) 
123. RAVMEN-KHEPER between fathers, Rev. RAcKUKPER TEUTES Flat ny Rev, tenbries between singel sarabs Flat 125. sep ravr'ues-reuur in continuows sole. Hard paste. KS He teens sem Ge ight brown PL BS 
ay Powers Bluegreen TSE ah wands, Babson, Potty Barat Bown 178 9 aes a (40) ‘Sip ofgiey granite ‘Plat 350 acuix-xure Bull and falcon Powers. Bivegteen W. ob it Seven Nite, Sew TAG, RA'MRs-KURPER. Repeated Gonedmb E35 TE ATEN KINPDR TAT RAL Reef the Substance of Ras Frat and nat above and below Gone grey V.30 
rg i Gone grey V. 87 frases“, Sekor feathers at sides Pace nen 1:98 
2S Reverse amex-na blundered Gurob.  Greenbive Fiat 6 Rev. SUB AR RA NEFER abun, Bone Flat 
1g evwe“husreis, Ra with ura Gud, Hard blue paste E54 18 i I aor at sides ‘Gone brown 30 1p mA-MeN-nudeR, Bes and two captives ‘Gonewhite E30 uo r Repeated. Revers, Bes and two baboons awards, Lab. Green “Flat mH Revere samen tow of ices Green Fat ne Border of loops, Gove wit, Baton an And reversed flow green La 10 BH Postery. Dirty bluegreen. Handle 5 ; Porters. luegreen J. 30 
ae 5 Repeated. Pyramidal back, pieread Pottery. "Bue-green.  Pyraaid 4 Reverse, head of Bes Pottery. Bitegren Bes uh Zed betteen trae above below Bleper between onbhe Badwards, Pottery, Bluegreen —W. 16 
149 (Ra) -EN-rnErER On handle of strum ottery. Bie 

QUEEN HOTSHEPSI 
4350 ONMIL METER ENT EDT TAUI NOT:SHERSE AMES sR Tiving, divine wife, Lady of bh lands Hotshepi beloved of Amen Pottery. atk violet. Bead 

38:6, PRIVATE NAMES 
  

  

  

     

  

  

    

  

  

"Keroro the get garden of Aon and Mat, har oe palace of the hing of bth ‘So beara nea 2 gun fai Merwe, Yop Vr eae Da Bon er 28 © tn ron the of the pace at Bhack pepe Hs uke ita, iter mkt onder Tabs 1 ‘Gone wie. Brien 2 Shs Mesure Serie ofthe hing, Amery Bling Eg r ‘i 8 & sti, wr ne work Ivory, stained gre V3 Stati heven ae eee Gone white 3.63 J MER ANU NE Aux, sex-xEFERC, Keeper of the cle of Amen, Senora Rabe Hard Mack limestone Hl. 80 x RIINEWU-novER-wereRs,aKI-A0, SKB sane “help nr, ded hat, judge he teary Gone lt 1. 99 5 “er aro (tame, Hots creates the body") Gone grey 0 x Mewscja Gone brown 1 x Tusa imenhsp * Gonewie Fo 7d ° Gone white Fa * 4 Gone bil Efe ° : : Gone white | 2:57 £ Pottery, Blocgreen. Broken Scan wi-wena aKor-RnuR, The Osis Min- net jstifd Sel. GoncSrite Handle
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187 18:7. AMENHETEP tt 
x acoK-niErERG, wos sy-xEFER “Amethlep IT, born at Memphis Gone brown F. 24 : en RR RA nO BAST RA ‘sof Re, ving im (atare (hth nome eit) Green F. 62 13 mvoK-xuprent, na TAF BC UAT ZESER KO, A. of the Beng of Rein Thole rity apdaring Kahan, Gren i. 62 4 nok nner, Mk (aexse1) werenr, xa(o) SEB. A. lcd by Ran the goat : rs 0} food : cee, coe mite Foon 

wr Uast, EH MEPS, AMES MER. A prince of Thebes, migy Dor osl by Amen ae Zurcb, Green 6x 6 Tit MUA PEDETU Ix, A. prince of Thc, beating the g bose’ Green Fe 37 Z A Ranjedaion of the gots? “Gone white EZ Hpi of ok lade Gone white E65 9 tes sere rer, A Bonop nen Became his father Grob Green F.9f a” SEB acres, AMES stm, AZo mighty and rant, Lone by Aen Biuegren — Urat 5 wy a ane omnes ume aus a we ma «Wp Heliopolis = crated by Amen, sng Big of rine. Aen, ing ahd gatos “ Green Fat ra wmvok‘amnren suex tar, Rev. 4 entwined ura. A of the sone of Amex Gone own Fl 50 pean “A Eler Gone white 
u Mite soren we musnere, “goo gf, of age Bare suatite 
% evens sanding gue adoring“ ‘White imetone 
y SETER NEVER NED TACL. Spline. Reverse, name, ef with ura ‘Green 18 were Seren wen TAU RA-oK-KiEPERU, ural, Nop. Rev. hans sphinx and winged wracus ‘Gone brown Flat 

  

  

19 Neve NeFER NéB TAUI RA-OK-KUEERERU, sphine trampling on enemy Gonedb 62 28 RUOU-RIRTERU. "Reverse, name, NevER SEER NEDA. Sphinx on EB. Blue-green, bunt red-brown Flat n e Une and ses, Rev, name sreen sep ra.” Sphing walking (Green B Ton, Rev. name, falcon of Tuegreen, gone grey 25 xeren Soren, oeR TeHivrt, RL“OL RIEPERU. A. god god, loved by Thoth fe wie 3} Sure SK RA, Reverse, RU-OX-RIEPERG 2§ RAcoM-xieronv, Reverse son 3 A, lced by Amen     

  

Four rae 2 a seren ost A the ving got Durte 
3 , NETER NEFER 4 the got gat Pottery. Full Bae 
29 betwen feathers: 0, in serolls Pottery, dull Bae sieaite V. 13; x : ‘evvi sore Ka in row of eectes(Senusr 1) Steatite   

  2 ; Reverse, aes Ra Pottery. Dirty 
35.34.35,3637 RA-oh-wurremo Dark blue glass, Black limestone, Gone brown. Pottery, Blue Pottery, Bue. H. 8; 2 743 Uaat : Rana     38 RA-OK-nuEPERU between traci Gone white 
» Reverse, ae SnErEe neg Uast. A. prince of Thebes Gone white 
2. Foundation depont fom temple of Amenhetep HT at Thebes Timestone 
4 awesuitror, Foundation deposit from temple of Amenhetep HE at Thebes Limestone 

18:8. 388, TEHUTMES IV 

  

vent, vo state sem, T. shining om ery led ME CY eM Gone white E89 
2 RA-MEN-AIRPERY UsER KO. 7. mighty in manifestations Gren 38) 3 {D005 Mm, Amen seated on each side. zeb ONKI on other edge Dea Fi an ig Gong wit ae 
4 S ing standing. Reverse, name, spin and winged Ura ren Fat 

Fi Rig Snding. Reverse, eros patter and ccs Gonewhite Fat 
hasten Per fathor te mighty Drilgeeen P62 

z Mapas aod edb Amon Chimps 
2 Bee tar T.afthe bene of men ‘Gone brown. 62 

9.10 7) owned with feathers and ura, uae at sides, NUB below. Name 
‘between uri “Gone brown F. 85,62 niz ith winged uraens Pottery Blue ‘Siver Vat, i 

5 ] SevERTAin, with a queen Neftarti,othersse uritows Edwards. Obsidian H. 
4



  

Lion ind scarab, “Live the Hors, the strong ball, uprising in Truth, Lord of the Double Crown, establishing 
laws, making teady both plains, Horus on Nubi, grat and mighty, siting th Seis, King of Upper and Lower 
Egypt, Ra-sED-tior, son of Ro, AMENETEP EQ UAST, granted life, and the royal wie TAIY who liveth, Reekon- 
{ng of tons brought by His Majesty in his shooting by himsl, beginning inthe Sst year upto the tenth yea, 
Hons, tribe, 102" Single tine between elytra, 

38-9. 
: Edwards, Bluestem F. 14 
2 Groen Poa 
3 Gone white, Broken 
4 Bluesgreen, Broken 

Marriage seavabs, Live the Horus, the strong bl, uprising in Trt, Lord ofthe Double Cre, establishing 
laws, making eady both pains, Horus on Nubt, great and anighty, smi   ing the Seti, King of Upper and Lower 
Egypt, na-wep-attor, son of Ro, aMENETEP uEQ VAST, granted life etemally, and the great royal wife A1Y who 
liveth, ‘The name of her father ¥UA, the name of her mother CAR, this who is the wile of aking strong and. 
famous his souther boundary as far as the land of Kary, the northem as far asthe lands of Nein.” Double 
or triple lines between elytra 

    

  

5, Under the eg, ight wesur Ra-xm-aKor left, Mes tary wards, Rich blue Fort 
6 (Cton Price 1209) Green Fax 
7 Gone white. 
{8 Tank inscription. A tragment with parts of 4th tooth lines, agreeing withthe spacing 

‘of the Vatican example Green 
19 acko ascarab with ma-wen-sHor under the legs on each side, (Not figured) Gone white G2 

to muadlor-¥E8, KA NER, The strong bu (Faleon nam) Gone white Fez 
mg near, Prince of Princes (Paleon name) Bright bos, Broken 

12, lo #3 kor. Uprising in Trth (Falcon name) Gone white F.70 
13m MBS NETERU MERE. Bor ofall he gods (Paleon name) Gone white F.79
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19, 

CATALOGUE OF SCARARS. 

18:9. AMENHETEP 111 (continued) 
14 mantlor-wen, snes (ee, 

5 
6 
7 

23 
4 

25 

26 
7 
38 

mio savvore 

  

eg vast 
eveny sey mer oft sn, 

rau ateg PXUr NETERU xED MER. 

SES EQ WAST MER, 

aes Aker a, 
[SESUE BAT RA MMKOT-NER AMEN-RA MER, 
a-alor-nes, 

ake PE ER, 

BA TAT. 

A, Evablishing laws, (Nekleb and Vazet name) 
Pottery. Gone white 

   

  

A, Making tas Pottery, Gree, 
A, Bor at Thebes Gone brown 

A. Seiving Singar Fat Bue 
Establishing Anu Biue 

A. The fear of him iin the lands Greenbive 
A. Rising Hike the sn Gone white 

A. Repeting miltons Gone brown 

  

Poserf and strong Green 
A Prince of Thebes Green 

A. By al the gods ofthe palace, Beloved 
Grob, Pate green 

A. By Prah prince ofthe mas fall the 
gots, boned Grey-bue 

  

By Amen-ra, Boel Green 
A. By Amen prince of Thebes, beloxed Gone brown 
A, Strengthened by Amen Gone white 

  

A. By Amen ofthe Eas, beloved Gone back 
‘King A. by Amon-ra dosed Pottery, Dark bite 
Asef the subtonceof Amen Gone white 
A. By the Spirits of Bue, beloed Gone white 
A. By Unt heb (9) bool Gone brown 
A By Basel blind Gone white and grey 
A. By Mul mistress of heaven, beloved Gone white 
A. By Menu Lord of Thebes, blood 

Edwards. Green-bive 
A, By Nebel beloved Gone grey 
A Of the sdstance of Ra Gone white 

Ko 
Ko 
Es 
Page 

Kw 
ist 
Faas 

  

B36 

Fas 
Rb 
Rss 

Broken 
EG 
Moo 
R79 
Riss. 
Es 
8 
K.86 

En 
Es 
Fas



» 

fa 

4 
" 
“8 
“4 
5 

6 
a 

” 

st 
3 
ss 
st 

y
a
s
e
e
s
a
r
e
a
s
 

  

° 38-9, AMENHETEP HI (conuined) 

narsemttor uarien ster nerert aren. A. By Hathor mistress of Hetep, bdoved 
(The above isa blunder for the following type) Gone ight beown 

io MATHER SEAT nETEP HEME MERY. A. By Hethor mistress of Belbeys,blosed 

                

Green 
mess ates A. By Kons beloved Gone ight brown, 
URSSU TENUHE MER, A. By Khonsw and Tahu, beloved Green 
sexaser sent aor wen, A. By Sebel mistress of truth, bled Blue green 

fe DUK HER REST ‘A, The morning sar rising on Fey Gone grey 
Dib str EM PER ATER AMES. A. Filling the granaries in the house 

of his father Amen Clay impression 
aeMIOr-NER NEB AR KIT. A Lord of ection Biogecen E.33 

_ are: 5 Gone white E32 
Pottery. Green B33 

= Pottery, Dark violet E32 
Pottery. Green E32 

* Edwards, Pottery, Blue green K-40 
ks Pottery. Gone white K. 40 

A-aKOr NED, NED SED HEB. A, Lord ofthe Sed festivat Gone brown E99 
NETER NEFER, NEB TAUL, RA-MEKOT-NEB, RHO NEFERUT 
(Good God, Lord ofboth lands, Amenhele, appearing very exellently Pottery. Grey 6.36 
nA-MIOT-NED, NEB ROU, A, Lord of epiphanies Grey blue Broken 

ef 2 ive, burnt rod o2 
rer rer spre, A. Subuing countries Gone bul 24 
xu 190. A. Lion of princes Gone white F.9¢ 

swmesiterer aor in cartouche, King on throne carried by four men trampling on to 
captives Gone white V. 32 
na-nEpeatlor, AMEN MERY. A, beloved by Amon Gren E42 

AMEN, EX RA ER, A, leloed by men blandered Gone brown E75, 
eser BAT RA-MHOT-NEW AMTEN-RA SEVER NE. King A. approved by Amen Gone brown E26 
a-aHO-NED AMEN TAT A of the sbtanc of Armen Gone own 6.36 

RATT. Ac of the sbstece of Ra Green E.7t 
Aner standing Gonegey 6. 6 

fe PIANC ER, A, Loved by Pioh Grob, with x8-10:5 Silver Ring 
1) wizPen st, between four winged gen, Legs perced through. Pottery. Gone brown F.23 

betmeen feathers and rack Edwards, Gren X 60 
Stitch hols for sewing on royal garment) Gold Sheet 

Bera of bronze Ring 
. Green F.6r 
Ss Gone white Y. 30 

Pottery. Gone brown F.72 
Steatite Broken 
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8-9 18-9, ANENHETEP 11 (continued) 
75. esihor xe Gone brown 
PSM Gone brown 
7 e Bawards. Dank green 
8 ‘i Fayum, Green fdbpar 
» a Pottery. Olive 
& : Pottery. Light-blue 
St) and half ofa similar) Pottery. Blac grey 
ye Tell Amarna. Pottery. Rough blue 
83 maven ator Dark green 
Sy RuNeRwhor Blue-green 
noes Beaha, Pottery. Rough dull blue 
86 wlor-rran-xew Blue glass 
87 Ra-ador-see Grey-biue 
8s ich violet, 

oa Dall blue-green 
oe Gone white 
ox " Green-blue 
G2 sever Serre RU-sKor-xEe Gone white 
93. Ra-alor-NEw Pottery. Blue 
* Reverse, oxkit NER, Hawkehead of Ra Pottery. Lilac Flat 
en Blue paste Z. 94 
See Bought at Jerusalem, Pottery. Olive Z.97 
7 RA-NEH:DKOr (in Feit) Pottery. Green-blue Flat 
oS RiiKor-NER, Revere, Tat Green Flat 
0 Reverse, ig UAST. Prince of Thebes Bue glass Flat 

300 Ra written as a uracas Gurob, Pottery. Deep blue Curved 
wor Edwards, Sard. Cylinder 
Ba, bis Blue Urat 
Bes ss Green-blue—Uzat 
oy Groen Usat 
Fos (in roti, With stiteh-holes to fx on dress, Pottery. Dark violet Flat 
eee (inetiet) Pottery. Brown-violet 
pa with ural Grob, Pottery. Light blue 
Basie Pottery, Dark violet Ring 
repo Pottery, Violet Rings 
nr Pottery. Yellow Ring 
a Pottery, Groen Ring 
agg i Pottery. Violet Ring 
a ae Pottery. Light blue Ring 
pases Found under threshold, chapel of Ussmes, Thebes, Pottery. Dark blue Ring 
6 ‘Tell Amana, Pottery. Blue Ring 
ay Raasauraees Pottery. Applegreen Ring 
8) opennoe dwards, Pottery. Blue Ring 
9 ‘EQ aor, Prince of Truth Gurob, Pottery, Light blue Ring 
Boo ‘Bronze Ring 
ut Bronze Ring 
ma un, Top ofl? Pottery. all bloe 
123 weren Sevem waralor-si ‘Tell Amarna, Part of bowl, Blue paste 

5



saw CATALOGUE OF ScARABS 

8.0. 38:9, AMENHETEP IT (contnnci 
24 NBTER NEVER RA-MoT-(VER) SK RA AMENETER EQ UAST. 

The Good God Maot nebra, son of Ra 
ag waselor-snn, Reverse sESHETEE 

  

AMESHETE HEQ AST, 
ra 1 Worn away. Re 
us sera ng vast. 
ao) USER meg. 
sy, meg wast. 

Ee 
mo 

  

nS 
mo c 
iy, Reverse, uraens 
Bs a 
a a 140 Asesierer weg AST HE MER 

    

  

Amenhiep Prince of Thebes Stoneware, Violet 
Gone butt 

Amenketep Prince of Thetes Pottery, Gone grey 
verse ONKI 250, Firm of life. Ptah standing. Steatite 
Amenkctp, divine prince of Thebes Steatte 
‘Av mighty one of princes. Legs perce through Gone brown 
A, Prince of Thebes Green   

‘i Gone brown Dark green 
Gass Light blue 
Paste. Datk blue 

Pottery. Light blue 
ei Pottery. Light green and sere, winged sn above Edwards, atk green 

1A. Prince of Thebes sul 
i Edwards, Blue green 

A Princ of Thebes, loved by Horus 
Handle, Amarna, Violet glass 

  

    

14 AMESHETED SETEP NE RA, Ac apprised by Re Gone white E, worn 
142 sates (nerEP?) ams thor, ‘A born of Mat Pottery. Light green "6.20 
243 AMES-RAJETED, MOT USER. Bargue Pierced, hollow inside, Gone brown Broken 
iad avescueree Pottery. Green blue E74 
us ‘ska, A, Son of Re Gone white KS 
ub Gone brown H.34 
Pe MERE ice Pottery. Green, Gone browa Flat 
248 soces easneteD kor Silver Ring 

QUEEN TALY WITH AMENHETEP 111 
149 NETER NEPER RAMULOT-NED, NESUT WENT TATY, ONKGL DA EA MA 

‘Good God, Maot-nebra, Royal wife Tay, granted life lke Ra ight green E12 
g0 Similar, but ending osicn Da zErtA. Graned life erally Gone white Broken 
1251. Similar, but no lower line Pottery. Light green K. 40 
ge mantfor-NiD incised, Reverse, rary in elie Potter. Applogreen Flat 
3ap buador-veo NED NEF NEzeu, Rev. Sur war tAIY. A. Lord of te sweet wind Gone white Flat 

SUT MEME TALY. A. prince of Thebes, Royal wife Taly Full lve Flat   4 AMENMETER HQ UAT, 

QUEEN TAIY ALONE 
355,296 XESUT MENT URE, TAN 
457) SHSUT HEMT TAIY O8KIL TAT. 
8 4359 NESUT uEwr tary, 
2) Toya 
Roca awstats, 
eae va 
9 
304 Tay 
Boia aes 
ay 
13 weir-ta-new, Princess Hent-ta-neb 

    

‘Roya wife, Great one, Tay Gone white E. 
Royal wife, Tay, he ving Pottery. Dark b 

Sere. Pottery. Full blue 
Roya wife Tay Pottery. Blue faded 

f Dark green 
E Edwards, Dark green 

Gone brown 
Gone white 

‘Tell Amarna, Pottery. Violet 
Pottery. Green 

cakite 
Brown shelly limestone 

From a kobl tube, Light blue on dark violet 
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8-0. 3810, AMENHETEP 1V (AKHENATEN) 
1 RACMIFER-KIEPERE, UO-XE:RA; AMENHETER NETER NPQ CAST, Traces of Aten names above "Amenbotep knesling upholding the Aten names." Most natural head fo scarab Gone white 

  

   
    

     
   

    

    

  

‘Nelrcbhepernra‘Uoenese,, Amonbasp vine prince of Theis Gone whit 3. Same “ans tara ME. Ae ote of Amen Tell Amara, Gone own 
4 Same, fio-wa-na A Uprising tte Re ine 4 “Amennotep seated before Miot and Ra, Found with silver ting 38-9:66, t Guo Silver 8 Rasnrme'annrnxe, vo-vtens, sor "Tal Amara. Hise 
7 testine-cnnpene Biue-green a Tel Amarma, Pottery, Targus 9 Amenhotcp seated as youthl prince Gold 

AKHENATEN after Conversion (RA-NEFER-KHEPERU, UO-NE-ATEN termed nante below) 
10 Name, BEX Osu vo-sE-RA, ... Glory ofthe living. Akenaten seated before the Aten i. z “hay salng a2 Name, ony sx ven ates. Chie of he fering i the temple of Aten (an oficial) Chay sealing 22 suurren Sn Ova, ATE “hor onl of bet ttt hy en hse gokd Ring 35 Numa ares ne ‘Sov of a’ mankind ronse Ring 24 Name. Winged uracos Tall Amarna, Bros Ring Serre Breath of alt ronas Ring tubs, En, gaele Tronae ing jin two sae Facon, Bul, we, a side sor wen ronse Ring “ites the Hors of the brine, led by Maot | Basegokd__ Ring 

  

‘Pottery. Dark blue. “Edwards, Pale blue’ 2. 70,2, Violet glass. Pottery; applegreen’” "Rings 
ay Name ‘Tel Amara, “Edwards Pottery. Darkviolet King 24,25,26,07,28 Name Tell Amarna, Pottery. Dark vilet. Ring Bronze Rings ‘Te Amarna, Pottery. Light blue Flat 29 Name (no figure Vay minnie, part beat Biss Flat 
D Name, Weta tac “tom Pendant, Ful bive | Fat 
i Nome, pat of wand (oofgace) "'Potery“Applegrem Curved Name fragmento aed work “oo hgur) ive “Pat & smcuanes, “Tal Atnarma, Body sarb rom {he mummy. Silver plateon brown quarts. 8) 
Beers "Knob from Dix.” Pottery,” Gone ove grey 
Be 2 Tetery, vies Petry se Rings 

QUEEN NEFERYTAL 
1937, SESUT MEME, ATEN-NEFER:NEFERU, NEFERIYTAL Royal wife Neer   Pottery pendant. Ful blue 

    
8 ares-saran-verens Fetes Dank bie S ‘SereervTat Par. Welw Bag aris aerennarine sa Pottery, Yelm, el nd vite Gein ownararwnna, Living tay ie evan” Rina gen Sern ‘oxy (ated iy cao), Grad oye we wii. Vit Ring 2ST am lvards. Potery. Vil inlay in white From vane 

NAMES OF THE ATEN 

  

4546-47, oxen ug aXwaurt wor ex afk Pottery, Fullbloe, Grem. Rel Flat 
ite fice of hy hans, reiig ine rio 48,49, 59, EMC RENEE Bu SUU ExT Bae ATEN ‘Bronse.” Pottery, Full lue, Bright yelow Flat 
"is wame of Heat which isn the Aen. 

451,52 The above names ‘Tell Amarna, Parts of vases. Blue gles, Alabaster 33° Avex nen ost zer weaeu (name of the Aten) .. 5 (SENEIG)rAL ONKUET ze¥TA Alabaster base 
  "Ate the eat lisng, ater of mankind, the Aten, Ne living deal. 

PRINCESS MERTATEN 
54.55 ATEN weer Pottery. Blue Rings



saw CATALOGUE OF ScaRADS 

PRINCESS ONKHS-NE-PA-ATEN 
$6,57,58 ONKUS-NE-PAsATES ‘Tell Amarna, Pottery. Violet, green, yellow Rings 

Sn. 1S, SMENKH-KA-KHEPERU-ATEN 
1,2,3.ATEN-OSKIKNEPERU MER ATEN -SEFER-RUEPERC. Beloved by ABBevaten 

Pottery, Biue(a), Red Rings      
  

ATES-ONKI-KHEPERE MER CO-NE-RA, Deloed by Ablenaton Pottery. Blue, Applegreen Rings 
Ke Pottery. Blue Rings 

(9 PEE-AYEN-OSRIKHEFERC, ATEN SESKILKA-KIEFERE Chay sealing 
120,18 ATES SESHOI-KA-RHEFER. Aten cases fo be made the ha of created things Pottery. Blue Rings   

QUEEN MERTATEN 
22 Tex-enr (Determined by the heiress-queen with dou Elcfeathers) Pottery. Grey-blve Ring   

8-12. 384 
2 ATES-wurvenu-sen, between ura of Upper and Lower 

TUT-ONKHLATEN (changed to AMEN) 
pt Part of wand, Pottery, Violet Curved 

  

  

     

     

2 : : ‘Knob handle of box, Pottery. Grom in violet 
Bris Pottery. Gone white, Fullblue, Faded be, Yellow Flat 
7 Gurob. Glass Violet 
5 ‘ Detween urai Pottery, Blue Ring 
° rf ng stor. Prince of Trath Pottery. lve Ring 

10 i: Seven seven. The good God Edwards, Pottery. Blue Ring 
ary Kheper winged Pottery. Dark violet, Bronze Ring m4 : inreliet Pottery. Rich dark blue. Fullue Ring 
15,16,17 ince Pottery. Full lve, Grey-blue. Red Ring 
18 stes-sen-nereR Pottery. Blac 
19 ATEN RUEPERU-NEB Terracotta mould 

‘TUT-ONKH-AMEN ater Conversion 
20 eAsxuEreRU-xED meg aor. Prince of Trth Gone white F.25 
21 RUKKEPERO-SED, RE-P-SP-HER-RUET-SETERU-E Pottery. Gone white Ring 

His speach canss to fel awe of the things of his gods 
22, RACNED-RIEPERU TAT RA Of the substance of Pottery, Fullblue Ring 
23,24, RA-SED-KIIRFERU AMES TAR, the substonce of Amen Pottery. Blue. Yelowgreen Ring 

  

  

  

  

  

   

25 aMES-nA-QulrERU-XED Pottery: Blue Ring 
26 RUNED-KIEPERU, MER PTA NEB wor. Beloved of Pah ord of truth ‘Bronze Ring 
27,28, 29 AEN-ONKII-TUT 11hg AN NESUT, Prince of Heiolis, King Pottery. Violet. Blue(2) Ring 
» ‘Terscotta mould 
x : "Feathers above, xup below. Knob handle. Stoneware. Violet 

QUEEN AMEN-ONKHS (Formerly Princess Onkhsnepaaten) 
32,33 AMEN-OvRS Pottery. Oliveigreen. Bluegreen E.75,1 44 
34.35 AMES ONKS-ME Pottery. Full bas, ragment applegeeen King 

38:13. 3813, AY 
1 RA-RIEPER-KUEPERU AR shor aMEN oiER. Beloved by Amen Green 6.38 
2 fe, Between rach Gone white F753 
3  SRYER NEFER, The good God Green F.73 
4 ra. The Prince Pottery. Dall green Broken 5 wats Bluegren W537 
7s esthor Pottery. Bive King 
8. RA-RiTRPER-RHEPERU-AMEN. «= ‘Stamp on pottery jar handle 
9 ETN ATEE, AY, NETER AK slot. Divine father Ay, the God making truth Gurob, Pottery. Blue Ring   

10 NEVER ATEE, AY, NETER HEQ UAST, The god, price of Thebes Pottery. Dall blue Ring



 



 



 



 



  

  

    

       

8.44 18:14, HEREMHEB 

i Approved by Ra, Erecting oeits in the tonple of Amen Gone butt E74 
Serra, XO" te Betoed by Mast, In gold mount Blue F.05 

43. None soreeesivan. neg aor, seren seres, sen ratt. Price of Pratt  OBee grey 0g 
48 ee ine ahr Prince of Prath Gone diab. 8 
ee Seren The god Edwards, Bvegreen ‘ Greeti 7 Gone white Ht Ft 
& s-o8-xueren (Amenhetep 1?) Gone grey X99 
9 1 amare Pottery, Light green in welet Bead 

xe 7) neg adr Pottery. Dull bine Ring 
n ee i eit Pottery, Violet Ring 
u Pottery. Dull blue Ring 

15,14, Namo Seven-ve-ns in rebel Pottery, Blue. Green, “Green Ring 1 Nate Fdwasds, Pottery. Green‘ius Ring 
Y Z Powteye Blue Rit 
x eg sor, awes-stee-x, MERCED, a a 

ipproced of Ra, Prince of Trth, Beloved by samen, Heremhed Pate, Gren fant, obra SERA, MPRA, HERE Porterys Light bive Flat 21 22 sone, hse Pottery. In relef greet. Dull bide (2) King 2) kveecre-yateen, sete seks Terracotta mould Bas ams seese, heen Terracotta mould 
  rin, cenae-ME-RA, between two figures of Tehuti Alabaster tablet, pectoral? Flat yellow and ref ilay in whites Reverse, King and wai ie Pottery. Whit in faded purple 

  

(QUEEN NEZEMT-MUT 
25-29 MUr-NEzI, queen seated Pottery. Green, Gone white Ring 

PRIVATE NAMES. 

  

  

39 AY Mor-KWERU, srstn® ZN(Q)EK. <A justified, receive thw...» From stip on a mummy oy soma ‘Reverie, Ay, ink «aston top, sirim on base edge Pottery. Black on blue 
31 Mp EDU Asan won sy zest ams and abbreviated heart chapter ‘Speech ofthe Osiris, heaper of the elle, Tebuimes Lami K. 82 32 WAU SR Mea The Ho dawn i Backs tw ey cvet, Bene 

    

20h DUNE ASAR AUP-NE-REM-NEN, Name Aufnerem-neheh, and. abbreviated fe weet glass plate The crystal was lined with gold foi, resin, and with the plate Belo, it formed a heart in a pectoral. Gurob 
  

    

XIN DYNASTY 19-1. RAMESSU I 

  

  

  

1 a, anes ive paste ¥. 75 : ‘ust Se Gonebat FB 3 ms Gren Z 
i Gonevnte Peer Edwards, Gob, Pottery. Bite 8 The'Falon on wu, masses Gren Fe 9 uesena. Baboon Gren a4 & cern ses Gach, Green Fo 
9 Rants uhor en ake Blnepate 1 28 20 maaan ‘ery Dall great i mans “Feracotta ould 

16



    

  

19:2, 192, SETY 
‘oskit NEtER NOFER, NED TAU, RA-MAOT-MEN, PTA NER MKOT MER, SK RA NEB KHOU 
Lite the Good God, Lod of bth lands, Men-maotra, by Piahlnd of truth loved, Son of 
a, Lerd of cpiphanes, Sey etek Het ere rar MER-Se PTA OMKNET eM FER. Smooth ovoid back, for deposit ‘or inlay. Temple of Sey Memeplah, named Ptah glorious tn the temple   

      

  

Gone white, Cylinder 

Pottery. Green inlay in purple Curved 
lositt NeteR SEFER, NEB TAC, RA:aor-we, wePER NER, RannUt uraeas, Scten weree, sem ravt, Royal sphing Bue Flat 
(en) zaur Rica stor Piece of vase, Lahun, Pottery. Blue Seren sere seo rath na-athor-tex ox pa Pendant. Gurob. Pottery. Blue RAsor-MEN, eg CAST Prince of Thees ‘Gone white ateNadior, sever Se (Ra), 29 Bae statite macdlor sree, xem. Two fetters Pottery, “Gone brows asesachor, “Two feathers and ural ‘Gone white Uren Gone white fe sere Pottery. Gone brows RarwXGT 3, PEA MER Beloved by Prak ‘Gone white ustexatior, ta S Gone white Raatlor ste Gone whit sowatkor' as Gone white ewes aekor Gurob, Gone white Reverse, soso: RNET-NE, Property of the King. xavth dynasty? Applegreen between crown “Gurob, Tar green 

  

acsihdr-tes between clowned traci with ox ob handle, Stoneware” Violet laze 
z end Potays Boe aacuri-atfor, neg ator Pottery. Laght blue aso a Poutre Bise Pottery. Blue Pottery. Blue nai en serv, stor neg. Scarab head (foot of inscription Potter Bie esniorses, Frat 32K Ser¥, Beloved of Pak ey Pottery. Voit 
: : Pottery. Violet serv siee-xe-rrat otay. Begin Sey en Pra Pottery. el Skea, Aes MER, srry 

  

  

Son of Ra, bowed by Amen, Sdy Pottery. Violet in bide we 

  

Prait ee sen Birards. Pott rast SEY SER Edwards Gor, Potted: Blue PIAL MER SErY SE Pottery. Blue 
Sety the God Pottery. Blue 

Reissue of TEHUTMES IIL 
RA-MEs stor seven, Double reading. T. Hand Sety Blue green BASEN SHOT, RAMEN RIEPER Gone white RAMOS REFER) RA-MAOT- MEX, SETEP-NE-RA Gone white very coarse Gone white » Edwards. Gone drab, Gone red-brown. N78, 

Probably later issues of Sety 1 a-wn-athor, Bes between baboons Gone yellow RA-MEN-AKKOT, ER KOT The tne Hors Gone’ SiN Mion na Sphinx. Reverse, a-kisRER-MXOT Pottery. ‘Biv 

QUEEN TUA 
ma Te Gone white 

  

Fat 

Ly»
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‘CATALOGUE OF SCARARS x 

92 19:2. SETY I and RAMESSU I 19:3. 
RA-USER:SUOT SETER-NE-RA, RA-3KOT- RN Red jasper Ring 
47.48 RAVUSER—MENMMOT, SETEP-NESRA Gone white (2. Gone bull, F. 42,6. 76,6. 74 

é ‘Reverse, xine between fathers in rope 
onder Gone brown Flat 

: Edwards. Gone brown 2.05, 
vse -ahor-as Ra Pottery. Gone white N.22 
sna-Usem-aAOT, RA MES: KOT SETEF-NE-RA Gone brown Uzat 
a-vsrR Mex —MKor, SETH Gone brown 
acuseR aor, SETE-NE-RA, Ra standing, Reverse, A:ME%-kuzpeR, Tabutmes IIT 
‘tanaing Gone white Flat 

93 19:3. RAMESSU IL 
‘The Horus kA Noni SERUM Pasrt, Strong bull, powerful and mighty (Falcon name) 

NNekhebt and Unzet on plants at ses, sun with uraci in middle Bronze Flat 
PER-NE-FTAM, RAMESSU MER AEN, ‘Temple of Ptah, Ramess loved by Amen 
[NESUT BAT, RA“GoUR StKoT, SETEP-NE-RA, 9A Ry RAMESSU MER AMES 
‘O8nIE DA RA MA ZETA, Given lifelike Ra clermaly Pottery. Bluogeeen E18 
[EYER NEFER, NED TAUL, RACUSER-MNOY, SETER-NE-RA, FEE PET SEMTU, 

‘Siting ands. Set, Kamesso, Amen, and Ra hand in hand) Gone white F. 27 
AWESGU MER AMEN FEY PEP SEOTTU NéD. Satin al ands Gone grey 65 (siren) sien, xem TAU, RA-USER-stor, SETER-NE-RA, PET PET SESTU Gone white Fo 72 
RALUSER-MAOT, SETER-ME-RA, san OsKit ME Tea. Living prince ofthe perf Gone white V. 25 

NEDO, PETER, NUD MER. Great Lord, he God, loved 
wy si Black steatite EB. 7 

[NED TAUI RA-USER: oT, NEB SED HEB aA TATUNEN. Lond ofthe Se feast lke Tanen Gone white 
Reverse, Head of Hathor. 

  

  

RA-USER DUO, SETEP-NE-RA. King belore Ra. Sun and uraei above Grey statite 
a King offering to ram-beaded standard of Amen Gone white 
3 : King ofiering to baboon of Tehuti ‘Gurob, Green ue 

: King ofering Mit (0 baboon Gurob, Blue 
: E us Gone white 

tf eri Baboon sedted, Tebuli wer keloced Gurob. Gone white 
won A NvER, Rennut, and Ptah. (Period of Ramess I) Gone white 
RA-USER-AOT, SETEE-NE-RA. King ofring to Reanut, Gone white 

= . ever, Reanut Green 
ran” Bearded ba on so, Ptah and King Gone white 

vas oxsa uss, King kneting fering Mot. Falcon behind Tell Yehuiyeh, Gone white 
RA-USER-MKOT, SETEP-NE-RA. King between Ptah and Tehuti Edwards. Gone grey 
RA TAU, RA-USER-MKOT MER NUR, Loved by Se, Edwards, Gone brown 
sukor. King and Ra Gurob, Green-bie 
RA-USER-MAOT, SETEP-NE-RA Recfaleon NEB Green-blue 
Sor. King smiting enemy, lon below, ax behind Gone brown 
za-usem-sKor, King smiting enemy, Ra-aleon behind Gone white 
Ra-UsER.aor, serEr-s-Ra between feathers, Reverse, king in chariot Gone white 

NE TAU, RA-USER-MAOT, SEH-NE-RA NETER NEFER. Sphinx walking Gone grey 
ficesensdor seer s-ns repeated, Spx cochant, Maot on hand, Fann behind 

one grey 
ing adoring Tehut, Reverse, xuEresi sav, crocodile below. 

‘Srong oe of Hons Gone white 
SETEPNE-RA, King seated Gone bull 

= Ring standing Gone white 

 



    

  

        

li ‘CATALOGUE OF SCARABS 
19°3. 19:3. RAMESSU II (continued) 

$2 RALUSER-MKoT, sETEP-NE-RA. Ra standing. Reverse, Sphinx holding Miot Green Flat 
3 King standing Gurob, Gone white Worn 
4 King standing, Reverse, Baboon Edwards, Green Broken 
35 King standing Edwards, Gone grey E75 
36 = aoe orER, Loved by Amen Gone white E.? 
7 Jasper in gold ring HL. 42, 

38 5 sKast Gone white Cylinder 
30 Ra standing Green P. 50 
40. NESUT BAT, RA-USER-AIA0T NEB, The finest work known so late Gone white. 8r 
4X NETER NEFER, NED TAUI, RA-USER-MKOT SETEP-NERA Green G.8 
a A Gone white F. 26 
43.44 RA-UsER-aNKoT, seTEP-NE-RA. (No. 44 since exchanged away) Carnelian in gold ring H. 56 

45 i in scroll border Gurob. Gi 
46.478 in border of circles Fall blue, blue, green, W. 86, 
49.50.50 _ a ‘All gone white, P. 502, V. 27, K. 
2 2 a in rope border Gone white Y. 10 

33 ‘winged scarab Gone white R48 
st between solar uraci, on back, front broken Green K.16 

55 ” between uraci Gone brown F. 67 
36,57. 38 Gone brown (2) Green. F. 

59,60, 6r Allfrom Gurob, Edwards, Green. Gone brown. Blue-green, worn (2) F.93, 
cs Gurob, Dark blue glass, Baboon 
65, 64, 65, Brown jasper. Green, Gone brown, H. 94, Vs 63, Ge 44 
6,67,68 a All gone bull, Fish, G. 44, G.44 
6 & ‘ Gone white M. 90 
p 3 Pottery. Green 1. 40 
™ . Gurob, Pottery. Green 1. 4o 
n Gurob. Pottery. Green 1. 4o 
BITS Gone grey. Gone white. Greemblue, Z, 8, Z. 3, Broken 
76.71.78 Allpottery, Blue Flat 
nm Pottery. Green Flat 
80, solar uraci on side edge Brown limestone Ring 
sr Relief signs Gurob, Pottery, Blue Ring 
82 Gurob, Pottery, Full blue Ring 
83 Pottery. Full blue Ring 
ee Pottery, Gone white Ring 
85 ” Pottery. Blue, with purple ring Ring 
86 5 Knob handle, Pottery. Green in violet gone grey Knob 
& ” ” Green paste Uzat 
88 a ‘Terracotta impression 
8% » » Terracotta mould 
(9p RA-USER-wKOT NEFER NEB, Ra in barque, Fine work also on back Gone brown B49 
x NEE Gone white _F. 8 
oe Kor Gone brown. Broken 
3 ‘Ra with uraei Pottery. Gone brown N22 

oe ” Edwards, Gone bul F. 7 
95 ™ Gone bust F.34 
6 SUPER NEB awards, Gone bull H. 64 
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93. 19-3. RAMESSU IT (continued) op Ravvsem-asor NEB Gone butt 
Blue paste 

between flowers Green 
= 2 finely cut, showing eyes to scarab Gone white 

Gone brown 
103,104 All gone white. Ri 32H 
‘stm-aAOr-Ra in order of pronunciation, Pierced through at sides Gone grey 
RA-USER-AOF Gone white 

Edwards, Green 
109,110 Pottery, blue; pottery, gone white; Prussian blue glass, H. 32, N. 46 

over sem Pottery.” Violet 
between trae, Reverse AMEN NEPRIC ES Grey steatite 

13. [am base of ha Grey duite 
my  SeEDwE-RAL Sphinx of Menta Red sper 

Personal Name 
115 NED RHOU RAMESSU AMEN MER. Royal Sphinx Laat 
HG RA-USER-OUOF, ETEP-NEoRA, MUT MER; RAMESSU, AMEN MER, MERAKIETE MER 38(8) 

Balosed of Mut Beloved of Amen ard Heri ike Ra Pale red agate 
RACUSER-MAOT, SETED-NESRA, RAMESSU AMEN MER Red jasper 

: Revense Pottery. Violet 
19 ; Reverse ‘Gone white 
20 Reverse Pottery. Green    nr two cartouche side by side Pottery. Blue     

  

  

  

  

N20 
Wier 
Eas 

  

6.62 
Ep 

Broien 
Flat 
Flat 

  

Gurob. “Clay impression 

  

123 RAWESSU, AMEN ER Ramesscum, Obsidian Broken 
nuns, (024 not figured, simi) 

Edwards, Gurob, Pottery, Darkblue, Gurob. Green. G.12,G. 22 
mn Bluegreen 95, BEM ics. Gurob, Pottery. Greemblue E92 
Basle) Pendant, Pottery. Blue Flat 
=e Back seatite Handle 
130 ammpest foundation deposit Potwry. Blue Flat 
23E sores Sx mas (se) Pottery. Viletin biue Bead 
132 ys Green F6r 
333, Rusts Em ates Pottery. Green-brown —N. 54 134 AEN-RA MER, RES Pouery. ‘Blue Ring 
Fae 2 Pottery. Violet Ring 
330, RAMESH. King sealed Gone bull E75, 
457 awests a NTE. Ramese the god Gone brown E75, 
438 RaMsts. Reverse, similar Pottery. Blue at 
339 TU sk ms how art the som of Ra (probably ofthis reign) Gone white T. 57 
149 RA MES (ee Kgsb, axxo p"). Child of Ra, Very fine work on back, 

‘biter than No, 0 Gone brown E, 82 
QUEEN NEFERTART 

14 SUF NEFERART, WERENT. _Nefertar beloved of Mut Pottery. Red Flat 
42, NESUT MET NEFERAM. Royal wife, Nefrari Gone grey W. 10 
43, = % Burnt red 77 
a a A - Light bas W. 0 

145 = Hl Gone brown TF. 90 440 were uno evans, Divine wife Neferari ‘Dull green K. 64 
17 RA NETER HEY NEFERARU Gone white N44 

"7



149 

10 
1st 

132 

155 

54 

155 

230 

157 

238 
19 
xo 

161 
ea 
163 
164 

65 
166 

% 

‘SAM NED RESTAV. SEM, NESUT SK, RHOEUAS, 
To Osiris Lord of Resta, forthe High Priest, King's son, Khoomuas Amulet, Black Hornblend 

PRIVATE NAMES 

‘Kesher ofthe palace of the harem, Mayor, Vise, Pasar. 

  

  

Reverse, Pasar adoring MER'SK-ASt Gone white 
{AYN Sho, ER NUT, THAT, PASAR. Chief Justice, Mayor, Vivier, Pasar 

‘A similar bead with ox Czar repeated, Pottery, Black on green 
‘KO ER MEN, NETER HEN MHOT, MER NUT, THAT, NUFER-RENPET 
“Judge of the Nerth, prophet of Mast, Mayor, Vise, Nefer-renpe. 

Reverse, Rastdor-tsen, seTEP-NE-RA, Nefer-renpet adoring Méot Pottery. Blueblack 
“mK nator NEST HER NE ANN; NESUY SESH SHAT NE NEB TAUI; MER PER HEX UR NE 

  

  

   
  

Fan bearer on the right ofthe hing ; Royal scribe of ltrs ofthe hing: heer of the 
fret palaces of the south and north, RAXKSES-USER-HER-KILEESH Gone brown 

Reverse, The official with Set over him, adoring the name of RAMESES, Basket.work edge 
{THK RUE MER NESUT ANN; NESUT SESH MER PER MEN NE NER TAUI, MERTE-MES. 

Fan bearer ing’ right; raya seribe, beeper ofthe palace of the hing, Melimes, 
‘Mebti, two as Pottery. Bie 

‘Reverse, MSUT SES, MER PER MEX, MENTE-AES (ee above) 
[NESUT SES, MER PER UR, NESUT UPUTL SEMTU NED, NEZE, sHOT-RIERC 

‘Royal Scribe, heer of the palace, rayal messenger in all lands, Nezom, justified. 
  

  

Reverse, Neem adoring Sekhmet Peacock bive 
[ESOT SHSM MER FER MER NED DAK-NE-AMEN, Reverse, B. adoring meR-ARKCT 

Royal Serie, heeperof the palace ofthe Lord Horus, (King) Bakneamen Gone white 
MER NEFER(U) PTAI-NED-MESNEFER-USER, Over the rors 

Reverie, RA-USER-MKOT, SETEP:NE-RA Pottery. Olivegrey 
‘uD MEDUE AN NESUT SESH YTAIMES(ES) MUTSES. 2ED-P AUSEIEZEMSA AR‘F SEIEZENSA, 
‘Say the Speech ; he says, Royal crib, Pahmes, bors of Muses; his name Auschexma 

  

  

  

orm was he of Sehesemisa?) Carnelian 
ep MEDUT, AGAR... NESESUU PAIR. Of the seribe Pair. het tie, Red felspar 

‘SAR, MER FEZETL, NEKHTAHIS ...« Osiris, ver the archers, Nebitamin. Rel felspar. 
‘Ok se or, ma-sks-NexNT, 22D NEP RUDNEY-wESUrY ("Ihave increased the kingdom ") 
Chief of the house, Ramesnt, name of him Rudnynesnly Pottery. Gone yellow 

MEK PEK NE AMEN SK-RA-NE-AMEN-ER-NEKIT 
Kesper of the tomple of Amen, Saraneamenernehhi Pottery. Bie 

san shurv, The Osiian, Satu east pendant. Grey steaite 
‘san siny sthorsumnc. The Osiran Sary,justifed i. Green jade? 
SSWEMOYT NE MATHER NEO METEP-HENT, NEFERSUUTL MKOT-KIERC. 
Chantress of Hathor lady of Htephemt, Nefersti,justifel Dark green 
Reverse, Nefershuti adoring Hather mesr-nErer. 

Say the speech, he says, th Isis, Ry. Say the speech, sh says, the Osirian Ry The tie, Re jasper 

‘Say th specch, ofthe Osiris Chants of Tehati, Bak Name amulet Red agate 
‘Asan EBT PER, KENYET-NEFER, The Osiris, lay of the howe, Rempel afer Serpent. Red glass 

    

Fat 

Fiat 

Frat 

Ras 

Serpent



 



   



 



 



  

  

  

  

  

  

  

         
  

  

4 19-4. MERNEPTAH 
ak Se ma wen pars Gat lac for itying, Tague ee Rog bs : Blot dette ncaitorset Hath ls fo excha:riat sGrzrmex aioe, Revese, Detar cre skos do AiPatcye oe, Ful ue, Gone lve reeioe, ANGE 

Retste of Tabutne I 10 aov-ente anrer-usa or GesteeralGren Nooatcts 2g ‘ awards. Gone bl, Gone yl, Cone owe Eon G78 x Reve th eat teoes Bk 

ws eos mp vast Darkblue gs 88 
wi to:6 SAPTAM 1 

1 Ademvon'ed, seer-ne-na, om tempo ofthe Kg, with rags ce, Pottery. Biwgren Hi. 36 2 Maen skrrat Found at Karat. 1887 © a Gone tite W.90 5 Solu svn saves win-se-rran sires fvommple fing Pte. Bue Hse? Sr ane oe Rp of eel Ba Gime tag P68 $. NER Mme 0; ox zeny aay, LOSS of heal of he tnd os ii, BayPosicry. Dive H sb 2M Siem al Fates. Be se 
7 10:7. QUEEN TAUSERT 

1 ektaa wos suns Fm empleo he quem, Pottery. Fall eH. 76 : Revere 7a vata, srep-xerait "Bom tombe of the qed SS, Pattee a 
f toseen, sever xe-scr Ae a Guo, Gren bine HS 3 rear rom temple of queen, ‘Fotery. Ful Be 
8 these, sevep-xe-anex : one batt E3 

wt ms SEY It 
1 (eaeosensen, saa oe Leg pecd though, Poster. Olvegreen ppeaec nce aie mer ae peaiien 
3 maosemumereny, sereh-ve-rs Gab, Ret fe 
8 m-usen“aen—snerex, Sever-ne-ks, Double reading with Tabutmes IIL eg pleco Bi paste 2 racesen mien, sere NE-RA-nATET-ub Bushee Chai : Legs plrcel tivegh|_ Gone io 
5 : eadeie poe : Sav 

eee ‘Stat 
Bie: ep pct ough Gow 
em awards Gone tat Broken 
15 cen sean, seap-xi-na Sawite 8 
3 otaroca. = : Seems is 
3 : Satta Seth 
he 5 eres, Vat ee comet ‘Uaat 
% nsosdkeramreas, wis aura, "Rese rile ton tp and tion Wood pastel ae Bik 

  

evens Use spt and etl eal pes, 
tery. White in vile, se 

Fauld 
  

z so gu) 22 acandieouen, serv ven 'Me-rie Reverse Crom ince Pottery, Vilet i wit, faded 
3 z ote Winkel wet 

   



aly 

  

  

98. 

35 SER AMES, 2° 3} ma with trai 

  

  

[RA-VSER-RIIEPERU-SETEP-NE-RA, SEY-MER-PTAM on Das of spin 
SETY I (continued) 

Blue paste Pottery. Olivesreen Pottery. Bluegreen 
i ‘Gone drab 

Hever Serv MUR-NE- Fra 

    

   
  

       

  

  

    

i Folteeyi/ Dine fremnBton Gove dark bows. |All F231 

e, Z Gone yellow E. 83, 

oe “fo as.9 Pottery ight Diue, "BM. 82, L. 78, N. 42, F- 86, F. 86 
: pee ee 

i a ateai ‘Gurob,” Dark green Flat 
18 RAMESHS, MER-AMEN, NEB SED HEBU MA TANEN. Lord of sed feasts like Tanen (Nebti 

Blsepac es one ee ae Berea ata tie race ati le 

  

22,25, 24.35 26 RAMESES HE 49 ope hie one brown; Pottery, ren; Pottery, goa; white seatte G45 P93: R86: 

20-2, 20-2, RAMESSU IV 
negation, eres nneren Gone white 2 Serr ns King standing Gone om 

Detwean four uae Black steaite; gone brown ; beak 

  

  

  tery. Gone whit (Snot figured) Edwanls, Aninoe, Pottery, burnt brown, Pottery, De N. 70; E. 
wr, Rutty th AE ‘Gureb, Edwards, Blue-green Pottery, gre Pottery geen ‘Gone brown 

  

8 N54 
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2. 20-3. RAMESSU V 
1 RA-USER SNOT, SE-KIEPER- NERA Green 2 Pottery. Gone white 
pa Gone white 
bn "(Bike 7, not gure) All sow, Gur bie 2, ike 7, not igure) All pottery. Gone yellow, Grab bse 9 “aa-stovineren-xe, Pendant Pottery. Blue 1) RACUSERSINOT, RAPSE-RIFPER-NE, Reverse, RA MESES, AMEN-MER, AMEN: KEEPSI-P Grey steatte 

aay : Foundation deposit tablet, Alabaster Seay ‘Gone white 1.15.26 : All pottery. Blue, Light be” Fel ive 
TF suns kueresi-f| Pendant Potters. Blue 

24. 20-4. RAMESSU VI 
1 R\sor-sEp, aER-aues tetnsncromned tel, Stitching move on back Bown seit 
3 RAOT-NEB, AMEN “KHEPESIE Bronze arab 

omen ae tery. Ble 
‘Wad Tamiat, Diorite 6 shor-RaseD, wfor-usen Set? standing. Reverse, na-Mew-stKor, eseR"AMES Gone wehite 7 nsres-na esse, werER bg A ‘Gone white & Rassnssv, AMEX-USER IER, SETER-IEQ® Ax Pottery. Gone vite 

20s 2015. RAMESSU VIL 
1 (pa) musts a(r-aste) werER tq a8, (Only R-VIT has A in names) Gone brown 

20-6, 20-6, RAMESSU VII 
 RAMESSU, AMEN OR, AKEHU-NE-RA Pottery, Gone white 2 PA'SAR‘OA, RA MESSU, AMEN SER, AAKNU-NE+RA. The grea prince Ramess 

  

   

    

    

Pitery. Gone yellow 
(Rannessu Mery-atmu is R-IX ; Ramessu Saptah is recognised as Saptah If of sixth ynasty) 

28 20:8, RAMESSU X. 
1 RA-NERER-EA, sotuP-xE-RA between crowned uraei; double feathers above, Num below Ivory 2 f Pottery gone white 
3 rae, we Edwards. “Gone brown 
4s tnfeathers, sew ‘Green $ cay Red jasper é SE RIERER, Bes Gone wiute 7 RA-SEFIRCRS, SETED- NESBA Pottery. Blue 
209 20-9, RAMESSU XI 

x wKor-xugpen, serer-xe Gone white 2 Sor-RILEPER, SETEP-NE-RA Gone brown 3 RexuErER ator, AMEN MER, SK-Rs ‘Green 3 AUeNsRA-nareR, Seree-wesnA. Logs pieroed through Gone brown 
2010 ao-1o, RAMESSU XII 

x RAcIEN-wEEr between wraeh Gone brown 
2 toa were UAL Poutery. Green 3 UAE RUEPER UAz Edwards, Pottery. Gone white i NE-HOT, SETEP-ME+RA (Back resembles xx-9, nos, tan 2) i    

UNCERTAIN. RAMESSIDES 
   

  

“ aunt Reverse, hippopotamus coucant Black statite  RA-ER() MEK SED NETEKU HAL Vase. Reverse, baboon Pottery gn 
© RACOSER MOT, SETEP-NE-RA, SK-¥TA, MER'NO-TRHUD gran 

  

8 

 



xb CATALOGUE OF SCARABS. 

HEART SCARABS, ETC, 
Heart scarabs are here divided into clases of styles, approximately dated by the names and quality, The 

scarab of Api from Harageh (Riggch xi) shows the rae work done late in the xvith dynasty, and points to 
fuch scarab having long Been usta. The reference to this class is AD and the numb. 
‘AbE TeTases, and chapter of the heart, Name indicates early part of xviith, Work like 

next Dorite 
Aba. sex-NE-rKKy, and chapter of the heart, Name over another erased, Back closely 

like large searab of Amenbetep IV (1810-1), i form of bead and legs, Very fine 
work Dorite 

Ab3. ASAR NEDT PER SUEMOYT, NBNAY. Osirom, lady ofthe ows, chanress, Nenzy 
Chapter of the heart, abbreviated. Limestone, painted yellow and iok-writen; 
back painted geen 

Ag. werenr-iten, standing adoring AST-UR-MUr, Iss the gra! mother, Name early, Pectoral, Gold 
NDS AU AB-K MA RA ASAR, NETER AT-P SE AMEN ZENCTI-MES; OTL MA KIEPRA EM AST 

HDL KER AIA ABP MARA. May thy ear! be lke Ra, Osirian, Divine father of 
Amen, Tebutins. (May his) heat Be like Khepra inthe dling of Ra in Kher-ah 
‘nay his Beart be ike Ra. Some clea mistakes, and the freshness ofthe cutting, make 
{seem like an old scarab newly engraved ; iso, the tet is copied from an original 

Edwards, Limestone blackened 
Ab 6. AMPA AMAKIE 09 BM BIE SOMU-K MA OQ RK-K HR RES ATEN SHEP-K TA NE MEDET 2) 

(A) ER KUKUT US-NEFER AST ATEN AIIER. I am sory fo ete Before thy S 
Taranto enter thy sou int the puarding by Al Receive tho land of wheat blog 

‘ipo the lar of Un-nefe in the house of ten, Aker (ame). This i the only heart 
séarab of the Aten period, wih a formula new tows. The work of the back is very 

  

  

  

    

  fine, like the best scarabs of Amenhetep II and IV Edwards. Blue paste 
From the fine work of the backs, and eatly names, the next thre seem not Inter than 

sevth dynasty. 
Ab7 Ter-ner (nursing shepherd”) Chapter of the heart Duste 
‘NbS Asan panavr, Chapter of the heart Durite 
bg. Mlegibie, probably doe by an ignorant engraver Darite 

(Of late vith or early xinth dynasty 
‘Ab40 2D MEDU AN ASAR, NET PER, SUENOYE NE ASET tarsus, Chapter of the heart 

Say the words to Osiris, lady of the howe, chantress of Isis, Hatsheps, Fat plate 0 
inlay in pectoral Limestone, blackened 

bax vow bY, Prit Huy, chapter of the heart. Only head of scarab Hard limestone, browned 
ab 32 ASAR, MER MERTU NE MIN, KEXURE, chapter ofthe heart. Oser the serfs of Min. Kenure 

[Ekhimim. Limestone, ackened 
‘Aber ASAR TwA-DEB, Chapter of the heart Black steatite 
‘Ab-14 2ED MEDU AN ASAR MURIA, Say the words Osiris, Huria, Chapter of the hexst Limestone browned 
‘ab-15 2ED MEDU AN ASAR.MA-XE-IES. Say words fo Osiris, Manches. Chapter of the heart Black steatite 
Abe asanstuy, The Osiris Huy. Chapter of the heart Black steatite 

[Nos 1,27, 8,9, 12,13, 14, 15, 16 are on a scale of two-thirds; full sie copies are already issued 
in Ames, ps i |



 



 



 



 



HEART SCARABS (counted) 

  

Ab 17 wun 14 z0sen, Osis Londo the undereorld; wen ver Isis Lady of heaven; and Nebhat Black statite 
SAR NEDT PER sMUH(a)- The Osirian, Lady of te Bonse, Shura, Style as pectoral of 
Setcha-em-hapy Amlets fb 

‘Ab 18 Phrases from chapter ofthe heart, aR Se SETMPSSv, made by Seimessn, Name ofxith 
dynasty Gone white 

Ab 19 ZED MEDU AY ASAR SESIL NASHUY. Say words by the Osiran, Serle, Nash, and 
‘opening of heart chapter Pottery. Green, In copper frame E23 

‘Ab 20 ASAR NERF PER SHEMOV' NE AMEN rENT-Ex-wAY (kin det). Chapter of the heart 
The Osirian, ly ofthe house, chantress of Amen, Thentom-may. (Sanwe xvi-xxi) Green jade 

Ab 2x Asan aPI¥, Osrian Aly, Chapter of the heart, Name Inte xvith and ealy xiath Green jade 
“The following ae of «course class of front and back, fom sixth to ind dynasties, 

  sh 22 A-xENER, Chapter of the heart, Perhaps before xisth as work is better th 
fotlowing, and name i early Dorite 

Ab 23 von ais-rcuior. Priest, Minemfot. Chapter ofthe heart In silver frame, Hard yellow limestone 
‘Ab 2g SESH AMEN-oHES, Scribe, Amenmes, Traces of Benn painted on back. Formerly in 

  

  

  

   
  

  

a pectoral. Name early xvith to xxth Duste 
sh 35 asa, NEWT PER, suEMoVT AutEs, EET-steR-NE-asT. Chapter of the heart 

The Osrian, lady ofthe house, Chantress of Amen, Shebt-mer-ne-ast Durie 
1b 26 ASAR, VOR ON AMEN, 2ED-PTAIL- AONE. 

The Osiran, chief priest of Amen, Ze: plah-auf-onkh Dorite 
[8b 27 NESUT DA METER NE ASAR, DA RIED NE METER THU NE KA XE ASAR MER'SKCAST 

Offering given by the hing for Osiris, give coolness of peace to him, fr the Ka ofthe Osiian, 
Herea-ast Black steatite 

Ab 28 sesur Da METER ASAR...-+. (SEA) NE PETPETUR SK... RUD, AR UABT MER P-H(KO) 
NE-USER-HHO-RA P-ONKH RUD... Offering given By the hing for Osiris. for 

(he Ka of Peper, son of + <u, born of he fret of Horus Paka -newser hora, 
‘As Userihora is Setnekht, it appears that the grandfather belonged to that king; 
hence this scarab is of xxth dynasty. Blue paste 

‘Abag MESUT RUAKER AUUKAK, The rapal adorn Anuiad Wooden label, signs painted blue 
‘Two-thirds size, except 17, andthe inerptions of 24,25, 26, and 28,



ailix ‘CATALOGUE OF ScARABS 
XNIst DYNASTY 

arn 21 NESI-BA-NEB-ZEDU (TANITE LINE) 
1 masgugpen-stee,serep-xe-RA, Back and colour as Paineem 1, differs trom 
Se QUEEN THENTAMEN Strong cron) 

2 MHENTES NER AP Gone white F. 734 
22 ara, PASEB-KHO-NUT I 

  1,2 RA-OK-KUEPER, SETEP-NE-aumes, Reverse, AMEN-MER_PA°SEB-KHO-NUE Foundation deposits. ‘Tanis, Pottery. Green 1:2 

  

  

  

  

  

15 (eR) HES RA-NESUT-NETERU PA-SED-RHO-NUT oitery.  Bluegreen "Ring 
ars. a5, SA-AMEN 

1 ONETER SEVER, NEDTA, RA-NETER-RUEPER, 34 AMEX. Sphinx offering Miot to the 
‘Ra falcon Gone alow 9.6 

2 RAVSETERCKIIEPER, A(NES), SETEP-ME-RA, Gone brown 2 
5 Ra-seren katsiem, serene eases ‘Gone white G, 66 
{Ste ravt, Rassoran-saeren, auex(oes), Foundation deposits Tans Copper plate “Flat 
4 Pottery Green Not 
é cies Bie ete V-93 
7 o-mni-veren-iorercn an wep, Apparently Blandered from previous type Gone waite G, 
& narwtren ioteren, sever-xesa, NEFER Gone white G44 
9 RA-MEN:NETER-AniERER, MEX RAL Joint scarab of Menkheperra Theban, and Saamen Gone white Broken 

ao Sans, wee a ‘Edwards Gone yellow G.20 
32 SKCMEN, SER AMEN, Reverse, a-sEx-xnepeR, the Theban king Gone Jellow Curved 

6. 21-6, PA-SEB-KHO-NUT It 
eR Pa-sep-naio-w0r Pottery bead, green glaze, black writing, Long groove in back 
aes, 2t-3. PAINEZEM 1 (THEBAN LINE) 

1 RA-RUEPER-Ku0, SETEP-NE-ANEN} AMEN-MER, PALNEZEL Ivory knob of walkingstick 
2 RA-RIEPER- Kio, AMEN SED Bright green J. 49 
3 z Ni ae tating Meydum, “Gone white We 37 
4 mactaen, Nite igure kneling Blundered Gone white "7.84 

arg 214. MEN-KHEPER-RA, 
Ra-MEN-rHEFER in cartouche, Mena! fom a mummy; stamped white leather, mounted on rd lather 

ann XXIInd DYNASTY. 2-1. SHESHENQ T 4 Stitizw men7t_ (Horas on Nubié nan) Biue faded Broken 
2,3 RUitha-RiLEPER, SETEP-NE-RA Pottery, gone white. Gone brown N. 95, 6.50 
a i Gone white. Edwards. Gone white E73, G8 
vats Gone brown, “Pottery, Bluefaded. 1.76" Fat 

8 xa. nz-sinere ‘Gone brown K. 30 9,10 NEP TACT, AES-MER, SHES; NESUT BAT, NA-MEZ:RUEFER,CETER-NE-RA, ONKH ONKI NUD. Lord of balk lends, loved by Amon, Shesheng   
Telng Me-thper-r, appre of Re hc” ty tue. x 2 Rcmerninre one oc st Leg ped tho evwhte.” Eds 1 Ane cewincaneesn suns Jom arab of Shtheag Tand UskenY_ Pottery. Gone dab F $f ny sen ste Plate Green. White limestone. 38,188 

202. 222, USARKEN I ETE WE- ma Tn gold mounting fora ring. Red jasper 1. 38 Both blue paste "R306. 32 

    

23) : J owrsons, Son rer, aur Serene, wen os ox by Anon rd of een, ig of ie ats, be,graned fe, over Ame Min, sera sruaEAcsEca nan ceen's'na; SK ky ex ie, UA othe Goal Gol, Sliem-Mspr a, afprocel y Res sof Ra, ed y Amen Usrkn, embracing Amen. oom banal t fie Ramos Eat a em my. Stamped whe esthern rel ame 5 AunN-na, sup Fer in a sia over Ameri, adore by Usaken” Names a shove ound atthe Ramescum Stamped wie Teal : 6 nna Manet mtn.” By Reni Neches, le, Khe nding dor by afcns, ses-aem eackanax, “Ramtceum, ‘Stamp white Teather i red leather fame 
7. woven wee, basen hte, SETEE‘MG"RA SARS, 20898, CASES, Ramesses, "Menat fom muminy. Stamped whe leather td eather fame 

   
 



 





   



DYNASTY XXII TAKERAT 

Pl) aN aki Ge Gib ) Hh 8 6 

1 TO SHESHENO IV 

 



    

    

    

     

223. 3. TAKERAT 1 
2 RActSER-MMor, ANEN-SETER-NE Gone bust F. 63 esau: e Gone but, Gone redbull F 76, F6) 
43 E ‘Gone white, “Gone brown T,54.F-97 oe Gone bows, Gone white W. $9, B74 

ae a4. USARKEN It 
eA USER NOR, AMEN-SETEP-NE Gone brown E.37 ei 5 Gone waite G24 

3 B Gone white F. 67 
4 fe Dlandered Gone white EL0f 
§ anes, sX-nasre,“UAsKRKES ‘Gone grey 8 % : Gone bull 
7 : ‘ Gone wiite 
8 s : Gone white 

as 225, SHESHENQ It 
‘ey rg RENE Su NE vor UES or EY Ur aon, A ‘Open Ptah a year that is gon, forthe heir Sheheng, juste, fom his mother Karema o ‘The’ personal possesion Of the prince, mach worn on the hack by we = 
226. 226, TAKERAT Il 
RA-HEE-NHEPER, SETEF-NE-RA, By the extreme rudeness, tis 6 after Shesheng 1 Pottery. Dark green 
aor 227, SHESHENQ IIL 

1,2, 3 RA-USER SUF, AMEN SETEP-NE All gone white G. 68, 6. 76, F, 76? 
4 s ‘Gone brown 
3 serer-Sm-Ra worfeather, Reverse, Thre figures of Bes Gone gery é 4 SNS" Reverse, Four Ura, two figures of Mlot Gone dark grey 
7 t a ne Reverse, King siting enemy, lion below Gone white Flat 

Bi » sere Pottery. Olivegreen Flat 

  

  

    

  

  

  

acevo ("Ra establishes confidence"), aor feather, Revere, as No.8 pre “ous. Both sides show ths penod Gone white 
a8, 22-8, PAMAY 

2,5 RA“ESER- AOR, SETBP-NE- (AE ope beam. 76, 4,0. 66 ee Sear ao one brow (ike 7 
5 ° Semere-na ‘Cockioes 3 vsrnaior-wen, “Hy the rope border this is kin to Shesbeng 1V Potten, Gren M8} 

29, a9, SHESHENQ IV 
1 Evoke, Hing in cat Gn 2 Kingin eharot, of same style as the preceding rn 3 mvckwneren” Spline cowed and ussts Buopote ; Sphins mpling on enny Bhuspte 3 os gmeite 11 3 OR ISPE™ prone pin ofa rng through it Gomewnite 7 eee Gone white W. 3s ie Sake wo? etn rome wal £3 

15.14.25 macok-xmmren in ope border ander ris 1515.14.29 macoksxmmeen in ope border ander 025,14. 15 i MPgone bul’ Contwhite, Gone grey. T. 47. .J. 29,7. 40 
16. xtoren-oK, misormol a were Gone ite 94 ‘Ex0 aco he Hyhsos (ype of bck, and the rope border i ike that of the private 
wy mwounnrnn Mods one, Bronse, Fat



  

ASABASTET 

    

a ay 
Dn ner maseuanan ss, rsemues, ‘Reo of th scl of Pelasabase’s pricdhood, Psamteh Ca “Fis impeson ofa sea hos a ths presto existed dow to the xx dy if 

aya. 25:2, USARKEN IIL 
x mhctoeven, serer-xe- suns, The title separates this from Sheseng IV, and the ride “se ota Pascbbon G me Potters. Blas, Handle 42 wes) Bar, RA-HIIEPER, AMEN MER, This, and others, are dated by the mame on No, T ‘Gone white, worn, G, 202   

  

a-RIEPER, Ra with wad as on fing ofthis king at Leyden Pottery. Blue J. 83 
RAVRHEPER betsfee crowned rae, to baboons adoring Ra eae os Detween spread falcons Potters, “Olivegreen 7 in rope border Gone brown, Pottery, Ove greet. 78, W.3t 

5 Pottery. Green blue. Gone white X32, J. 4 Lain, "Green 124 double Tahun, Gren      
    

   
  

  

Gren se anpen-xen in rope border Grey steaite 1] Rea with ora att; acnErER repeated "Gone ba. 15, NUnoK'xn (ce King?) Pottery. “Green 
23:2, RA-OA-KHEPER-NEB. Perhaps of Usskon I 

A RicoK-aweper-sen; sor Nes, Revers, Thee standing figures, winged sun and ‘ture abe bu Fat 
2b RATKIEMER- NED; SMKOF aor MER, Back like xxi, 3 and Potenn Greet Fe e Reverse, RAMICRIEEAR. Likexsia-g Pottery: Biaegreen 8p 

2, VASSALS OF PANKHY. SHESHEN V OF BUSIRIS 
RA-UAS-METOR, sErEr-AEona SHEL AMEN CAS NETER AS Bronze Flat 

PEMA of Mendes 
1B REVOM wo, NETER MBN ASAR ED EDU, sax OK FES. “Hereditary prince, Pret of Osiris lord of Mewes, Gret chef, oma Soft paste, Gone yellow M. g2 

ONKI-HER of Hermopols Parva F Rustor-sep, oxKH HER Gone white, Wom 1.332 
NEFER-PTAH 

© UrKT-rn-7oNUT NE ATY, HES NETER NEFER, HO HOU, PFAI-NEFER awards. Naukrais, Gone white W. 55 (Oferer of) Usat to Tebuti forthe hing, by four of the good gol, Prince of Princes Nefer:fah 
PRIVATE PERSONS 

DETER MEN NE AMEN-RA NESUT NETERU, ER; SK NE NETER MEN XE AMEN, NEXNTEF-MUT Poo the gos, Her: son ofthe prophe of Amer, N 
RETR Ok, NUM PET: DA oN CEA SEND XE SK 

seven Eto Th, Land of Hal, 
ee! tied Electeum, Pectoral 

z an       

  

   

    

aon Vacate, ua 

XXVih DYNASTY 
a5. 25-1. PANKHY 1 

"ye AU Aw NED NE NESUE BAF RA-USER-SHKOR, SK RA. of ll joy for the is ‘Rarer mae aI Ie OS ce gr. Shnevare Part of a Mattette; by the slour and work dose to the xxvith dynasty. 
3522 25:2. KASHTA, 

1 RESUr RASHTA; DUAT NETER Aan aRDAs. "King Kashla; High priestess Amenandas 
Pottery. Bluegreen J.93 422 N#SUT mar, DA WAS, RU-NENER-NUR, Faleon-eaded sphinx on southem plant Set 

faded sphinx on northern plant. "Reverse, Kam-leaded searab, therfore of thio. 
pan dynasty “Gove red butl. Broken, as R, 60, 25:3-19 3? anUBErER Pottery. Gone brown, Worn N22 
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DYNASTY XXV, AMENARDAS TO ASPERUTA. uu 

  
JQB cee    



‘CATALOGUE OF ScARADS hi 

    

    

  

  

    

     

  

sz 25-2, AMENARDAS 
DOME NEtER, MENT SEDER, AMESARDAS. snr of the god, high peeste), wife o theca oumaatios plague Fatery: Greta dnd Mack nay Flat uke teres axeeanDss Bilicy. Gree owe UB hip, er an, (OHESARDAS, Revere NE UES... CAST DA eee jos Amonandas. of Rien Thee, int Thin pate of tana Fat 

25 25:3. SHABAKA 
{Es NED AMEN-RA SE ME RACKEFER-RA. Prose rom te hing, del By Ame BES. Gomes Lotus group, RA-NHRER-KA,_ Spread falcon Gromme 8S $Sistr Gar a-Sovancxn, Revere Ram of Amen beneath sacred tre, rae font Gone brown sa-neren-a one grey 5 case ee Potten ie ek aan Voter ‘ert ole throughout rot Tro ere thead holes ote atk oe i Pottery. Welw i Pottery, hogs ert ole gaged Pitery Gren et above Tivo on holes Pottery. Gone white ‘eal or 'aas,ma-eeron-ks, ox 2EFr4,. Vestal bate Pottery, Olinegreen ay. 18 ake sana, oni sorta Vestal le Au pottery. "zee, Gon grey 

Pras fom the ing to mena ing if and ae to Shabaha Gone wie, Ram head 

  

25:8. MENKARA vasa of Shabaka (of Bubasis?) 

  

  

a RAMESH, RUNERER-KA. Ruler inthe north () Mentara, Saba awards, Pottery. Gone back. Cynder asen KA. Sphinx Pottery. “Gone yellow Rasen its Raleon Pottery, “‘Blvegren ARastes a twin, Falcon and Bastt standing ‘Blue paste Iiw-nacsineska Baste standing Green glaze, Gone town 
35+4 5:4. SHABATAKA 
ac zKD-KAK (ll ame has KAU) Gone grey Broken main. Poutery “Green 05 RA zED a Potery, twee fliny Bik 

i Hear. Blueglass Plain rat and name twice repeated Pottery, Burt red Bead : Pottery, “Fullbive Bead 
255 25:5. TAHARQA 
a sren-aro- ate Poutery. Bluegreen 2 SEGUE BAT TAIAHOA, NR zErEA. King Tahara, ving erally Gone ted and white Ener Kl a om eh Be, Bg ‘Gone white 
fits he a NEST BATA ise from the king to Ra, hin cers a Me Telefe rl and white, Ram bead auangs between Mot feathers Gone ges 78 {asl intope border. Leg piered through Pottery. Gone wiste aang Pottery. ‘Bioegeeen F.9 SAHARA Between ura Pottery. Gonebrown F. 9 

ASPERUTA 
aspenora, between urae Pottery, Gone brown Flat



ti [CATALOGUE OF SCARADS. 

   

  

      

  

  

    

    

agen 25-0, RA/MEN-HER (vasal of Khmeny) 
1,2, mAsmEiteR, Seren NEFER Gone white. Gone browa, Gone light brown, T. 86, 50, F 93 
4 massa Netex ost he tiving God Gone white F. 93, 
5 kestew-en's| Pottery. Gone white F. 3 
Oy meses nem Pottery. Green, Gone brown. G58, H. 34 8 /ea-ancut NEvER, Ra-with nae Gone brown” P82 
69,10 Raves HER stKOT MER Loved by Mast Gone brown. Gone grey, F. 66, P25 
Be Rea Both gone grey. Broken K. 42 
13 Crosslines at sides ‘Gone brown P10 
4 igures at sides Eawards, “Gone ball P. 8 
5 desert crown at sides, ural becoming square Gone brown P09 10.17 |, desk! Dundered, rack quite square Edwards, Gonegrey. Gone white. P.74,P. 8} 38.29 Aeshrtand square ural Gone brown, Gone grey P.6,P.70 
20) NERY RA-MEN-HER, Possibly Neb isthe personal name, sco Tafoekiit Gone biown "P10 

as-c 25-¢, RA-MEN-KHEPER, KHMENY with vasal RA-MEN-HER 
12,5 RASSEN-RIIEPER in cartouche; RA-MEN-IER, never took a cartouche, All gone brown P. 10. P.84. P. Sz 
‘ Upside down ‘Gone brown. 10 
5 RA-amN-RaPER—NE-HEK Double reading Gone white P. 78 
© RASSI-UTR, RAEN KIEFER at sides. Upside down Gone brown 5 

RA:MEN-KHEPER, KHMENY alone (Caio 36190) 
7 RAomps-xIERER, see border of §, and 8-13 Gone brown 
§ upside down ‘Gone brown 
® stated figure of king Gone brown 

w vulture of Mat and erocoite Edwards, Gone brown 
n MER were, The good Horus Eawards, Gone brown 
2 spread falcon Eawards. Gone grey 5 Dlundesed awards, Naukeats, Gone white 
1) wex-xuren Sphinx and falcon ‘Edwards. Gone grey 
33. RArwEx-sateraR between spread falcons Gone ylloe 
10 RA-MEN-AuEPER, SER-ZED. Reverse, sphinx over the Zed flanked by ural Go butt 
17 RAGMEN-RIRPER, SETEP NE ()SEN abun. Green 1. 97 
18 RA-MEN-AIEPER, SUENY NEFER Gone bull Cyhinder 
39 RA, Lion, Ne asxuy, probably blandered Gone brown" E.40 
20,21 RA-MEN-RUEVER, MIDI Gone white. Gone yellow. r 
22 ‘KIMENY KIEPEREK ER REN. Thon becomes with a cartouche (Caio 35145) Gone white G. 48 

tet With tine after, reading waa Gone butt F. 40 

250, 25:0. RA-MEN-AB. 
1 RA-MEN-an, KIDMEXY. Khmeny as a vasal of Menvabera, Legs pierod Blue paste K.10 
2,3, RA-MEN*AB, NETER DA ZR MEX, ONK HER ONK, Another blunder, 

‘Gone white, Gone brown. G.22, 6.8 
4 RAmAD, Kor ER, Budosed by Mat 
3 RA-wEN-AB betwen trac crowned Gone white Broken 
é ‘ures Applegreen N.70 
78 Mor ex Gone white, Gone grey, both W. 24 Grom, As NEB, Lord of Thebes 

Pottery; Gone drab. Pottery; Gone white. Gone white. W.70, W. 79, 6-74 22 naan, vas xe Pottery: Gone white W. 24 
2 RA-MEN-AB UAS NEB Poucry. Green E83 
24 RA-MENAD AS Gone brown 1 36 
35 RALMEN-AB? Pottery. Olive J.37
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DYNASTIES XXIV, XXV. VASSAL KINGS Liv 
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CATALOGUE OF SCARARS liv 

25 25-8, RA-AB-MAOT. 
1 RA-ADsvfor in rope border; reverse, Hapi and Neferatum joining hands, es below Pottery. Applegreen 

    

       
  

  

    
  

  

       
  

  

  

  

sx, ee 

EE xosor ar muerer Gone batt ETE 

elie, ond alte le id ee) ees to ee copa a ee a Te dha i ey ss at 
aati ees 

Ra wiER-NEFER-KA-K @) Gone white ee See sh 
aoe ony Sat 

re sauertc 
Bee oe ca cee etn a a 
+ Sbeeemcecmin ac I LESINAE, | pace Goch sca ae a a Ag nyo EP i + wigicanteat Rat ae oairatmatgag ea, wg ‘This might belong to Khmeny, but isnot like bis 13 sAzt (Duemthek If Re-enter cartouche adore by Peomthek crowned asking ‘of Upper and Lower Egypt. Posthumous, in honour of Nekaw Light blue F. 75
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XXVIh DYNASTY 

  

  

  

  

  

  

26-4. 26-1. PSEMTHEK 1 
RA ZAM (oF TIIAM) PSENTIEK HER OX-AB Pottery. Burt black H, 88 
aot, rem (For the value 293 or THAN, see list of Edfa, Tanite nome) Gone green-white J. 76 
A Zant on a basis Pottery. Gone brown on white M28. 

Teh el Barud, Pottery. Blue, burnt red-brown W. 94 
fon a basis, Gone grey J.99 

78 All gone white Hi. 52, H. 24, E. 59 
RA 2494 Lion walking Hard paste. Green E75 
oxi zaw, Lion walking Hard paste, Light green G22 
rz MER OX-aD. Praise the Falcon name Gone grey W. 28 

ae 2 Gone brown 1. 5 
MER O-AB. Faleon name Grey steatite 2.35 
RA-UAlE-AB Ho oxKHt, King marching. The Hiving manifestation Grey steatiteW. 20, 
Ricstescuant-aB, Double reading of Peemtek and vassal Men-ab-ra Groen, burnt brown J 47 

z Pottery. Green 2,85 
ez NEB RA-UAH-AB, Praise the hing Gone white R75 MER RA-UAI-AD Hard poste, Gonewhite M. 32 
RA-UAI-AB Gone grey-white  Z. 5 Green Kg 

Pottery. Gone white P. 60 
RA-U-vaM- AB Dark green K. 72 
‘Ox MER- RA woes blundered Green D. 48 
A, MAOT, NEB; PENTIEK between feathers Gone grey K. 94 
a, KOT, NEB, PSENTHER, Reverse, RA‘SHU-NEB Edwards, Gone white on yellow paste Phot. 
SETI Ra, 3X0 Gone grey W. 28 
rsewmitex. Two feathers Pottery. Olivegreen K. of 
TsErTuEK, SK. Blandered Pottery. Gonedrab E. 6 
rstorniex in plaited border Gone drab. 3 vertical lines on W. 22 

Gone white. Rude H. 54 
Edwards, Hard paste. Green J. 87 

Gone red J. 87 
‘1m blundered Green B30 

Pottery. Gone white K. 80 
sun Em Gone white P. 39 

Pottery. Pale green 1. 69 
Gone white. Rude H. 54 

sem blundered. Reverse, Head of Hathor Green 
see Pottery. Light green Flat 

‘see blundered. Kor seated Gone brown K. 52 
na-valt-an, Reverse, PSEMTIIE Foundation plaque. Pottery. Olivegreen Flat 
ESUT BAT RA'UalC-aB, SK RA Fseoru(en), Menat Pottery. Gone white Flat 

4 a {not figured) Stoneware. Green faded Flat 
QUEEN SHEPENAPT, daughter of Amenardas, co-regent with Psemtel: 

NETER DUAT, SHEPENAPT, ON. Divine adorer, high priestess of Thebes. Foundation block 
‘Alabaster 

SEFENAPT % Heavy silver N.40 
26-4, RA-KHEPER-MAOT vassal of Pseinthek 1 

RA‘KURPER-MKOr NED, Reverse, winged sphins, PENTIEK between feathers Rope eying. Yellow paste 
anna Pottery. Gone white 

s Reverse, Babon seated Pottery. Olivegeeen 
N66
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26-2, 26-2, NEKAU IL 
A-UEEN- AD Dark green glaze W. 29 

Yellow paste. Pale green N.2 
seven NEPER, RA-URMES-AD ON 2677 Limestone Cytinder 
SNESUY mAT, RA-UEIHEM AM SARA NEGA) Menat, Blue paste 

‘Revers, AMEN NEYER HEX, SEM 28D, ER NETER MENU... (MBN NEB) NEST-TXUE 
Prophet of Amen, priest of te Ze, ve te prophets... Ain lrd of the throes of 

(he lands in Thynabnon, Pela. 
A-URIEM- AD Tnmpres on handle of jar 

Impress in red las, turned green Flat 
PR NEFER, NEKAU, DA ONE End of Menat. Pottery. Applegren  Rovetto 

SESUT BAT, RA-UEIEMAD, SK RA NERAU, ONKIU RA MA ZETA, Living like Ra erally 
Piece of alabaster vase 

26:3. PSEMTHEK It 
Pottery. Gone red-brown K. $2 

“Gone white PL go 
Mor, HER, RA, RA-NETUR-A Gone redibrown HL 45 
RA-NEFER:AB, NED Green limestone 2. 85 
RA-SEFER- AP Potery. Green Worn 

é Pottery. Blue Broken 
RA-SEFER-AB, BA-NE-TUIAiIER (ee private seal of same, 26 ar, pl. Wii) 

Cay seating 
RA-NEFERAB Star dist sew on to stull, Pottery Green Flat 

ONKH-NES-RA-NEFER-AB, daughter of Peamtek If, queen of Aohmes 
(sere) near osai-s-RA-NERER-AB, se oubtiel) Pottery. Blue E. 
NETHR DUST, OSKIL-NES-RA-NEFER-AB Brand. Copper 
MER ER UR DUAT NETER,SUESHENG, Keape of the palace ofthe high priestess, Shsheng. Clay sealing 

264 264. UAI-AB-RA (Aptis) 
[NETER SEFER, NEB TAUI, RA-u100-AD._ Sistrum handle Pottery, Yellow.groon 
[NESUY AT, RAHOO-AD, SK RA UAM-AB-RAAMERY. Revere, same, Sistrum handle. Pottery. Gone white 

26-5, 26:5. AOHMES IL 
SK RA-RUNES-AB, SESUT AONMES-SK-NEIT, EIT KOT mex, Bele by Neil and Mao 
{Gee si, end) Memphis. Edwards. Clay seating 

NETER HEN PTAIL, AOUMES-P-RA SK AST. Prophet of Plah, Aohmes the sun, Son of Iss. Clay impression 
SouES SK SEIT Green Cylinder 
Shotes TAU Ne Black steatte Seal 
[NETER NEFER RA-KIINEMC-AD, SK RA AOHMES-SK-NET ONE ZETA, Menat, Pottery. Pale blue Fat 

17 Two fragments of sistrum handles with same names Pottery. Apple-reen, Pale blue 
Ra-KiNEM-AB, Foundation plague? Pottery. Bise Flat 
RA-RUNE AB, AOIDES-sK-xbsT. Pierced from sie to side, Pectoral? Pottery. Gone white Flat 

266. 26-6, PSEMTHEK 111 
RA-NE-ONKE (lor RA-ONKI-KANE; life of Re, for living one, ba 0 Re) Pottery. Gone butt G. 88



ii CATALOGUE OF scanans 
ae XXVIIth DYNASTY. 27-2. DARIUS 

1 MeTER weren, seszact, aranveast, D4 osm zea). Menat Pottery. Pale green Flat 2 Sk (ea) NED ROU ANTERUASIE ‘Menst, ‘Pottery, Light green with dark inlay Flat 
a8 XXVIIIh DYNASTY, 28-1, KHABBASH. 
amas Palace of Memphis. Edwards, Lead. Sling bullet 
ay XXIXh DYNASTY. 29-2, NAIFOURUD 
Beenawe Gone brown F.74 a2 29:2, HAKER 
RA-siNOT-(saE), Baboon of Tehuti, Faleon of Ra, Ram of Amen, and illegible Clay sealing 
oe XNXh DYNASTY, 0-1, NEKHT-NEBEF 

x Ravsueren-xa. Urach proceding from sides of Kheper Pottery. Green F.s7 2 NEVER NEFER, RA-RUEPOR-KA SARA, NERIT-NEBEP, ONKIL RA MA, Living Ube Ra 
  

  

  

Foundation block. Alabaster Flat 3 RAnErER- KA Stamp with handle Pottery. Pale ble Handle 4 NED'TACL, A-KIEER-KA, SA(RA.... Handle of strom, Bent im baking. Stoneware Green and let 5 sis, wexwr-weper, oss zerra End of Menat, Pale green with grey inlay Fat 
goa jo-2, ZEHER b 
SESUr DAT, NEB ACH, AR-HOT-NE-RA; si RA, NED HOG, ZENER, SETER-NE-aOtES 

  

  

  

  

  

  

ite the Su granted Wen heaven, leader ofthe gis... Peceof bowl Memphis, Pottery. ive 
30-3 30-3. NEKHT-HER-HEB x MER wes, NEKiT-RER-TEB Pouery. Blue Flat 

2 RAsuGR, NERIT-HER IED lay sealing 
32. XXXIa DYNASTY. 31-2. ARSES : aa anstees Pottery. Light grey-green Jar i 

PTOLENY 1 au of Ptolemy’ as an Egyptian king with short beard Onyx Fat 
PTOLEMY 1 

, Pottery.” Green with grey inlay, Flat 2 Same, Reverse, PrOLYS, ONK ZETT4, FFA MER Pottery. “Green with grey inlay Insribod 
PTOLEMY IV. Head of Ptolemy 1V asa seal Git bronze Ring 
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